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Abstract
A large proportion of energy used worldwide is for building heating, cooling and
dehumidification. Improvements in building energy efficiency are therefore essential
to reduce global energy usage and greenhouse gas emissions. Over the last several
decades, many efforts have been made on the development and application of various
sustainable and low energy technologies to increase building energy efficiency.
Among them, liquid desiccant dehumidification has gained significant scientific
attention due to its high potential to achieve energy savings in tropical and
subtropical regions.
In a liquid desiccant air conditioning (LDAC) system, the regeneration of the
liquid desiccant is a key process to maintain the capacity of the liquid desiccant for
continuous air dehumidification. Different regeneration methods have been studied
for LDAC systems, including but not limited to thermal regeneration, ultrasonic
regeneration, reverse osmosis regeneration and electrodialysis (ED) regeneration.
The use of ED for liquid desiccant regeneration has only been explored recently, and
the ways to integrate ED into LDAC systems and the likely benefits of using EDassisted LDAC systems have not previously been examined in depth.
The use of ED in the areas such as desalination and wastewater treatment has
been extensively studied and the results indicated that the performance of an ED
stack is influenced by the construction configuration and many operating parameters.
As the concentration of liquid desiccants used in LDAC systems is much higher than
that of the solutions used in other fields such as water desalination, the behaviour of
ED working with liquid desiccants is expected to differ from that in other fields. Salt
mass transfer and water mass transfer during the ED regeneration process are the key
factors influencing the concentration and volume variation of the solutions in an ED
stack and both are highly dependent on the operating conditions. Thus, key
knowledge gaps to date include the effects of operating parameters on the
regenerative ability of ED stacks for liquid desiccant regeneration, and the detailed
mass transfer mechanisms and energy consumption of such ED systems under
different operating conditions.
In this study, a range of experiments was first designed and carried out to
investigate how the main driving forces and influential factors governing the mass
iii

transfer of the ED process affect the regenerative ability and current efficiency of an
ED stack using a lab-scale ED test rig. The key parameters investigated included the
circulation solution flow rate, electrical current density, initial concentrations of the
regenerated and spent solutions and differences in the concentration between the
regenerated and spent solutions. The results showed that the difference in the
concentration between the regenerated and spent solutions had a significant impact
on the regenerative ability of the ED stack due to back diffusion and osmosis, which
should therefore be controlled within a reasonable range to ensure that the ED stack
can continuously maintain an acceptable regeneration performance.
Following a preliminary set of experiments, the experimental design was then
optimised using Taguchi method to obtain the maximum amount of information
through a minimum number of experiments. A multi-objective optimisation of the
operating factors was then performed using the mean of signal-to-noise (S/N) ratios
and grey relational analysis (GRA) to achieve a relatively high mass transfer
performance and relatively low electrical energy consumption of the ED stack. The
results provided important information to guide the optimum design of future ED
regeneration systems.
A mathematical model for the mass transfer and energy consumption of the ED
stack for liquid desiccant regeneration was then developed. The mass transfer during
an ED process was modelled using a modification to the Overall Mass Transfer
equation, taking into consideration the impact of the inlet concentrations of the two
solution streams and the applied current on the characteristics of the ED membranes.
A number of experiments were designed and carried out to identify the parameters
required in the mathematical model. Experimental data was also used to validate the
effectiveness of the mathematical model. The results from the mathematical model
were found to match well with the experimental data for the concentration and
volume of the solution in the regenerated solution and the energy consumption of the
experimental ED stack.
To examine the technical feasibility of an ED-assisted liquid desiccant
regeneration system, a liquid desiccant dehumidification system with an integrated
ED stack was proposed, which in principle allows the liquid desiccant to be
regenerated at a relatively low-temperature using both the ED stack and a lowtemperature thermal regenerator. The Spent Solution Recovering Ratio (SSRR) and
iv

Regenerated Solution Recovering Ratio (RSRR) were used as the performance
indicators in the feasibility study. The performance of the ED-assisted regeneration
system was evaluated using a TRNSYS simulation platform developed by the present
author for a range of weather conditions representative of those in Darwin, Australia.
The results showed that the inlet concentration of the regenerated solution in the
dehumidifier was able to be maintained in a range of 29.93%-30.17% (wt/wt). The
average values of the SSRR and RSRR were 1.01 and 1.02, respectively, which
indicated that the ED-assisted regeneration system would in principle be able to
regenerate the liquid desiccant at relatively low temperatures (~45°C). However, the
dehumidification coefficient of performance (DCOP) of the proposed ED-assisted
liquid desiccant system was relatively low. This low DCOP was mainly due to the
high power consumption of the ED stack modelled using the same ion-exchange
membranes with relatively high resistances as used in the experimental work in this
project. Therefore, how to greatly decrease the energy consumption of the ED stack
while maintaining the required concentration increase of the desiccant solution
would be one of the key issues of using ED for liquid desiccant regeneration.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1

Background and motivation
Increasing greenhouse gas emissions and the growing cost of fossil fuels are

among the current worldwide challenges driving intensive research activities towards
an efficient utilisation of energy sources (Kenisarin 2014). Buildings are major
consumers of energy and as such account for 30-45% of global energy consumption,
most of which is used to control indoor thermal comfort (Yang and Li 2015) via the
heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) systems commonly used in
residential and non-residential buildings (Herrera et al. 2015). In fact, approximately
70% of energy consumed in non-residential buildings in Australia is a result of the
operation of HVAC systems (Rahman et al. 2010). Significant quantities of energy
are used to cool and dehumidify air particularly in hot and humid countries and
regions (Enteria and Mizutani 2011) when conventional vapour compression systems
are used because the air supply in these systems is dehumidified by cooling it to a
temperature lower than the dew point temperature and then heating it to a
comfortable temperature (Abdel-Salam et al. 2014).
Over the previous decades, significant efforts have been made to develop and
deploy innovative HVAC systems to improve overall performance of buildings,
while simultaneously reducing the energy consumption (Uno and Shimoda 2012,
Piacentino and Talamo 2013, Gustafsson et al. 2014, Rana et al. 2015, She et al.
2015). Of these technologies, the liquid desiccant air conditioning (LDAC) system is
attracting an increasing attention (Qi and Lu 2014), with the result that practical
applications are being found for liquid desiccant cooling and dehumidification
(Farese 2012).
It has been claimed by previous researchers that LDAC systems have the
potential to perform better than conventional vapour compression systems, especially
in tropical climates, because the latent load and sensible load of the process air are
handled independently (Qi et al. 2014). Note that the term ‘process air’ is used to
denote the air in an air conditioning system that passes through equipment that cools,
heats, or humidifies/dehumidifies air to be supplied to the occupied zone.
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Liquid desiccant systems are also said to improve the performance of evaporative
cooling because the wet-bulb temperature of the process air is reduced (Lychnos and
Davies 2012), and to have the potential to remove bacteria and dust from the process
air (Kabeel 2005, Lazzarin and D'Ascanio 2007, Li and Yang 2008).
Since the regeneration of liquid desiccants is one of the key processes in LDAC
systems, various regeneration methods, including thermal and non-thermal
regeneration, have been investigated over decades (Al-Farayedhi et al. 1999, Misha
et al. 2012). Thermal regeneration is commonly driven by heat sources such as solar
energy, heat from the condensers of vapour compression systems, or waste heat from
electric power generation engines and industrial processes. During thermal
regeneration, the dilute liquid desiccant is heated to a relatively high temperature (e.g.
generally 65oC or higher) and then comes in contact with scavenging air, through
which the water in the liquid desiccant evaporates and is transferred into the
scavenging air. More energy is consumed in order to cool the liquid desiccant to the
desired temperature before it enters the dehumidifier to ensure efficient
dehumidification, which means that the efficiency of thermal regeneration is limited
due to the high-temperature regeneration.
Other non-thermal regeneration methods such as ultrasonic regeneration, reverse
osmosis (RO) regeneration, and electrodialysis (ED) regeneration have also been
investigated, but unlike thermal regeneration, non-thermal methods can regenerate
liquid desiccants at a relatively low temperature, which potentially reduces the
amount of energy needed to heat the liquid desiccant before regeneration and then
cool it before the dehumidifier. However, ultrasonic regeneration may lead to
environmental hazards (Yao 2010) and the RO membranes currently available are
unable to work with high concentrations of liquid desiccants (Al-Sulaiman et al.
2007).
ED is a membrane technology that uses ion-exchange membranes and can
transfer solutes from a weak solution to a strong solution under the influence of a
supplied electric field (Dydo and Turek 2013). ED is being considered as a potential
non-thermal regeneration method for LDAC systems (Li and Zhang 2009, Li et al.
2011, Cheng et al. 2012, Cheng et al. 2013, Cheng and Zhang 2013). A theoretical
analysis has shown that ED is more stable for liquid desiccant regeneration than
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conventional methods of thermal regeneration because weather conditions had a
limited impact on the performance of an ED stack (Li et al. 2013).
Previous studies have indicated that ED might be an alternative technology for
regenerating liquid desiccants used in LDAC systems. In fact, previous ED
investigations into desalination and wastewater treatment indicated that an ED stack
is influenced by parameters such as its construction, the characteristics of the
membranes used, the concentrations of the feed and product solutions, the solution
flow rate, and the current density or supplied electric potential (Boniardi et al. 1997,
Fidaleo and Moresi 2005, Sadrzadeh et al. 2007). Since the concentration of liquid
desiccants used in LDAC systems is generally much higher than the solutions used in
the fields such as water desalination, the ability of ED to work with liquid desiccants
is expected to differ from that in the other fields, and there was therefore a need to
determine how the parameters mentioned above affect the performance of ED for
liquid desiccant regeneration. As ED can operate in different modes, how to
effectively integrate ED into liquid desiccant dehumidification systems and how to
appropriately design and size the ED component are among the important issues to
develop cost effective ED-assisted LDAC systems.
Moreover, prior to the present study there were no experimental investigations in
the public domain that investigated how the key operating parameters of ED affect its
mass transfer and the energy consumed for regenerating liquid desiccants, which in
turn made it difficult to design and optimise the ED component for an LDAC system.
At present, it is not clear whether ED can reliably work with LDAC systems for
liquid desiccant regeneration. A feasibility study is therefore highly needed to
examine the technical feasibility of using ED for liquid desiccant regeneration and
evaluate the likely benefits of such systems.
1.2

Research aim and objectives
The aim of this thesis was to experimentally investigate how well ED can

regenerate liquid desiccants and also propose an ED-assisted liquid desiccant
dehumidification system. The project aim was achieved by meeting the following
objectives:
I.

To determine the appropriate ranges of the operating parameters such as the
concentration and the current density of the ED stack for liquid desiccant
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regeneration because the concentrations of spent and regenerated solutions
inside the ED stack are generally much higher than the conventional use of
ED technology in the fields such as water treatment.
II. To investigate the mass transfer mechanisms and energy consumption of an
ED stack and to identify the near-optimal operating conditions of ED for
liquid desiccant regeneration.
III. To develop a mathematical model for the ED regeneration process by
incorporating the effects of liquid desiccant concentration on the mass transfer
and energy consumption of an ED stack, and to identify the characteristics of
the membrane pairs to be used in the mathematical model. Based on the
model developed, the effects of design and operating parameters on the
performance of the ED regenerator were further investigated by varying two
parameters simultaneously.
IV. To perform a feasibility study of integrating ED stacks into liquid desiccant
dehumidification systems for desiccant regeneration using the TRNSYS
simulation.
1.3

Research methodology
The research methodology used in this thesis is presented in Fig. 1.1. It was

comprised of a performance investigation and optimisation of an ED stack for
regenerating liquid desiccants (Objectives I, II, and III), as well as the development,
modelling, and theoretical evaluation of an ED-assisted liquid desiccant
dehumidification system (Objective IV). The performance investigation and
optimisation of an ED stack for regenerating liquid desiccants were primarily
achieved through experimental studies while the feasibility study and the
performance evaluation of the ED-assisted liquid dehumidification system were
achieved through computer simulations. The operating ranges of an ED stack that
were suitable for liquid desiccant regeneration were identified first (i.e. Objective I)
by examining how key operating parameters affect the regenerative ability and
current efficiency (i.e. the ratio of the electric charge transported by ions to the total
amount of electric charge applied to the ED stack) of an ED stack for regenerating
liquid desiccants. Based on the findings in Objective I, further experiments were
designed and carried out to better understand the concentration and volume changes
of the liquid desiccant solutions during ED regeneration under different operating
4

conditions so as to identify the near-optimal working conditions for regenerating
Lithium Chloride (LiCl) liquid desiccants (i.e. Objective II). To estimate the
performance of ED for liquid desiccant regeneration, a mathematical model of the
ED regeneration process was developed and specific experiments were designed to
identify the characteristics of mass transfer and the electrical resistance of the
membrane pairs required in the mathematical model (i.e. Objective III). Lastly, based
on the mathematical modelling of ED regeneration obtained from Objective III, an
ED-assisted liquid desiccant dehumidification system is proposed and simulated, and
its technical feasibility and the performance under dynamic working conditions were
theoretically investigated (i.e. Objective IV).
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Fig. 1.1 Research methodology used in this study.
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1.4

Thesis outline
This chapter presents the background and motivation for this research, including

a brief introduction of the research gaps of ED for regenerating liquid desiccants. It
provides the aim and objectives of this thesis and the primary research methodology
used. The subsequent chapters are structured as follows.
Chapter 2 presents a literature review of different dehumidification methods,
different regeneration methods for liquid desiccants, various LDAC systems that
have been studied, the performance indicators used to evaluate the performance of
LDAC systems, and the mathematical modelling of the ED process.
Chapter 3 describes the working principle of ED for liquid desiccant regeneration
and provides a description of the experimental setup and materials used in this
research.
Chapter 4 presents an experimental investigation into the effects of the key
operating parameters on the regenerative ability and current efficiency of ED to
regenerate LiCl liquid desiccant solutions. The suitable operating ranges of ED for
regenerating LiCl liquid desiccant solutions are identified.
Chapter 5 describes the investigation into the mass transfer and experimental
optimisation of ED for regenerating LiCl liquid desiccant. The experiments were
designed using Taguchi method and the ranges of the operating parameters identified
in Chapter 4. The mass transfer investigation was carried out using the mean of
signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio and analysis of variance techniques, while the system
optimisation was carried out by the means of the S/N ratio and grey relational
analysis.
Chapter 6 presents the mathematical modelling of the mass transfer and energy
consumed by ED when regenerating LiCl liquid desiccants. The experimental
identification of the characteristics of the membrane pairs and validation of the
mathematical model are also described. Simulation exercises are conducted to further
investigate the effects of varying two parameters simultaneously on the performance
of ED regeneration.
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Chapter 7 presents a strategy to integrate ED into liquid desiccant
dehumidification systems and the feasibility study of using ED for regenerating LiCl
liquid desiccant. The performance of the ED regeneration system is then evaluated
under weather conditions of Darwin (Australia), and the results of these simulations
are presented and discussed.
Chapter 8 summarises the key findings in this study and provides some
recommendations for future work in this area.
1.5

Publications
The author of this thesis was the primary contributor to the technical content and

academic insight of the papers listed below excluding “other publication” while the
co-authors contributed to the reviewing content and formatting, and proofreading.
Chapter 4 is developed based on the publication shown below.
i)

Guo Y., Ma Z., Al-Jubainawi A., Cooper P., Nghiem L.D. Using
electrodialysis for regeneration of aqueous lithium chloride solution in
liquid desiccant air conditioning systems. Energy and Buildings 2016; 116:
285-95.

Chapter 5 is developed based on the below manuscript prepared.
ii)

Guo Y., Ma Z., Al-Jubainawi A., Nghiem L.D, Cooper P. Experimental
investigation and optimisation of electrodialysis for recovery of a high
concentration solution: LiCl liquid desiccant, to be submitted to Research
Journal of Environmental Sciences.

Chapters 6 and 7 is developed based on the publication shown below:
iii)

Guo Y., Ma Z., Al-Jubainawi A., Cooper P., Nghiem L.D 2016.
‘Development and performance evaluation of a liquid desiccant air
conditioning system with hybrid electrodialysis and thermal regeneration’,
CLIMA 2016: Proceedings of the 12th REHVA World Congress, Alborg,
Denmark, pp. 1-9, 22-25 May 2016.

Other publication:
iv)

Al-Jubainawi A., Ma Z., Guo Y., Nghiem L.D., Cooper P., Li W. Factors
governing mass transfer during membrane electrodialysis regeneration of
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LiCl solution for liquid desiccant dehumidification systems. Sustainable
Cities and Society 2017; 28: 30-41.
I was involved in the experimental design, execution and data analysis.
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Chapter 2 Literature Review
This thesis investigates the potential of electrodialysis (ED) to be used for
regenerating liquid desiccant and the development and design of a liquid desiccant
air conditioning (LDAC) system with ED regeneration. This chapter summarises a
literature review of recent research and development in this field and identifies some
research gaps and areas needing improvement, to assist in the development,
simulation and evaluation of this type of system.
Section 2.1 describes the importance of dehumidification of air and a comparison
of different methods of dehumidification. Section 2.2 highlights the benefits of liquid
desiccant dehumidification over solid desiccant dehumidification. Section 2.3
outlines different methods for regenerating liquid desiccants and the energy saving
potential of the ED method. A survey of different LDAC systems and the indicators
used to evaluate the performance of LDAC systems are provided in Section 2.4,
while Section 2.5 provides an overview of the mathematical modelling of ED stacks.
Some conclusions from the literature review are presented in Section 2.6.
2.1

Dehumidification and dehumidification methods
Dehumidification in the present context is taken to mean a process whereby

moisture (i.e. water vapour) is removed from air. Although the ratio of water vapour
to dry air in air conditioning systems is small, the amount of latent heat occupies a
large portion of the total energy consumed by an air conditioning system, which
increases as the ventilation rate to a building increases (Zhang et al. 2005, Li et al.
2010). Processing ventilation air is held to account for 20-40% of the total thermal
load of commercial buildings, and is even higher when 100% fresh air is required
(Niu and Zhang 2001).
Humidity control has become more important for indoor health and thermal
comfort because of concerns over the quality of indoor air due to diseases such as
fungal rhinitis, hypersensitivity pneumonia, acute respiratory and asthma that are
related to humidity (Jaakkola et al. 2003, Zhang et al. 2005, Crook and Burton 2010,
Wang et al. 2011). Occupants in a building with a high humidity ratio may feel
uncomfortable, and that may influence their productivity (Huang and Zhang 2013),
and therefore dehumidifying the air is an important factor in air conditioning
systems.
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Many dehumidification methods have been investigated and used to decrease the
moisture of process air, and these methods, or mechanisms, can be classified as
either mechanical dehumidification or chemical dehumidification (Mazzei et al.
2005).
Mechanical dehumidification is a typical and traditional technology that can be
described as condensing dehumidification (Zhang et al. 2012). In this process, moist
air is cooled below its dew point temperature so that the water vapour condenses and
is then collected and removed from the air (Li et al. 2010). This means the
evaporating temperature of the vapour compression air conditioning must be as low
as around 5°C, which results in high energy consumption and a low coefficient of
performance (Ma et al. 2006). Moreover, this method is potentially harmful to the
environment because non-environmentally friendly refrigerants may be used in
vapour compression systems (Li et al. 2010, Jaradat et al. 2012, Mohammad et al.
2013, Wrobel et al. 2013).
Chemical dehumidification, also known as desiccant dehumidification, uses
desiccants to absorb or adsorb water vapour from the process air. These desiccant
materials can be solid or liquid and should have a high affinity for water vapour (Jain
et al. 2011). The basic driving force for transferring water vapour is the difference in
water vapour pressure between the moist air and the desiccant (Nobrega and Brum
2012). This means desiccant dehumidification can increase the drying rate and obtain
uniform drying (Misha et al. 2012); it can also use low-grade thermal energy such as
waste heat from industry, solar energy, and bioenergy as the energy sources (La et
al. 2010), which means it can reduce the demand for electricity and decrease the
operational costs compared to mechanical dehumidification. Moreover, desiccant
dehumidification can work efficiently when the required dew point temperature is
very low whereas mechanical dehumidification can only work when the dew point
temperature is above 4°C (Mazzei et al. 2005).
A comparison between these two dehumidification methods is shown in Table
2.1 (Mazzei et al. 2005, Lowenstein 2008, La et al. 2010, Misha et al. 2012).
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Table 2.1 Comparison between different dehumidification methods.

Mechanical
dehumidification

• Reliable
performance
• Easy to manage

Disadvantages
• Energy consuming
• Refrigerants used
may be
environmentally
damaging

Chemical
dehumidification

• High drying rate
• Can be driven by
low-grade thermal
energy
• Can work at low
dew point
temperature
• Low operating cost
• Environmental
friendly desiccant
materials are
available

• Limitation of energy
saving due to the
temperature
requirement of
conventional
regeneration
• May have corrosion
issue
• May have droplet
carryover issue

Dehumidification methods

2.2

Advantages

Desiccant dehumidification methods
Depending on the physical phase of the desiccant, there are two types of

desiccant dehumidification, solid desiccant dehumidification and liquid desiccant
dehumidification (Misha et al. 2012).
2.2.1 Solid desiccant dehumidification
Solid desiccants can selectively adsorb certain compounds to be removed from
air (Knez and Novak 2001, Yano and Fukushima 2003), so the typical
implementation of this technology is in stationary beds or rotary wheels packed with
desiccant materials (R.Narayanan et al. 2011, Zou et al. 2012, Guidara et al. 2013).
The basic operating principle of a typical rotary desiccant dehumidifier is shown in
Fig. 2.1 where the rotary wheel is divided into dehumidification and regeneration
sections. Process air passes through the dehumidification part, and water vapour is
adsorbed by the desiccant material; this reduces the moisture in the air. The
scavenging air is heated before it passes through the regeneration section. This
heated scavenging air further heats the desiccant surface, which increases the water
vapour pressure in the dessicant material and consequently water in the desiccant is
transferred to the scavenging air (La et al. 2010, Nóbrega 2014).
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Fig. 2.1 Schematic of a rotary desiccant dehumidifier (La et al. 2010).

2.2.2

Liquid desiccant dehumidification

The fundamental liquid desiccant dehumidification with thermal regeneration
process is shown in Fig. 2.2 implemented using a dehumidifier, a regenerator, a
heater and a cooler (Xiong et al. 2010, Wang et al. 2013). In liquid desiccant
dehumidification systems, moist air makes direct contact with the strong liquid
desiccant solution in the dehumidifier where water vapour in the air is absorbed by
the liquid desiccant due to the difference in vapour pressure between the air and the
liquid desiccant surface (Davanagere et al. 1999, Mohammad et al. 2013). After the
dehumidifier, the solution is sent to the regenerator to remove the water and increase
its concentration; this is called regeneration or reactivating. This means that
dehumidifiers and regenerators are key components of liquid desiccant systems
(Gommed and Grossman 2007).
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Fig. 2.2 Schematic of a liquid desiccant dehumidification system (Wang et al. 2013).
In order to find a liquid desiccant material that is stable, cheap, and has a high
capacity for absorption, many studies have focussed on the mass transfer
performance and thermal dynamic properties of liquid desiccant materials. The most
widely used liquid desiccants are lithium chloride (LiCl), lithium bromide (LiBr),
calcium chloride (CaCl2) and magnesium chloride (MgCl2) solutions (Ertas et al.
1992, Grossman 2002, Conde 2004, Al-Farayedhi et al. 2005, Li et al. 2008, AbdelSalam et al. 2013). Compared to MgCl2, LiCl has a lower risk of crystallisation and
a lower equilibrium humidity ratio under a wide range of operating conditions
(Abdel-Salam et al. 2013); it also has a more stable dehumidification efficiency than
CaCl2 and LiBr (Koronaki et al. 2013).
2.2.3 Comparison between solid and liquid desiccant dehumidification
The location of the regenerator for liquid desiccant systems is more flexible than
for solid desiccant systems, but constructing liquid desiccant dehumidification
systems is much more complex (Misha et al. 2012).
The temperature required for liquid desiccant regeneration is generally lower
than for solid desiccant regeneration. The temperature ranges previously investigated
for some solid and liquid desiccants are summarised in Table 2.2, which shows that
the temperature at which solid desiccants regenerate varies from 40 to 150 °C while
14

liquid desiccant ranges from 20 to 80°C. This means that unlike solid desiccant
systems, liquid desiccant systems have less stringent requirements for the thermal
energy source for regeneration and therefore potentially consume less energy cooling
the desiccant before it enters the dehumidifiers.
A report from Lowenstein et al. (1998) summarised that the manufacturing cost
of a liquid desiccant dehumidification system was around half of the cost of a solid
desiccant system. The study from Sullivan (2011) claimed that the annual operating
cost of liquid desiccant systems tends to be around 50% less than solid desiccant
wheel systems. Indeed, the annual maintenance cost and 10-year operating cost of
liquid desiccant dehumidification systems were found to be less than half that of
solid desiccant dehumidification systems, as shown in Table 2.3 (Sullivan 2011).
This low maintenance cost might be due to the use of less moving components,
disposal materials or corrosion resistant materials applied in liquid desiccant
dehumidification systems (Bonke 2007, Sullivan 2011, Oh et al. 2016).
A comparison of performance between waste heat driven liquid and solid
desiccant systems was conducted at the University of Maryland, and revealed that the
temperature of process air produced by a liquid desiccant system was lower than
from a solid desiccant system. It was therefore concluded that a liquid desiccant
system is better at reducing enthalpy than a solid desiccant system (Cowie et al.
2003). It is also claimed that liquid desiccant systems result in a lower air pressure
drop through the equipment than solid desiccant systems, in both dehumidifiers and
regenerators, and have a good capacity for storing weak desiccant in the tank for
regeneration (Abdul-Wahab et al. 2004, Salarian 2012).
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Table 2.2 Regeneration temperatures of solid and liquid desiccants.
Desiccant

Materials

Temperature
(oC)

References

Silica gel, zeolite, CaCl2, LiCl
LiCl

40-90

Zhang et al. (2014)
Koronaki et al.
(2013)
Yamaguchi and
Saito (2013)
Ge et al. (2008)

type

Silica gel

50-80

Silica gel-haloid composite
desiccant
Silica gel
Silica gel, activated alumina,
and activated charcoal
Silica gel
Silica gel
Silica gel

Solid
desiccant

Composite desiccant contained
ceramic, silica gel and lithium
chloride
Silica gel
Silica gel
Silica, alumina, and
mixed oxide aerogels
Silica gel
Silica gel
Aluminosilicate
Silica gel
Silica gel
Zeolites
Activated alumina
Activated charcoal

47-67

their

50-90
50-150
54.3-68.3
55-75
60-66
60-70

Chung et al. (2009)
Yadav and Bajpai
(2012)
Ghiaus et al. (2013)
Sheng et al. (2013)
Ruivo and Angrisani
(2014)
Xia (2013)

60-120
62.55-64.34
65-140
70
72-85
80-120
87
90
98.9-178.0
110, 170
125.2-196.0
125.4-164.6

Sheng et al. (2015)
Elzahzby et al.
(2014)
Knez and Novak
(2001)
Guan et al. (2015)
Ruivo et al. (2013)
Wei et al. (2013)
Nia et al. (2006)
Kumar et al. (2014)
Golubovic et al.
(2006)
Kumar et al. (2014)
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Table 2.2 (Continued) Regeneration temperatures of solid and liquid desiccants.

Liquid
desiccant

LiCl, CaCl2

20-80

LiCl
LiCl, CaCl2
LiBr
LiCl
LiCl

25-60
32-58
33-58
34-50
35-56

LiCl

45-50

Potassium formate
LiBr
CaCl2
LiCl- CaCl2 mixed solution
LiCl- CaCl2 mixed solution

45-50
49-63
50
50-65
50-70

LiCl

53-60

LiBr, CaCl2

55-75

CaCl2

55-80

LiCl
LiBr

56-68
60

CaCl2

60

LiCl

60-70

LiCl

65-70

Al-Farayedhi et al.
(1999)
Qi et al. (2013)
Jain et al. (2011)
Zhang et al. (2012)
Kim et al. (2015)
Zhang et al. (2010)
Abdel-Salam et al.
(2014)
Qiu et al. (2008)
Liu et al. (2007)
Audah et al. (2011)
Jian (2014)
Li et al. (2013)
Gommed et al.
(2004)
Xiong et al. (2009)
Kabeel and Bassuoni
(2013)
She et al. (2014)
Liu et al. (2006)
Peng and Zhang
(2009)
Fumo and Goswami
(2002)
Gommed and
Grossman (2012)
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Table 2.3 Operating and maintenance costs of different dehumidification systems
(Sullivan 2011).

Misha et al. (2012) also claimed that solid desiccant dehumidification is more
popular in practice due to its simple construction, but liquid desiccant has a higher
capacity to hold moisture compared to the solid desiccant(ASHRAE 1997).
A comparison between liquid and solid desiccant dehumidification systems is
shown in Table 2.4. Since liquid desiccant dehumidification systems have several
advantages over solid desiccant systems, these systems are mainly considered in the
following sections.
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Table 2.4 Comparison between liquid and solid desiccant dehumidification systems.
Desiccant
dehumidification
type

Advantages

Liquid desiccant
dehumidification

1) High capacity to hold
moisture
2) Regenerator location is
flexible
3) Low regeneration
temperature
4) Lower manufacturing,
operating and maintenance
costs
5) Low-pressure drop for air
6) Good capacity for storing
desiccant for regeneration

1) Complex system to
construct
2) Corrosive desiccant
material
3) Droplet carryover issue

Easy to construct the system
(Misha et al. 2012)

1) Inflexible regenerator
location
2) High regeneration
temperature
3) Higher operating and
maintenance costs
4) Higher pressure drop for
air through equipment

Solid desiccant
dehumidification

2.3

Disadvantages

Liquid desiccant regeneration methods
The regeneration of liquid desiccants is one of the most important processes in

liquid desiccant dehumidification systems. Different methods of regeneration have
been studied; these include but are not limited to thermal regeneration, ultrasonic
regeneration, reverse osmosis regeneration (RO) and electrodialysis (ED)
regeneration (Al-Farayedhi et al. 1999, Misha et al. 2012).
2.3.1

Thermal regeneration

Thermal regeneration is where heat is introduced into the regenerator by heating
the air and/or the desiccant (Liu et al. 2009). The heat sources investigated for
thermal regeneration have included heat generated by solar energy, heat from
condensers of vapour compression systems, and waste heat from power engine
generators, for example.
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2.3.1.1 Solar energy as the heat source
Regeneration driven by solar thermal energy has been investigated extensively
because it is an energy source with very low running cost. The use of solar energy to
regenerate liquid desiccants can be categorised as either direct or indirect heating.
Direct heating means that solar collectors are used to directly heat liquid desiccants
for regeneration, whereas indirect heating uses solar collectors to heat an
intermediate working fluid that is then used for liquid desiccant regeneration.
Direct heating
Peng and Zhang (2011) used a solar collector as the thermal regenerator for
liquid desiccants in a solar LDAC system. The forced flow solar collector had an
inclined flat black surface that was used to absorb solar energy (Fig. 2.3). These solar
collectors were designed with either single or double glazed covers which reduced
heat losses and prevented the liquid desiccant from being contaminated by foreign
substances from outside environment. A weak liquid desiccant passed over the black
surface as a thin liquid film which was then heated by the solar collectors. Water that
evaporated from the liquid desiccant was removed by a forced air stream. An
analytical model for the performance calculation of proposed solar collector
regenerator was developed and validated with experimental data.

Fig. 2.3 (a) Schematic diagram and (b) Cross-section view of solar collector (Peng
and Zhang 2011).
Another example of using solar collectors to directly heat the liquid desiccant
was presented by Katejanekarn et al. (2009). Fig. 2.4 shows the experimental setup
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used. Here, liquid desiccant was heated in a solar collector, where the water
evaporated and was then removed by scavenging air.

Fig. 2.4 Schematic of the LDAC system proposed by Katejanekarn et al. (2009).
Jian (2014) also used a solar collector to directly heat the liquid desiccant
solution, see Fig. 2.5. The liquid desiccant was heated in a solar collector and then
sprayed into the regeneration tower where the water that evaporated from the
solution was removed by scavenging air. The effects of the inlet temperature and
humidity of air, the mass flow rate of scavenging air, and the inlet temperature of a
weak solution on the regeneration capacity were experimentally studied.
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Fig. 2.5 Solar regenerated LDAC system by directly heating the liquid desiccant
proposed by Jian (2014), where 1-direct evaporative cooler, 2-air dehumidifier, 3solution tank, 4-spiral-plate heat exchanger, 5-solution tank, 6-solar collector, 7cooling tower, 8-regenertator, 9~11-solution pump, 12~13-fan, 14-thermocouple.
Indirect heating
Keniar et al. (2015) used parabolic solar collectors for liquid desiccant
regeneration, as shown in Fig. 2.6, where the solar collectors were used to heat an
intermediate working fluid stored in a tank, which was then used to supply the heat
in one heat exchanger to regenerate the liquid desiccant. The humidity removal
capacity was calculated through mathematical modelling and was validated with
experimental data.
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Fig. 2.6 Schematic of LDAC system with parabolic solar collectors (Keniar et al.
2015).
Armanasco et al. (2015) used solar collectors to regenerate a liquid desiccant by
indirectly heating in a large scale (>20 kW) liquid desiccant solar cooling plant, as
shown in Fig. 2.7. Here the solar collector was used to heat a mixture of water and
glycol, which was then used to heat water in the hot water storage, and the stored hot
water was then used to heat the liquid desiccant for regeneration. A performance
analysis was carried out on experimental results of this installed plant.
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Fig. 2.7 Schematic of the large-scale liquid desiccant solar cooling plant (Armanasco
et al. 2015).
Xiong et al. (2008) used a solar collector to indirectly heat LiBr and CaCl 2 liquid
desiccants for regeneration. As Fig. 2.8 shows, there are two stages of
dehumidification in this proposed system, using solutions of LiBr and CaCl2,
respectively. The solar collector was used to heat the water used for heating LiBr in a
heat exchanger, and then for heating CaCl2 solution in another heat exchanger. The
performance of proposed system was analysed through mathematical simulation.
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Fig. 2.8 Two-stage liquid desiccant dehumidification system (Xiong et al. 2009).
The disadvantage of using solar energy for thermal regeneration is that it is
highly dependent on weather conditions and may not continuously provide sufficient
cooling and dehumidification, especially during the night.
2.3.1.2 Waste heat from condensers as a heat source for thermal regeneration
The use of waste heat from the condensers of conventional vapour compression
systems for liquid desiccant regeneration has been reported in a number of studies. A
feasibility study and performance analysis of a LDAC system using hot air from the
condenser of a vapour compression system to regenerate liquid desiccants was
studied numerically by Yin et al. (2011), as shown in Fig. 2.9. They showed that it is
technically feasible to regenerate liquid desiccant using hot air from the condenser,
and suggested that the scavenging air should be around 65°C for LiCl liquid
desiccant.
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Fig. 2.9 An LDAC system using hot air from the condenser for regenerating liquid
desiccant (Yin et al. 2011).
In a hybrid LDAC system (Fig. 2.10) proposed by Yamaguchi et al. (2011), the
heat released from the condenser would be used to heat the scavenging air and liquid
desiccant solution entering the liquid desiccant regenerator. The performance
evaluation was conducted by both experiments and mathematical calculations.

Fig. 2.10 A hybrid LDAC system using the condenser to heat both the scavenging air
and liquid desiccant (Yamaguchi et al. 2011).
Mohan et al. (2015) experimentally investigated the performance of a hybrid
liquid desiccant vapour compression air conditioning system, as shown in Fig. 2.11,
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where the ambient air was first heated by the condenser and then supplied to the
regenerator to regenerate the liquid desiccant.

Fig. 2.11 An LDAC system with regeneration driven by waste heat from the
condenser to heat the scavenging air (Mohan et al. 2015).
In an LDAC system proposed by She et al. (2015), as shown in Fig. 2.12, liquid
desiccant was regenerated by using the condenser to heat the scavenging air and heat
the weak solution in a solution-to-refrigerant heat exchanger before the condenser.
To improve the heat utilisation efficiency of the condenser for regenerating liquid
desiccant, She et al. (2015) analytically investigated how the heat distribution ratio
(the percentage of amount of heat from the condenser used for heating air and liquid
desiccant solution) affected the scavenging air and liquid desiccant solution and
discovered that a system that used all or part of the available heat to heat the solution
performed better than a system where all the heat was used to heat the scavenging
air, if the condensing temperature was relatively low or the concentration of the
solution was relatively high.
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Fig. 2.12 An LDAC system with regeneration driven by waste heat before the
condenser, and from the condenser, as proposed by She et al (2015).
Zhang et al. (2013) compared heating the weak solution with heating the
scavenging air through the heat released by the condenser in heat pump driven liquid
desiccant systems and discovered that the system performed better when the weak
solution was heated for regeneration.
2.3.1.3 Using heat from electric power generation engines
The waste heat from an electric power generation engine has also been used to
regenerate liquid desiccants. Gao et al. (2008), for instance, proposed the use of
waste heat from diesel engines for a cooling, heating, and power system to regenerate
liquid desiccants. It was claimed that a liquid desiccant system can supply 42% of the
cooling and reduce the chiller energy consumption by 9.5%. A combined heat and
power system consisting of a natural gas engine generator and a liquid desiccant
dehumidification system was designed and installed in a four-storey educational
office building by Nayak et al. (2009). Here, waste heat from the exhaust gases and
jacket water was used to regenerate the liquid desiccant; from which it was found
that the primary energy consumed by the integrated heat and power system was 4.2%
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less than a conventional power plant. In a laboratory, a combined cooling, heating,
and power (CHP) system was developed by Fu et al. (2009). In summer, waste heat
from the jacket water was used to regenerate liquid desiccant, and under certain
operating conditions, this combined CHP system could achieve efficiencies up to
90%. An innovative natural gas CHP system combined with a gas-fired internal
combustion engine and a LiCl liquid desiccant cooling system was developed by
Badami and Portorato (2009). In the proposed tri-generation plant, heat from the flue
gases and cooling water for the engine was recovered and used to regenerate the
liquid desiccant. This proposed combined CHP system is a possible alternative to
traditional cooling technology.
Although heat from electric power generation engines can regenerate liquid
desiccants and improve the performance of combined CHP systems, the engine
generator source used for regeneration might have a location limitation and the
regeneration temperature is still relatively high.
2.3.2

Membrane-based regeneration

Membrane technology has been used extensively for seawater desalination, acid
recovery, and salt production (Ge et al. 2013, Halevy et al. 2013, Kezia et al. 2013,
Li et al. 2013, Li et al. 2013, Montana et al. 2013, Jiang et al. 2014), and can be used
in a similar manner to concentrate liquid desiccant solutions. Two types of
membrane technologies, reverse osmosis (RO) and electrodialysis (ED), have been
considered as means of regenerating liquid desiccants.
2.3.2.1 Reverse osmosis regeneration
RO is a pressure-driven process whereby osmotic pressure is overcome by high
hydrostatic pressure on the feed side of the membrane (Kaghazchi et al. 2010). It is
one of the most economically attractive separation technologies for water
desalination, and it can separate dissolved salts from the solution through semipermeable membranes which allow the solvent to pass through, while rejecting the
salt (Park et al. 2016).
It would appear that the use of RO for regenerating weak liquid desiccant was
first proposed by Al-Farayedhi et al. (1999). The energy consumption of RO
regeneration for CaCl2 and LiCl liquid desiccants was analysed and showed that
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CaCl2 required less pressure than LiCl under the same operating conditions, and
therefore consumed less energy.
Al-Sulaiman and Gandhidasan (2005) compared the energy consumed by
conventional thermal regeneration and RO regeneration, and found that RO
consumed 25% less energy than thermal regeneration due to the low regeneration
temperature (i.e. 22ºC reported).
The performance of a two-stage evaporative cooling system using RO to
regenerate liquid desiccant was studied by Al-Sulaiman et al. (2007), and they found
from the energy analysis that the coefficient of performance (COP) of this proposed
system was up to 1.2, which was higher than the COP of liquid desiccant systems
using conventional thermal regeneration. However, the authors pointed out that the
RO membranes currently available cannot handle the high concentration of CaCl 2
required in liquid desiccant applications.
2.3.2.2 Electrodialysis regeneration
Electrodialysis (ED) is another commercialised membrane-based technology that
can transport solvent from a weak solution to a strong solution. Ion-exchange
membranes are the key components in an ED system. ED has primarily been used for
desalination, wastewater treatment, and ion separation in the chemical, food, and
pharmaceutical industries (Doyen et al. 2012, Zhang et al. 2012, Galama et al. 2014,
Valero et al. 2015).
ED has been widely used in the water treatment and the recovery of ionic liquids
(Mohammadi and Kaviani 2003, Zhang et al. 2017). Arda et al. (2009) compared the
performance of two different pre-treatment methods of using ED to remove fluoride
from geothermal water. Choi et al. (2016) investigated the efficiency of separating
heavy metal and nitrate ions from groundwater with low conductivity by using the
ED technology. Endo et al. (2017) improved the performance of ED for recovering
the ionic liquid through using the mixture of H2SO4 and Na2SO4 as the electrolyte
solution and demonstrated the applicability of using ED technology in the biomass
processing. Wang et al. (2016) used ED to separate and recover gammaaminobutyric acid (GABA) from reaction mixtures. The results from the above
studies showed that ED is a promising technology in reducing or recovery the
chemicals in solutions.
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During the last decade, ED has also been considered for working with high
concentration solutions such as effluent brine, ionic solution, and liquid desiccants
(Korngold et al. 2005, Tanaka et al. 2015, Sakar et al. 2016, Al-Jubainawi et al.
2017). Tanaka et al. (2015) used ED to treat the discharged brine from reverse
osmosis of seawater in order to produce salt and reduce the concentration of the
discharged solution to the seawater level for environmental protection of marine
ecosystems. Koter et al. (Koter et al. 2012) investigated the performance of ED for
concentrating NaOH solutions with different types of commercial ion-exchange
membranes with the concentration up to 5 M (i.e. 200 g/L).
The use of ED to regenerate liquid desiccants has only recently been explored (Li
and Zhang 2009, Li et al. 2011, Cheng et al. 2012, Cheng et al. 2013, Cheng and
Zhang 2013). This technology has a potential to enable a liquid desiccant
regeneration system to operate at a lower temperature and therefore reduce the
energy needed to cool the desiccant after regeneration. The use of ED as a method of
regeneration was first proposed by Li et al (2011), while Li and Zhang (2009)
proposed using a photovoltaic (PV) ED regeneration process, as shown in Fig. 2.13.
An analysis of energy performance showed that an ED operation is more stable than
thermal regeneration because weather conditions have limited impacts on the
performance of an ED stack.
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Fig. 2.13 Photovoltaic and electrodialysis driven LDAC system (Li and Zhang 2009).
In order to explore the ED regeneration method further, a two-stage ED
regeneration system shown in Fig. 2.14 was presented by Li et al. (2011). The weak
solution from the dehumidifier was sent to the concentrate cells of ED Regenerator 1
and was then concentrated further in the concentrated cells of the ED Regenerator 2.
The solution in Tank 1 was first fed to the dilute cells of the ED Regenerator 2 and
then sent to the diluted cells of the ED Regenerator 1. In this way, concentrations in
the diluted and concentrated cells in the ED Regenerator 1 were less than in the
diluted and concentrated cells of the ED Regenerator 2, and as a consequence, the
difference in concentration between the solutions in the diluted and concentrated
cells decreased. The performance of single stage and double stage ED regeneration
systems was analysed, and revealed that the two-stage ED regeneration system was
more efficient than the single stage system.
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Fig. 2.14 Two-stage photovoltaic and electrodialysis driven LDAC system (Li et al.
2011).
A new two-stage photovoltaic thermal (PVT) ED regeneration system, as shown
in Fig. 2.15, was proposed by Cheng et al. (2012), where the weak solution from the
storage was first sent to the PVT system to be heated, and then used to cool the solar
cells, after which the solution was fed into the cells of ED Regenerator 1. The
discharged diluted solution from ED Regenerator 1 was stored in the waste reservoir
while the discharged concentrated solution was sent to ED Regenerator 2 for further
concentration; this concentrated solution was sorted in the strong solution storage
and used for dehumidification, while the diluted solution from ED Regenerator 2 was
fed to the weak solution storage. The two-stage PVT-ED regeneration system was
more efficient than the single stage system.
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Fig. 2.15 Two-stage photovoltaic and electrodialysis driven liquid desiccant cooling
system (Cheng et al. 2012).
An experimental study of ED regeneration was undertaken by Cheng et al.
(2013), who examined how the flow rates of regenerated and spent desiccant
solutions affected the current utilisation and mass transfer rates of an ED regenerator.
They concluded that ED technology can be used to regenerate liquid desiccants.
However, they did not evaluate the influence of other operating parameters such as
the supplied current and initial concentrations of the solution on ED regenerator
performance.
In summary, the previous literature indicates that ED might be a promising
technology for regenerating liquid desiccants used in LDAC systems, but more
experimental and theoretical work is needed to investigate the mass transfer and
energy performance of ED systems for regenerating liquid desiccant.
2.3.3 Ultrasonic regeneration
Another non-thermal method proposed for regenerating liquid desiccants is
ultrasonic regeneration (Yao 2010). A schematic of an ultrasonic regenerator for
liquid desiccants is shown in Fig. 2.16. During ultrasonic regeneration the weak
liquid desiccant makes contact with the heated air. Cavitation commences when the
waves of high-intensity ultrasound are coupled with the liquid surface of the
desiccant. This results in the formation and violent imploding of micro-size vapour
bubbles at or near the surface of liquid desiccants, and reduces the size of liquid
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desiccant droplets. The evaporation of water from the liquid desiccant increases due
to a decrease in the size of droplets due to cavitation. This ultrasonic method of
regeneration can potentially improve the energy efficiency of liquid desiccant
dehumidification systems due to its lower regeneration temperature. However, as
acknowledged by Yao (2010), ultrasonic regeneration may raise issues with
environmental hazards and energy savings was not reported.

Fig. 2.16 Ultrasonic regeneration for liquid desiccant (Yao 2010).
A comparison of the different methods for regenerating liquid desiccants is
shown in Fig. 2.17, from which it can be concluded that ED technology is potentially
useful for regenerating liquid desiccants because regeneration can be achieved at a
lower temperature and this has the potential to achieve overall energy savings.
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Fig. 2.17 Summary of different methods of regenerating liquid desiccants.

2.4

Review of liquid desiccant air conditioning systems

2.4.1 Liquid desiccant assisted vapour compression systems
Previous studies have extensively investigated the combination of a liquid
desiccant dehumidifier (used to handle latent loads) and a vapour compression
system (for the sensible load) as a means to improve the efficiency of air
conditioning systems.
A no-frost liquid desiccant assisted vapour compression air conditioning system
was developed by Zhang et al. (2010). As Fig. 2.18 shows, this proposed air
conditioning system consists of a sensible heat removal unit, a latent heat removal
unit, and two vapour compression heat pumps. Some of the return air is cooled in
summer or heated in winter by a vapour compression heat pump and then supplied to
the building for cooling or heating. Fresh air is dehumidified in summer and
moistened in winter by the liquid desiccant dehumidifier and the regenerator,
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respectively. A vapour compression heat pump is used to process part of the return
air from the air conditioned room to handle sensible heat, while the liquid desiccant
dehumidifier reduces the humidity of fresh air. In winter, dehumidified air is passed
through the evaporators in vapour compression systems to avoid any frosting. The
COP of this proposed system was predicted to be 4.3-5.7 and 2.8-5.8 in summer and
winter conditions, respectively.

Fig. 2.18 Schematic of a hybrid LDAC system (Zhang et al. 2010).
A multi-purpose hybrid desiccant vapour compression air conditioning system, as
shown in Fig. 2.19, was experimentally investigated by Khalil (2012). Strong LiCl
liquid desiccant is sprayed onto the surface of the evaporator and the process air
passes through the evaporator in a cross flow direction of the liquid desiccant. In this
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way, process air is cooled and dehumidified via the evaporator component. The weak
solution from the evaporator is stored in the weak solution tank and then preheated
by exhaust heat from the condenser. This preheated weak solution was heated further
and regenerated in the thermal regenerator. Water vapour from the thermal
regenerator is condensed and can be used for portable applications. The COP of this
proposed air conditioning system was 68% higher than the vapour compression
system under typical operating conditions.

Fig. 2.19 A multi-purpose hybrid desiccant vapour compression air conditioning
(Khalil 2012).
A hybrid air conditioning system consisting of a vapour compression cycle, a
LiCl liquid desiccant dehumidification loop and membrane contactors was proposed
and investigated by Bergero and Chiari (2011) under different climatic parameters.
As Fig. 2.20 shows, the solution was stored in the solution tank and supplied to both
the dehumidification and regeneration loops. In the dehumidification loop, the
solution is cooled by the evaporator and then sent into the dehumidifier structured by
the membrane, such that the air is cooled and dehumidified. In the regeneration loop
the solution is preheated in one economiser by the return solution from the
regenerator and then heated further by the condenser. After that, the solution is
regenerated in the membrane contactor, which works as a thermal regenerator. The
strong solution discharged from the thermal regenerator is cooled in the economiser
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by the solution from the tank and then sent back to the solution tank. It was
concluded that the percentage of power saved by the proposed air conditioning
system increased as the indoor latent load increased, and it could be more than 60%
under certain operating conditions. Hence the higher relative humidity of the outdoor
air reduced the power saving of the proposed system because it had a negative effect
on the thermal regeneration of liquid desiccant.

Fig. 2.20 Hybrid liquid desiccant and vapour compression system with membrane
contactors air conditioning (Bergero and Chiari 2011).
To effectively use heat from the condenser to regenerate liquid desiccants, an
independent temperature and humidity control LDAC system that can dehumidify
the air with the liquid desiccant at a low concentration and low temperature was
investigated through mathematical modelling by Chen et al. (2014). As Fig. 2.21
shows, LiCl liquid desiccant and water cooled by the evaporator in the heat pump
system was used to dehumidify and cool the process air, respectively. The solution
from the regenerator was first precooled in the heat exchangers by the returned
solution from the dehumidifier and the ambient air, and then further cooled by the
chilled water generated by the vapour compression heat pump. After this, the
solution was sprayed into the dehumidifier to remove the moisture in the process air.
The vapour compression heat pump in the air conditioning system consists of one
condenser cooled by the solution and one condenser cooled by air. These two
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condensers are used to heat the weak solution and the scavenging air entering the
thermal regenerator, respectively. The performance of this air conditioning system
was analysed via a validated mathematical model under different conditions. The
analysis indicated that the COP of the proposed system was 13.6-116.1% higher than
a conventional air conditioning system under various load conditions.

Fig. 2.21 Independent temperature and humidity control air conditioning system
(Chen et al. 2014).

2.4.2 Liquid desiccant based vapour absorption systems
The hybrid liquid desiccant and open-cycle vapour absorption air conditioning
system shown in Fig. 2.22 was simulated by Ahmed et al. (1997). LiBr is used as the
liquid desiccant and water is used as the refrigerant in this proposed system. A partly
open regenerator was used to regenerate the weak liquid desiccant in the system.
Strong liquid desiccant from the solar collector is used for the absorber and the
dehumidifier. Process air is dried in the dehumidifier and then cooled as water
evaporates in the evaporator. This evaporated water is then absorbed by the absorber.
Their simulations showed that the maximum COP of the hybrid system was 1.25. An
exergy analysis of the proposed hybrid system was also carried out to identify the
optimal mass flow rate for a minimum irreversible generation.
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Fig. 2.22 Combined liquid desiccant and open-cycle vapour absorption air
conditioning system (Ahmed et al. 1997).
The COP of vapour absorption air conditioning systems can, in principle, be
improved by using liquid desiccant dehumidification to handle the latent load, but the
operating temperature of absorption systems can be relatively high generally between
60-165ºC (Sarbu and Sebarchievici 2013), which limits the range of thermal sources
that can be used and any potential energy savings.
2.4.3

Liquid desiccant evaporative cooling systems

The reverse osmosis (RO) regenerated liquid desiccant dehumidification with a
two-stage evaporative cooling system shown in Fig. 2.23, was presented by AlSulamiman (2007). There are two evaporative coolers and dehumidifiers in this
proposed system. Process air is first cooled by an evaporative cooler and dried by a
dehumidifier and then cooled further by another evaporative cooler and dehumidified
by another dehumidifier. The now dry and relatively cool air is then sent into an
indirect evaporative cooler for a further reduction in temperature. Meanwhile, the
weak solution from the dehumidifiers is stored in the solution tank and regenerated
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by an RO system, and the water removed from the weak solution during RO
regeneration is used for evaporative cooling in the system. It was concluded that the
energy required for RO regeneration reduced with an increase in the percentage of
water recovered.

Fig. 2.23 Reverse osmosis regenerated liquid desiccant cooling system (Al-Sulaiman
et al. 2007).
Two liquid desiccant evaporative cooling systems were presented and compared
by Tu et al. (2010); schematics of these two cooling systems are shown in Fig. 2.24.
In System A, fresh air is dried in the dehumidifier and then cooled sequentially by
the indirect evaporative cooler and the direct evaporative cooler. The air discharged
from the conditioned room is used as secondary air in the indirect cooler. The weak
solution from the dehumidifier is preheated by the return solution from the
regenerator and then further heated by hot water. The strong liquid desiccant for
dehumidification from the regenerator was precooled by the weak desiccant
discharged from the dehumidifier and then further cooled by cold water before
reaching the dehumidifier. System B was modified with an air loop based on System
A. In System B, secondary air from the indirect evaporative cooler, which was
exhausted in System A, is mixed with ambient air if needed and is then used to
regenerate the liquid desiccant in the regenerator. An investigation and comparison
of the performance of these two proposed systems indicated that System B
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performed better if the ratio of the temperature and humidity ratio of the supplied air
is set to be a relatively low or relatively high ambient humidity. However, System A
performed better when the absolute humidity of the ambient air is relatively low.

Fig. 2.24 Liquid desiccant evaporative cooling air conditioning (Tu et al. 2010).
A liquid desiccant evaporative cooling system for a greenhouse (Fig. 2.25) was
proposed and investigated by Lychnos and Davies (2012). Ambient air is supplied to
the greenhouse after dehumidification in the desiccator and cooling by the
evaporative cooling pad. Weak liquid desiccant from the desiccator is pumped to a
solar regenerator to increase its concentration, and it is then sent back to the
desiccator, where tubes with cooling water inside are used for internal cooling. It was
claimed that this proposed system could reduce the temperature in the greenhouse by
5.5-7.5°C in summer under the weather conditions experienced by the six coastal
cities studied.
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Fig. 2.25 Liquid desiccant cooling system for a greenhouse (Lychnos and Davies
2012).
A liquid desiccant based evaporative cooling system for treating 100% of outdoor
air as developed and simulated by Kim et al. (2013). As Fig. 2.26 shows, in summer
the outdoor air is dehumidified by the absorber and then cooled by an indirect
evaporative cooler. A solar thermal system is used to generate the hot water which
supplied the heat need to regenerate the liquid desiccant regeneration, while the
cooling tower system was used for internal cooling in the absorber. Since the air is
dry in intermediate seasons, the liquid desiccant system did not need to operate
during this time, but in winter the indirect evaporative cooler worked as a heat
exchanger where heat from the exhaust air is recovered by a sensible heat exchanger
and an indirect evaporative cooler. The results predicted that the energy consumed by
this proposed system would be 51% less in summer than a conventional variable air
volume system.
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Fig. 2.26 Liquid desiccant based evaporative cooling system (Kim et al. 2013).
A photovoltaic thermal (PVT) collector combined with a liquid desiccant dew
point evaporative cooling system, as shown in Fig. 2.27, was presented and
experimentally investigated by Buker et al. (2015). The liquid desiccant dehumidifier
and indirect evaporative cooler were used to remove the latent and sensible loads
from the return air. Photovoltaic thermal panels were used to generate the hot water
used to heat the water in the tank in a heat exchanger. The hot water in the tank was
then sent through the regenerator to supply the heating needed to regenerate the
liquid desiccant. The working principle of this liquid desiccant dew point evaporative
cooling unit is shown in Fig. 2.28. Here, fresh air is dried in the dehumidifier and
then cooled in the dew point cooler. The strong solution supplied to the dehumidifier
is precooled in the heat exchanger by water in the right-hand sump of the
dehumidifier assembly. A direct evaporative cooler is used to cool the water in this
sump by drawing air through and bringing it into contact with water spray. The weak
solution discharged from the dehumidifier is stored in the weak desiccant sump and
regenerated in the regeneration core. Experimental data showed that the energy
performance of the photovoltaic-thermal panels was improved by 10.7%, and the
cooling capacity of the dew point evaporative cooler and the overall cooling capacity
were 881 and 6673 W, respectively. The thermal and electrical COPs of the proposed
cooling system were 0.73 and 6.75, respectively.
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Fig. 2.27 Photovoltaic thermal collector combined liquid desiccant indirect
evaporative cooling system (Buker et al. 2015).

Fig. 2.28 Liquid desiccant dew point evaporative cooling unit (Buker et al. 2015).
From the previous studies above it would appear that combining liquid desiccant
dehumidification system into the existed air conditioning system is able to improve
the performance of existed air conditioning system under humid weather conditions.
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2.4.4

Performance indexes for evaluating the performance of liquid desiccant air
conditioning systems

Different performance indexes (PIs) have been used to evaluate the performance
of LDAC systems. Commonly used PIs include the moisture removal rate (MRR), the
coefficient of performance (COP), primary energy saving (PES), the primary energy
ratio (PER) and exergy efficiency (ηEX) (Mei and Dai 2008, Tu et al. 2009,
Armanasco et al. 2015, Rafique et al. 2016).
MRR has been used to evaluate the capacity to remove a latent load from process
air in LDAC systems, and is defined as the difference in the humidity of the process
air between the inlet and outlet of a dehumidifier (Katejanekarn et al. 2009, AbdelSalam et al. 2013, Bassuoni 2013, She et al. 2015).
COP is generally defined as the cooling energy produced divided by the energy
input to or consumption of a system (Rafique et al. 2016). According to different
types of energy inputs, COP can be classified as the electrical coefficient of
performance (ECOP) and thermal coefficient of performance (TCOP) (Khalil 2012,
Bassuoni 2014, Rafique et al. 2016).
PES has been used to evaluate the performance of cogeneration plant introduced
by the European Union Commission (Badami et al. 2012). PES is also used as a
performance index for tri-generation plants when the waste heat from the engine
generator is suggested to be used to regenerate desiccants (Badami and Portoraro
2009, Badami et al. 2013, Armanasco et al. 2015). PES is calculated from the
primary energy consumption of a standard or reference technology and that of an
alternative technology (Armanasco et al. 2015).
PER is defined as the ratio of the useful output to the primary energy input of the
system used to quantify the primary energy usage (Lazzarin and D'Ascanio 2007,
Armanasco et al. 2015).
Exergy efficiency ηEX was used to evaluate the performance of an air
conditioning system from the quantity and quality of the energies, which is
determined as the exergy output divided by the exergy input. (Tu et al. 2009).
The key equations used for calculating different PIs are summarised in Table 2.5.
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Table 2.5 Calculation equations of different PIs.
Performance index

Calculation equation

MRR

𝐺̇𝑝𝑎 (𝑌𝑖𝑛 − 𝑌𝑜𝑢𝑡 )

ECOP

𝑄̇𝑐
𝑃𝐸

TCOP

𝑄̇𝑐
𝑃𝐸𝑇

PES

𝑄𝑏
𝐸𝑒
𝜂𝑏 𝜂𝑓 + 𝜂𝑒
1−
𝑄𝑏,0 𝑄𝑐𝑤,0 𝐸𝑒,0
𝜂𝑏 𝜂𝑓 + 𝜂𝑏 𝜂𝑓 + 𝜂𝑒

PER

𝑄𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑓𝑢𝑙
𝑄𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑑

ηEX

𝐸𝑥𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡
∆𝐸𝑥𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡

where 𝐺̇ is the mass flow rate, Y is the humidity ratio of the air, pa represents the
process air, in and out indicates the inlet and outlet conditions respectively, 𝑄̇𝑐 is the
cooling rate, PE is the electric power consumption, PET is the equivalent thermal
power consumption, Qb is the heat from the backup boilers, Ee is the consumption of
electric energy, Qcw is the heat removed from the heat pump by cold water, ηb is the
conversion efficiency of the boiler, ηf is the combustion efficiency, ηe is the
conversion efficiency of the power plant, 0 indicates the reference state, Quseful is the
useful output, Qsupplied is the primary energy input, Exoutput is exergy output, and
ΔExinput is the exergy input.
2.5

Mathematical modelling of electrodialysis
In order to save the experimental cost, mathematical modelling of ED working

with liquid desiccants is essential. Mathematical models of ED have, in principle, the
capacity to describe ion transport during an ED process and predict the performance
of ED (Rohman and Azis 2008); such models can facilitate a reduction in the
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number of feasibility studies and experimental costs required to optimise ED
technology (Vera et al. 2009, Tvrzník et al. 2010).
A mathematical model derived from the Nernst-Planck (NP) equation was used
by Fidaleo and Moresi (2005) to simulate an ED stack used to recover sodium
chloride. Based on the mathematical model, an experimental procedure was designed
to estimate the membrane parameters, from which it was concluded this
mathematical model could describe the mass transfer of ions during an ED process,
by considering the contributions of electro-migration and diffusion.
A mathematical model for an H2SO4-(NH4)2SO4-NH3∙H2O system was developed
by Gao et al. (2009) to calculate the outlet concentration of a dilute ammonium
sulphate solution in an ED stack with three cell spaces (Fig. 2.29). The mathematical
model was developed considering the mass transfer due to electro-migration and
concentration diffusion including parameters such as the coefficient of diffusion, the
thickness of the diffusion boundary layer, and the ionic transference number in the
solutions and membranes. The mathematical model was able to predict the outlet
concentration of ammonium sulphate under different operating conditions within a
deviation of 1% in the given scope of current density.

Fig. 2.29 Cell configuration of ED stack for producing H2SO4 and NH3∙H2O (Gao
et al. 2009).
A model derived from first principles was developed by Rohman et al. (2010)
based on NP equation, and was used to investigate the ability of an ED system to
recover hydrochloric acid, as shown in Fig. 2.30. In the mathematical model, 27
parameters were obtained from literature and 11 parameters were determined from
mathematical model equations. The simulated results from the mathematical model
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were corrected with their experimental data to an accuracy of 99% degree of
confidence.

Fig. 2.30 ED system for recovering hydrochloric acid (Rohman et al. 2010).
Galama et al. (2014) used an NP-based mathematical model to explain how an
applied current density leads to a decrease of divalent ion numbers that might depend
on the concentrated polarisation in the diffusion boundary layer. The transport of
ions through the ion-exchange membranes was calculated using the mathematical
model, and it included four separate regions (shown in Fig. 2.31): the diluted solution
phase, the diffusion layer phase at the diluted side, the anion exchange membrane,
and the concentrated solution phase.
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Fig. 2.31 Schematic of four regions in the mathematical model (Galama et al.
2014).

2.6

Summary
A literature review of the dehumidification methods, liquid desiccants

regeneration methods, different LDAC systems, the performance indexes for LDAC
systems, and the mathematical modelling of ED is given in this chapter.
Of the various chemical dehumidification methods available, liquid desiccant
dehumidification seems to have advantages over solid desiccant dehumidification for
reasons such as flexible regenerator location, lower regeneration temperature, lower
operating and maintenance costs, lower pressure drop for air during dehumidification
and regeneration, and a good capacity to store the weak desiccant for regeneration.
However, liquid desiccant systems have several disadvantages including system
complexity, corrosion of chemist and droplet carryover.
As the regeneration of liquid desiccant solutions is one of the key processes in
liquid desiccant dehumidification systems and previous studies indicated that ED
technology might be a promising regeneration method due to its lower required
regeneration temperature and the potential for energy savings, a detailed study on the
performance of ED used for liquid desiccant regeneration is needed for liquid
desiccant dehumidification systems. However, little research has been undertaken to
investigate the mass transfer and energy performance of ED for liquid desiccant
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regeneration. Since the performance of ED is related to the types of solutions used
and the operating parameters, more experimental and theoretical work is needed to
assist in the design of an appropriate ED regeneration assisted LDAC system.
A review of LDAC systems showed that combining liquid desiccant
dehumidification system into the existed air conditioning system is able to improve
the performance of existed air conditioning system under humid weather conditions.
Mathematical modelling can describe ion transport during the ED process and
predict its performance, and as a consequence, can reduce the experimental costs and
optimise ED technology. Nevertheless, there does not appear to be any significant
previous research into the mathematical modelling of ED for regenerating liquid
desiccants.
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Chapter 3 Working Principle and Experimental Apparatus to Study
Electrodialysis for Liquid Desiccant Regeneration
The literature reviewed in Chapter 2 showed that using electrodialysis to
regenerate the desiccants used in liquid desiccant air conditioning systems is a
relatively new area. The experimental investigation carried out in this study aimed to
understand the performance of ED for regenerating liquid desiccant under various
working conditions.
This chapter is organised as follows. Section 3.1 summarises the working
principle of ED processes. Concentration polarisation and mass transfer during an
ED process are presented in Section 3.2. Section 3.3 introduces the ED experimental
setup and the materials used for the experimental study. Section 3.4 presents the
experiments for determining the concentration of LiCl liquid desiccant solution.
Section 3.5 presents the experimental results of the limiting current density test of
LiCl liquid desiccant solution. The results from Sections 3.4 and 3.5 will be used in
later chapters for the experimental investigation of the performance of ED for liquid
desiccant regeneration. A brief summary of this chapter is given in Section 3.6.
3.1

Working principle of electrodialysis
ED is a separation process used to transport cations and anions through cation

and anion exchange membranes respectively, under the influence of an electric field
(Sirkar and Winston 1992, Tanaka 2010). Ion-exchange membranes are the key
component in an ED stack. The ion-exchange membranes used for ED can be
classified into two types, i.e. (Strathmann et al. 2013).


Cation ion-exchange membrane: which is charged with fixed negative
ions and has a selective permeability for cations;



Anion ion-exchange membrane: which is charged with fixed positive
ions, and has a selective permeability for anions.

In an ion-exchange membrane, the fixed charges are in an electrical equilibrium
with mobile ions in the space of the membrane polymer matrix (Heiner 2004). These
mobile ions with an opposite polarity to the fixed ions, are called counter-ions while
those with the same polarity as the fixed ions are called co-ions (Rottiers et al. 2015).
Co-ions are almost completely excluded from the membrane matrix due to having
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the same polarity as the fixed ions; this means that cation exchange membranes are
only permeable to cations and anion exchange membranes are only permeable to
anions (Rottiers et al. 2015).
In an ED stack, cation ion-exchange membranes and anion ion-exchange
membranes are arranged alternately and are surrounded by the solution in an external
electric field, as illustrated in Fig. 3.1, where a LiCl liquid desiccant solution is used
as an example. There are generally five major components in an ED application
(Huang et al. 2007):
1) Direct electrical supply. This provides the driving force to move ions and
control their migration.
2) Ion-exchange membranes. Cation and anion membranes are used to
hinder anions and cations passing through cation and anion membranes,
respectively. Therefore, salts can be concentrated and/or removed from
each alternate cell.
3) Electrodes. A cathode and an anode are used to ensure the transformation
from ionic conduction to electronic conduction by oxidation and
reduction reactions, respectively.
4) Working solutions. Working solutions filling the space between the
membranes ensure the continual transportation of ions.
5) Electrode rinsing solution. This acts as the current carrier in the cathode
and anode cells.
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Fig. 3.1 Schematic of an ED stack with two cell pairs (Alizadeh 2008).
When an aqueous salt solution is fed into ED cells and an electrical potential
difference is supplied to the electrodes, the positively charged ions are forced to
move towards the cathode while the negatively charged ions are forced to migrate
towards the anode. Positive ions can pass through the cation exchange membrane and
are resisted by the anion exchange membrane. Similarly, negatively charged ions can
pass through the anion exchange membrane and are retained by the cation exchange
membrane. As a result, the concentration of ions in one cell will increase while that
in the adjacent cells will decrease. Therefore, ED can be used to reduce and also
recover electrolytes (Farrell 2003). Electrolyte reduction aims to reduce the
concentration of solute in order to obtain a solution in the diluted cells as the product,
while electrolyte recovery takes the solution in the concentrated cells as the product
(Farrell 2003). The solution in the cells at the electrode ends is called electrode
(electrolyte) rinsing solution. Choosing electrolyte rinsing solution was mainly based on
the following considerations:
•

The gas generated in the electrodes should be nontoxic. Only H2 and O2 are
generated during the electrode reaction when Li2SO4 was chosen as the electrolyte
rinsing solution. In addition, in order to avoid SO2−
4 permeating into the liquid
desiccant solution, two addition cation membranes were set in the two electrode cells.
(M.Fujii et al. 2002)

•

As LiCl solution was used as the spent and regenerated solutions in the diluted and
concentrated cells, Li2SO4 was chosen as the electrolyte rinsing solution in order to
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avoid to introduce other ions or radicals. When the current is supplied to the ED
stack, Li+ will move towards the current direction due to the electrical force, which
means that that the number of Li+ moved into the LiCl solution is in the same order
as that moves out of the LiCl solution.

In liquid desiccant regeneration application, the solution in the concentrated cells
is referred to as ‘regenerated solution’ while the solution in the diluted cells is called
‘spent solution’, as shown in Fig. 3.1.
3.2

Concentration polarisation and mass transfer during electrodialysis

3.2.1 Concentration polarisation and limiting current density
The rates of electrically-driven migration of ions in the solutions of one cell pair
of ion-exchange membranes are virtually identical for cations and anions (Krol et al.
1999). However, counter-ions are transported in the ion-exchange membrane to form
the electrical current (Krol et al. 1999), so in the diluted channels, the concentration
of ions in the solution close to the surface of ion-exchange membranes decreases due
to a higher migration of counter-ions in the ion-exchange membranes than in the
solution (Park et al. 2006). Moreover, a concentration gradient is formed on the
surface of the ion-exchange membrane facing the spent solution while in the
concentrated channels, the concentration of ions in the solution close to the surface
of ion-exchange membranes increases due to a higher migration of counter-ions in
the ion-exchange membranes than in the solution (Park et al. 2006).
This concentration polarisation and the boundary layer for one cell pair with the
co-current flow are shown in Fig. 3.2. The concentration polarisation phenomenon is
inevitable, and it increases the voltage drop and energy consumption, and therefore
influences the performance of the ED process (Tanaka 2012).
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Fig. 3.2 Schematic of concentration profile in one cell pair with the co-current flow
(Brauns et al. 2009).
Due to concentration polarisation, when the concentration of the solution at the
surface of the membranes in the diluted side decreases to zero, no ions can carry the
electrical current (Lee et al. 2006). As a result, water dissociation occurs and the
voltage drop at the boundary layer increases significantly, which causes increased
energy consumption (Lee et al. 2006). The current density at which water
dissociation occurs is called the limiting current density (Heiner 2004).
A graphical method proposed by Cowan and Brown (Rubinstein and Zaltzman
2007) can be used to determine the limiting current density. An example of the
electrical current-voltage characteristic of a cell is shown in Fig. 3.3 where three
regions are highlighted in the current-voltage curve. The first region is the Ohmic
Region (A), where the current density is below the limiting current density. The
second region is the Plateau Region (B), where electrical resistance is higher than in
the Ohmic region. The third region is the Over-limiting Region (C), where electrical
resistance decreases as the supplied voltage drop increases (Stodollick et al. 2014).
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Fig. 3.3 A typical current-voltage curve for the ion-exchange membrane (Zerdoumi
et al. 2015).
The limiting current density for an ED stack is influenced by factors such as cell
geometry, the concentration of the diluted solution, and the velocity of the solution
inside the ED cells (Lee et al. 2006). In a widely accepted empirical equation
expressed in Eq. (3.1), the limiting current density (ilim) is described as a function of
the diluted solution and the flow velocity of the solution (Lee et al. 2006).
𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑚 = 𝑎𝜉𝑢𝑏

(3.1)

where a and b are coefficients that can be obtained from experiments, 𝜉 is the
concentration of the diluted solution, and u is the velocity of the solution in the ED
cells.
3.2.2 Mass transfer during the ED process
Apart from ion transport, driven by the supplied current from the diluted (spent)
solution to the concentrated (regenerated) solution mentioned in Section 3.1, ions
also diffuse from the concentrated solution to the diluted solution due to the
difference in concentration. These two types of salt transfer in an ED process are
shown in Fig. 3.4 (a).
As well as salt transfer, water also transfers through the ion-exchange membranes
during an ED process. Fig. 3.4 (b) shows the water flux through the ion-exchange
membranes during the ED process. Water passing through the ion-exchange
membrane has two components: i) water molecules coupling with the moving ions
influenced by the electric current, called electro-osmosis, and ii) water transfer
caused by a chemical potential gradient across the ion-exchange membrane known as
osmosis (Borges et al. 2008). However, the current supplied to the ED stack is only
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supposed to drive the charged ions, so water transfer restricts the efficiency of the
ED process and therefore must be minimised (Han et al. 2015). So when an ED stack
is used to recover coarse salt from brine, water transfer through the ion-exchange
membrane must be controlled to obtain a high concentration of final solutions (Jiang
et al. 2014). In the production of organic acid from fermentation, water transfer
during the ED process restricted the maximum achievable concentration of the
product (Bailly et al. 2001). This means that water transfer is a crucial issue and
should be considered in any application of ED technology (Han et al. 2015).
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 3.4 (a) Salt transfer and (b) water transfer during an ED process.

3.3

Electrodialysis experimental setup and materials
A lab-scale ED system was used for the experimental tests in the present study.

The experimental setup and a system schematic are shown in Fig. 3.5. The ED
system mainly consists of an ED stack, a rectifier, three reservoirs, and a power
transformer. The system also consists of three circulation pumps and three flow
meters for the regenerated, spent, and electrolyte rinsing solutions, respectively.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 3.5 (a) Experimental electrodialysis setup used in this study and (b) simplified
schematic of the experimental setup.
The ED stack shown in Fig. 3.6 was equipped with an infrared coated titanium
anode electrode, a stainless steel SUS316 cathode electrode, and 10 cell pairs of ionexchange membranes. Na cation-(CMV) and Cl anion-(AMV) exchange membranes
from Asahi Glass Co. Ltd., (Tokyo, Japan) were used in this thesis. Table 3.1
summarises the major specifications of the ED stack used in the experimental setup.
Since the concentration of LiCl solution used in dehumidification was generally
between 23 and 40% (wt/wt) (Qi et al. 2015, Chen et al. 2016) and it is suggested by
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the membrane suppliers that the ion-exchange membranes used in this study can
work well with LiCl solution with a concentration up to 30% (wt/wt), the maximum
concentration of LiCl solution investigated in this thesis was therefore selected
around 30% (wt/wt). A confirmation of the reliability of ion-exchange membranes is
needed if such membranes are used to work with the solutions at a concentration
higher than 30% (wt/wt).

Fig. 3.6 Illustration of the ED stack used.
Table 3.1 Specification of the electrodialysis stack.
Anion exchange membrane type

AMV

Cation exchange membrane type

CMV

Anode side separation membrane type

CMV

Cathode side separation membrane type

CMV

Number of pairs of membranes

10

Thickness of AMV and CMV membranes (μm)

120

Burst strength of AMV and CMV membranes (kPa)

200

Transport number of AMV and CMV membranes

>0.96

Width of membrane cells (mm)

0.75

Effective area of the membrane (cm2)

210

Geometrical surface area of the membrane (cm2)
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As aqueous lithium sulphate was used as the electrode rinsing solution in the ED
stack, two extra cation exchange membranes were used at the electrical nodes to
avoid sulphate radical anions migrating into the regenerated and spent solutions. All
the membranes were separated by polyethylene cell frames (i.e. spacers) to form
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flow channels for the solutions. The layout of the membranes and cell frames inside
the ED stack is shown in Fig. 3.7.

Fig. 3.7 Layout of the membranes and cell frames inside the ED stack.
The regenerated, spent, and electrode rinsing solutions were circulated through
three 3.5 L transparent PVC tanks, as shown in Fig. 3.8. The three tanks with scales
marked on the side at 0.1 L increments acted as reservoirs for the solutions. During
the tests, the solutions were pumped to the ED stack by three magnetic drive pumps,
as shown in Fig. 3.9, with a flow rate in the range of 60-140 L/h. The circulation
flow rate in each loop was controlled by a globe valve.

Fig. 3.8 Three solution tanks in the electrodialysis test rig.
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Fig. 3.9 Magnetic drive pump used in the experimental setup.
The rectifier used in the experimental test was a PowerTech MP3090. A portable
densitometer (Densito 30PX), shown in Fig. 3.10, was used to measure the density
and temperature of the liquid desiccant solutions in the regenerated and spent tanks.
The measured density and temperature were then used to calculate the concentrations
of liquid desiccant solutions. Three variable area flow meters were used to measure
the circulation flow rates in each individual flow stream. The major measuring
instruments used and their claimed measurement accuracies are summarised in Table
3.2.

Fig. 3.10 Densitometer.
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Table 3.2 Specifications of equipment and measuring instruments.
Name

Mode

Rectifier

PowerTech MP3090

Densitometer

30PX Densito

Flow meter
Volumetric flask
Analytical balance

TOKYO KEISO AC-1510-4/6

Measurement
range
40A/15V DC
2.0000 g/cm3
40.0°C
600 L/h
100 mL
120g

Mettler Toledo TLE104

Accuracy
±1.0%
±0.001g/cm3
±0.2°C
±3% F.S.
±0.08mL
±0.25mg

For calculated concentrations, the basic root-sum-square (RSS) method was used
to determine the relative measurement uncertainty (Rottiers et al. 2015). The relative
uncertainty

𝛿𝐹
𝐹

for a calculated variable F with a set of independent measured

variables 𝑋𝑖 can be determined using Eq. (3.2):
2

𝛿𝐹
𝐹

=

𝜕𝐹
√∑𝑛
𝛿𝑋𝑖 )
𝑖=1(
𝜕𝑋𝑖

𝐹

(3.2)

where n is the number of measured independent variables.
Before carrying out experiments, a leakage check was carried out to check the
inside and outside leakages of the ED experimental setup.
External leakage checking was tested by running the apparatus with tap water at
the ‘standard’ flow rate of 162L/h mentioned in the test rig manual.
Internal leakage checking was carried out by running the experimental setup with
tap water at a circulation flow rate of 300 L/h for the spent solution stream and 60L/h
for the regenerated and electrolyte rinsing solution streams, as suggested in the test
rig manual. The volume of water inside the tanks changed when there was an internal
leak.

If there was a significant variation of water inside tanks, three possible

problems could have occurred in the test rig: 1) there might be some foreign matter
in the sealing part, 2) the cell frames could be deformed, and 3) the ion-exchange
membrane could be damaged.
The liquid desiccants most widely used are lithium chloride (LiCl), lithium
bromide (LiBr), magnesium chloride (MgCl2) and calcium chloride (CaCl2) (AbdelSalam et al. 2013). Unlike MgCl2, LiCl has a lower risk of crystallisation and a
lower equilibrium humidity ratio under a wide range of operating conditions (Abdel65

Salam et al. 2013), and unlike CaCl2 and

LiBr, LiCl has a more stable

dehumidification efficiency (Koronaki et al. 2013), so it was used as the working
solutions and lithium sulphate solution was used as the electrolyte rinsing solution.
The regenerated and spent solutions were prepared by dissolving analytical grade
lithium chloride into deionized water with different mass concentrations. The
electrode rinsing solution was prepared by dissolving analytical grade lithium
sulphate into deionized water with a mass concentration of 3.00% (wt/wt) as
suggested by the membrane manufacturer. Both lithium chloride and lithium sulphate
were 99.0% pure, or higher.
3.4

Determining the solution concentration by density and temperature
In this study the mass concentration of LiCl solution was not measured directly,

rather it was derived on the basis of density and temperature measurements. To
determine the relationship between mass concentration with the density and
temperature of LiCl solutions, 14 samples of lithium chloride solutions with mass
concentrations varying from around10% (wt/wt) to around 36% (wt/wt) in
increments of around 2% (wt/wt) increments, were prepared. For each sample, the
density and temperature of the solution were measured with the densitometer over a
temperature range of 15.0-40.0°C with a 1.0°C increment. A maximum temperature
of 40.0°C was selected because the maximum allowable temperature measurement of
the densitometer was 40.0°C and it was also expected that the ED regenerator would
work over a relatively low-temperature range when used for liquid desiccant
regeneration.
The mass concentrations of the LiCl samples were determined using the total
dissolved solids method (Rice et al. 2012). The solution was dried in a water bath
(Fig. 3.11) for around 6 hours and then dried in a laboratory oven (Fig. 3.12) at
180°C until there was no further change in the weight.
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Fig. 3.11 Water bath.

Fig. 3.12 Laboratory oven.
The samples were measured before and after drying by a Mettler Toledo TLE104
analytical balance, as shown in Fig. 3.13, which has a measurement range of 120 g
and an accuracy of ±0.25mg.
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Fig. 3.13 Analytical balance.
The densities of the LiCl liquid desiccant solution measured at different
concentrations and temperatures for all the samples prepared are summarised in
Table 3.3.
Based on the data measured for 14 samples, a regression equation as expressed in
Eq. (3.3), was then developed, i.e.:
𝜉 = 𝑎0 + 𝑎1 ∙ 𝑇 + 𝑎2 ∙ 𝑙𝑛(𝑇) + 𝑎3 ∙ 𝑙𝑛(𝑇) ∙ 𝑒 𝜌 + 𝑎4 ∙ 𝑇 ∙ 𝜌 + 𝑎5 ∙ 𝜌 ∙ 𝑙𝑛(𝑇) (3.3)

Where ξ, T and ρ are the mass concentration, temperature, and density of the lithium
chloride solution respectively; a0-a5 are the coefficients, and the values used are
summarised in Table 3.4.
A comparison between the measured mass concentrations and calculated mass
concentrations of the LiCl solution using Eq. (3.3) is shown in Fig. 3.14. Here the
calculated values matched the measurements to within ±5.0%. The data provided in
(Melinder 2007) was also used to validate the effectiveness of this regression
equation, and the results are shown in Fig. 3.15. Moreover, both sets of data agreed
with each other and the relative deviations were within ±4.5%. This work showed
that this regression model can provide a reliable estimate when the mass
concentration and temperature of the LiCl solutions are in the range of 10 to 36%
(wt/wt) and 15.0 to 40.0°C, respectively.
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Table 3.3 Densities of LiCl liquid desiccant solution measured at different mass concentrations and temperatures.
Mass concentration [% (wt/wt)]

Temperature
(°C)

10.24

12.19

14.22

16.28

18.07

20.02

22.11

24.08

26.36

28.06

30.14

32.14

34.06

36.07

15

1.0595

1.0703

1.0820

1.0932

1.1043

1.1161

1.1285

1.1416

1.1563

1.1656

1.1825

1.1976

1.2111

1.2257

16

1.0594

1.0702

1.0819

1.0934

1.1043

1.1162

1.1285

1.1414

1.1564

1.1659

1.1826

1.1974

1.2112

1.2257

17

1.0592

1.0701

1.0818

1.0934

1.1042

1.1162

1.1284

1.1412

1.1564

1.1659

1.1826

1.1973

1.2111

1.2256

18

1.0589

1.0700

1.0817

1.0933

1.1041

1.1161

1.1284

1.1410

1.1564

1.1658

1.1825

1.1970

1.2110

1.2255

19

1.0588

1.0698

1.0815

1.0931

1.1038

1.1160

1.1282

1.1408

1.1562

1.1657

1.1823

1.1967

1.2108

1.2253

20

1.0581

1.0696

1.0812

1.0930

1.1037

1.1159

1.1280

1.1405

1.1561

1.1656

1.1820

1.1963

1.2105

1.2251

21

1.0577

1.0691

1.0809

1.0928

1.1034

1.1157

1.1278

1.1402

1.1560

1.1654

1.1817

1.1959

1.2102

1.2247

22

1.0573

1.0689

1.0805

1.0925

1.1031

1.1153

1.1274

1.1401

1.1556

1.1651

1.1814

1.1955

1.2098

1.2243

23

1.0568

1.0684

1.0800

1.0921

1.1027

1.1150

1.1270

1.1398

1.1553

1.1648

1.1811

1.1953

1.2094

1.2239

24

1.0565

1.0680

1.0794

1.0916

1.1025

1.1146

1.1266

1.1397

1.1549

1.1644

1.1808

1.1950

1.2088

1.2236

25

1.0562

1.0673

1.0789

1.0911

1.1022

1.1142

1.1263

1.1395

1.1547

1.1641

1.1805

1.1948

1.2086

1.2233

26

1.0559

1.0671

1.0787

1.0907

1.1018

1.1138

1.1257

1.1393

1.1540

1.1639

1.1801

1.1941

1.2084

1.2227

27

1.0557

1.0670

1.0787

1.0905

1.1014

1.1134

1.1254

1.1387

1.1531

1.1636

1.1796

1.1933

1.2075

1.2222

28

1.0555

1.0667

1.0785

1.0902

1.1011

1.1133

1.1252

1.1382

1.1528

1.1633

1.1789

1.1930

1.2072

1.2218

29

1.0552

1.0664

1.0781

1.0905

1.1009

1.1131

1.1249

1.1379

1.1524

1.1631

1.1784

1.1926

1.2068

1.2213

30

1.0550

1.0661

1.0777

1.0901

1.1006

1.1127

1.1245

1.1373

1.1520

1.1628

1.1780

1.1922

1.2064

1.2209
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Table 3.3 (Continued) Densities of LiCl liquid desiccant solution measured at different mass concentrations and temperatures
Mass concentration [% (wt/wt)]

Temperature
(°C)

10.24

12.19

14.22

16.28

18.07

20.02

22.11

24.08

26.36

28.06

30.14

32.14

34.06

36.07

31

1.0547

1.0656

1.0772

1.0896

1.1004

1.1122

1.1241

1.1370

1.1515

1.1625

1.1775

1.1917

1.2059

1.2204

32

1.0543

1.0652

1.0768

1.0891

1.1002

1.1118

1.1236

1.1365

1.1510

1.1620

1.1771

1.1913

1.2055

1.2199

33

1.0540

1.0647

1.0763

1.0886

1.0997

1.1113

1.1231

1.1360

1.1506

1.1616

1.1767

1.1908

1.2050

1.2194

34

1.0536

1.0642

1.0759

1.0881

1.0993

1.1108

1.1226

1.1354

1.1501

1.1611

1.1762

1.1904

1.2045

1.2189

35

1.0531

1.0636

1.0754

1.0876

1.0989

1.1103

1.1221

1.1350

1.1497

1.1606

1.1758

1.1900

1.2040

1.2184

36

1.0526

1.0631

1.0750

1.0872

1.0985

1.1099

1.1217

1.1344

1.1493

1.1602

1.1753

1.1895

1.2036

1.2180

37

1.0522

1.0627

1.0745

1.0867

1.0981

1.1095

1.1212

1.1340

1.1488

1.1597

1.1749

1.1892

1.2032

1.2175

38

1.0517

1.0622

1.0741

1.0863

1.0978

1.1091

1.1208

1.1335

1.1484

1.1593

1.1745

1.1886

1.2027

1.2170

39

1.0512

1.0618

1.0736

1.0858

1.0971

1.1086

1.1204

1.1332

1.1480

1.1588

1.1741

1.1882

1.2023

1.2166

40

1.0507

1.0613

1.0732

1.0854

1.0968

1.1081

1.1200

1.1327

1.1476

1.1583

1.1737

1.1878

1.2019

1.2161

Table 3.4 Parameters for the concentration calculation equation.
𝑎0
0.2402

𝑎1
0.0320

𝑎2
-0.9326

𝑎3
-0.2866

𝑎4
-0.02735

𝑎5
1.5990
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0.40
0.35

5%

Calculated value

0.30

-5%

0.25
0.20
0.15
0.10
0.05
0.05

0.10

0.15

0.20

0.25

0.30

0.35

0.40

Measured concentration

Fig. 3.14 Comparison of regression Eq. (3.3) using the experimental data.

0.25
0.23

4.5%

Calculated value

0.21

-4.5%

0.19
0.17
0.15
0.13
0.11
0.09
0.07
0.05
0.05

0.07

0.09

0.11

0.13

0.15

0.17

0.19

0.21

0.23

0.25

Data from literature

Fig. 3.15 Validation of Eq. (3.3) against the data of Melinder (2007).
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3.5

Limiting current density test for LiCl liquid desiccant
When ED is used for liquid desiccant regeneration, the current density should be

below the limiting current density value to avoid operational problems such as
precipitation on the surface of the ion-exchange membranes, the membranes being
damaged, and a higher energy consumption (Zerdoumi et al. 2015). According to
Eq. (3.1), the limiting current density increases with an increase in the concentration
of the spent solution and the flow rate of the solutions. Therefore, the limiting current
tests should be carried out under the lowest concentration of the spent solution and
the lowest flow rate of solutions in the operating range of the ED for liquid desiccant
regeneration to ensure that all the experiments are running below the limiting current
density. The limiting current density test for LiCl liquid desiccants was carried out
with a concentration of the spent and regenerated solution of 17.50% (wt/wt) and a
solution flow rate of 60 L/h, because the lowest concentration to be used in Chapters
4, 5, and 6 is 17.9% (wt/wt). During the limiting current density test, the current
supplied was increased from 2 A to 20 A at an increment of 0.5 A.
The voltage-current curve of the limiting current density test is shown in Fig.
3.16, where the limiting current was higher than 20 A (i.e. 95.24 mA/cm2) when the
concentration of the liquid desiccant solution and the solution flow rate were equal to
or more than 17.5% (wt/wt) and 60 L/h, respectively. Therefore, in the tests of ED
for liquid desiccant regeneration presented in Chapters 4, 5, and 6, the current
density was supplied below 95.24 mA/cm2.
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Fig. 3.16 Voltage-current curve of the limiting current density test.

3.6

Summary
In this chapter, the working principles of ion-exchange membranes and ED were

briefly introduced. LiCl aqueous solution was chosen as the working solution while
Li2SO4 aqueous solution was used as the electrolyte rinsing solution. A lab-scale ED
experimental setup was established for the experimental study.
A range of experiments were carried out to determine the relationship between
the mass concentration of LiCl solution and the density and temperature of the
solutions in a mass concentration range of 10%-36% (wt/wt) and a temperature range
of 15-40°C. A regression equation was developed based on the data collected, which
will be used to estimate the concentration of the solution under different working
conditions.
A limiting current density test was carried out at a low concentration of 17.5%
(wt/wt) for the spent solution and a flow rate of 60 L/h. The limiting current density
was higher than 95.24 mA/cm2 when the concentration of liquid desiccant solution
and the solution flow rate were equal to or more than 17.5% (wt/wt) and 60 L/h,
respectively.
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The experimental setup was established and the initial results obtained from this
chapter will be used: i) in Chapter 4 to inform an experimental investigation into how
key operating parameters affect the regenerative ability of the ED stack for LiCl
liquid desiccant, ii) in Chapter 5 to investigate the mass transfer and performance
optimisation of ED for liquid desiccant regeneration, and iii) in Chapter 6 for
experiments performed to mathematically model ED process with LiCl liquid
desiccant.
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Chapter 4 Effect of Key Operating Parameters on Regenerative
Ability of Electrodialysis for Regenerating Liquid Desiccants:
Experiments
The performance of an ED process can be influenced by parameters such as the
construction of the ED stack, the characteristics of the membranes used, the
concentrations of the feed and product solutions, the solution flow rate, and the
current density or electric potential. When an ED stack has been selected, operating
parameters such as the current density, the concentrations of regenerated and spent
solutions, the difference in concentration between the regenerated and spent
solutions, and the solution flow rate will be the key parameters influencing the ED
regeneration process. In this study, the way in which these four operating parameters
affect the performance of an ED when regenerating liquid desiccant is examined
experimentally using the setup presented in Chapter 3. The overall aim of this
chapter is to identify appropriate operating ranges and examine the ability of ED to
regenerate LiCl liquid desiccant.
This chapter is organised as follows. Section 4.1 describes the design of the
experiments to be carried out. The performance indicators used for data analysis are
presented in Section 4.2. The experimental results are analysed and discussed in
Sections 4.3 and 4.4 in terms of two experimental scenarios designed in Section 4.1.
A brief summary of this chapter is provided in Section 4.5.
4.1

Experimental design
As Fig. 4.1 shows, the four operating parameters investigated are categorised into

two groups, including the driving forces and influential factors for the mass transfer
in ED. The current density and the initial difference in concentration between the
regenerated and spent solutions are the driving forces for mass transfer while the
initial concentrations of the regenerated and spent solutions and the solution flow
rate are two influential factors on the mass transfer. The first scenario will therefore
examine how the two driving forces affect the ability of ED to regenerate liquid
desiccant over a relatively wide range. Based on the experimental results, the ranges
of the current density and the initial difference in concentration between the
regenerated and spent solutions were narrowed and then used to design the second
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experimental scenario. In the second scenario, all the driving forces and influential
factors on the regenerative ability of ED for liquid desiccants are examined to
identify the operating ranges in which ED can regenerate the liquid desiccant.

Fig. 4.1 Categorisation of the operating parameters investigated.
All the experiments were carried out by continuously recirculating the solutions
in the regenerated and spent tanks through the ED stack under ambient conditions for
120 minutes. During the experiments, the three solution tanks were placed in a fume
cupboard to extract gases generated from the electrode reactions. The density and
temperature of the solutions in the regenerated and spent tanks were measured every
5 minutes by the densitometer. The volumes of the solutions in the regenerated and
spent tanks and the voltage corresponding to the current supplied were recorded at
the same time. For each experiment, the same circulation flow rates of the
regenerated and spent streams were used to minimise the hydrodynamic difference in
pressure between the regenerated and spent cells of the ED stack.
4.1.1 Experimental Scenario I
Details of the operating conditions of the experiments in Scenario I are presented
in Table 4.1. A total of 17 experimental tests with four groups were designed. In the
experimental groups A, B, and C, there were four experiments in each group with
current densities of 14.29, 19.05, 23.81 and 28.57 mA/cm2, corresponding to 3, 4, 5
and 6A supplied currents, respectively. In each group, almost the same initial
concentrations of regenerated and spent solutions were used. Since the concentration
of LiCl solution in dehumidification was generally between 23 and 40% (wt/wt) (Qi
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et al. 2015, Chen et al. 2016), the lowest concentration of spent solution could be
18% (wt/wt) when the difference in concentration between the regenerated and spent
solution was assumed to be 5% (wt/wt). Moreover, as suggested by the membrane
suppliers, ion-exchange membranes can work well with LiCl solutions with a
concentration up to 30%, so the initial concentrations in the experimental groups A,
B, and C were around 18%, 24% and 30% (wt/wt), respectively. In experimental
group D, the experiments were carried out with a different initial difference in
concentration between the regenerated and spent solutions and different current
densities. The initial differences in concentration between the regenerated and spent
solutions in Group D were 5.61%, 5.07%, 3.4%, 3.13%, and 2.97% (wt/wt) in
Experiment SI-13, SI-14, SI-15, SI-16, and SI-17, respectively. In Scenario I, the
operating ranges of the initial concentrations of the solutions, the initial difference in
concentration between the regenerated and spent solutions and the current densities
considered were 24.56-30.77% (wt/wt), 2.97-5.61% (wt/wt) and 14.29-57.14
mA/cm2 (corresponding to supplied currents of 3-12 A), respectively.

Table 4.1 Operating conditions of the experiments in Scenario I.

Group

A

B

C

D

Experiment

SI-1
SI-2
SI-3
SI-4
SI-5
SI-6
SI-7
SI-8
SI-9
SI-10
SI-11
SI-12
SI-13
SI-14
SI-15
SI-16
SI-17

Initial
concentration of
the solution in the
regenerated tank
[% (wt/wt)]
18.37
18.40
18.37
17.98
24.67
24.18
24.01
23.72
31.34
30.90
30.45
31.03
30.77
29.63
28.98
28.78
28.83

Initial
concentration of
the solution in
the spent tank
[% (wt/wt)]
18.14
18.05
17.90
17.94
24.64
24.19
24.00
23.68
31.34
30.88
30.40
29.94
25.16
24.56
25.58
25.65
25.86

Current
density
(mA/cm2)
14.29
19.05
23.81
28.57
14.29
19.05
23.81
28.57
14.29
19.05
23.81
28.57
14.29
28.57
28.57
42.86
57.14
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The strategy used to design the experiments in Scenario I is shown in Fig. 4.2.
Since a low current density causes low energy consumption, low current densities
were used in the experiments specified in Groups A, B, and C. The initial
concentration of the solutions was designed to increase from Group A to Group C so
that the regenerative ability of ED at different initial levels of concentration could be
examined at low current densities. To further examine the regenerative ability of ED
for liquid desiccants, three experiments with higher differences in concentration and
low current densities and two experiments with low differences in concentration and
high current densities were designed in the experimental Group D.

Fig. 4.2 Flow chart of the experimental protocol in Scenario I.
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4.1.2

Experimental Scenario II

In this scenario a total of 13 experiments categorised into 4 groups, as
summarised in Table 4.2, were carried out and then used to show how the operating
parameters affected the ability of the ED stack to regenerate LiCl liquid desiccant
solutions used in LDAC systems. It is worthy to note that, the flow rate investigated
in this study was determined based on the number of the membrane pairs in the labscale ED stack used. Therefore, a higher flow rate will require a larger membrane
area in the ED stack and a design process is needed for the ED stack to achieve a
relatively high capacity with a relatively low energy consumption, which is
introduced in Chapter 7.
The first group of tests examined how the circulation flow rate affected the
ability of ED to regenerate the liquid desiccant. These tests were carried out with
three different circulation flow rates under the same current density. The initial
concentrations of the solutions in the regenerated and spent tanks were almost the
same.
The second group of experimental tests investigated how the current density
affected the ability of ED to regenerate LiCl liquid desiccant solutions. The tests
were performed with four different current densities under the same circulation flow
rate and initial concentration. It is worthwhile to note that there was a slight
difference between the initial concentrations in these four experiments as the initial
concentrations of the solutions were difficult to adjust due to residuals in the system.
The third group of tests was to study how the initial concentrations of regenerated
and spent solutions affected the regenerative ability of ED for the LiCl liquid
desiccant solution. The tests were carried out with three different initial
concentrations of the solutions in the regenerated and spent tanks. In this group of the
tests, the same current density and the same circulation flow rate were applied.
The fourth group of tests was designed to investigate how the difference in
concentration between the regenerated and spent solutions fed to the ED stack
affected the regenerative ability of ED. All the tests were performed with the same
circulation flow rate and the same current density.
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Table 4.2 Summary of the experiments.
Test
group
Varying
circulation
flow rate
Varying
current
density
Varying
initial
concentration
Varying
concentration
difference

Experiment

Initial concentration of the solution in the
regenerated tank [% (wt/wt)]

SII-1
SII-2
SII-3
SII-4
SII-5
SII-6
SII-7
SII-8
SII-9
SII-10
SII-11
SII-12
SII-13

27.71
27.71
27.77
27.50
27.57
27.51
27.40
28.90
24.93
18.78
28.90
28.83
28.77

Initial concentration
of the solution in the
spent tank [% (wt/wt)]
27.71
27.71
27.72
27.48
27.48
27.46
27.39
29.00
24.92
18.78
29.00
25.86
23.96

Circulation
flow rate
(L/h)
60
100
140
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

Current density
(mA/cm2)
38.1
38.1
38.1
28.6
38.1
47.6
57.1
57.1
57.1
57.1
57.1
57.1
57.1
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These experiments were designed based on the likely operating conditions of ED
for regeneration in a LiCl liquid desiccant dehumidification system in mind. Most
experiments were duplicated to examine experimental reproducibility. Fig. 4.3
provides an example of the experimental reproducibility of Experiment SII-1. Here
the relative variation was the ratio of the difference in the measured values between
the two tests to one of the measured value. The largest relative variations between
two tests at the same operating conditions were 0.71% and 1.26% for the
concentration and volume of the regenerated solution, respectively.
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Concentation of the regenerated solution in the
repeated experiment of Experimenta SII-1 [%
(wt/wt)]

30.0
29.5

29.0

+ 1.4%

28.5
28.0
27.5
27.0

- 1.4%

26.5
26.0
26.0

27.0

28.0

29.0

30.0

Concentration of the regenerated solution in Experiment SII-1 [% (wt/wt)]
(a)

Volume of the regenerated solution in the
repeated experiment of Experimenta SII-1 [%
(wt/wt)]

2.8
2.7
2.6
2.5
2.4
2.3

+ 2.5 %

2.2

- 2.5 %

2.1
2.0
1.9
1.8
1.8

2.0
2.2
2.4
2.6
2.8
Volume of the regenerated solution in Experiment SII-1 [% (wt/wt)]
(b)

Fig. 4.3 Comparison of the repetition experiment with Experiment SII-1 in terms of
the a) concentration, and b) volume of the regenerated solution - initial concentration
of the solutions in regenerated and spent tanks of 27.71% (wt/wt), current density of
38.1 mA/cm2 and circulation flow rate of 60 L/h.
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4.2

Performance indicators
Since the key focus here was to investigate the ability of using ED to regenerate

LiCl liquid desiccant solutions, increases in the concentration and volume of the
solution in the regenerated tank, and current efficiency of the ED stack were used as
performance indicators. The results of the decreases in concentration and volume of
the solution in the spent tank and difference in concentration between the regenerated
and spent solutions were also of interest.
The increase in concentration of the solution in the regenerated tank at the kth
time-step is the difference between the concentration of the solution at the kth timestep and the concentration at the beginning of the experimental test (i.e. initial
concentration), as shown in Eq. (4.1). Similarly, the change in volume of the solution
in the regenerated tank at the kth time-step can be determined by Eq. (4.2).
𝑘
𝑘
0
∆𝜉𝑟𝑒𝑔
= 𝜉𝑟𝑒𝑔
− 𝜉𝑟𝑒𝑔

(4.1)
𝑘
𝑘
0
∆𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑔
= 𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑔
− 𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑔

(4.2)
𝑘
𝑘
where ∆𝜉𝑟𝑒𝑔
and ∆𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑔
are the increases in concentration and volume of the solution
𝑘
𝑘
in the regenerated tank at the kth time-step respectively, 𝜉𝑟𝑒𝑔
and 𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑔
are the

concentration and volume of the solution in the regenerated tank at the kth time-step
0
0
respectively, and 𝜉𝑟𝑒𝑔
and 𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑔
are the initial concentration and initial volume of the

solution in the regenerated tank, respectively.
Similarly, the decrease in concentration of the solution in the spent tank and
decrease in the volume of the solution in the spent tank at the kth time-step can be
determined by Eqs. (4.3) and (4.4), respectively.
𝑘
𝑘
0
∆𝜉𝑠𝑝𝑡
= 𝜉𝑠𝑝𝑡
− 𝜉𝑠𝑝𝑡

(4.3)

𝑘
𝑘
0
∆𝑉𝑠𝑝𝑡
= 𝑉𝑠𝑝𝑡
− 𝑉𝑠𝑝𝑡

(4.4)

𝑘
𝑘
where ∆𝜉𝑠𝑝𝑡
and ∆𝑉𝑠𝑝𝑡
are the decrease in the concentration and volume of the
𝑘
𝑘
solution in the spent tank at the kth time-step respectively, 𝜉𝑠𝑝𝑡
and 𝑉𝑠𝑝𝑡
are the

concentration and volume of the solution in the spent tank at the kth time-step
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0
0
respectively, and 𝜉𝑠𝑝𝑡
and 𝑉𝑠𝑝𝑡
are the initial concentration and initial volume of the

solution in the spent tank, respectively.
The current efficiency is the ratio of the electric charge transported by ions to the
total amount of electric charge applied to the ED stack and is calculated by Eq.
(4.5)(Wang et al. 2015), where the transfer of salt mass is determined by Eq. (4.6).
𝜂=

𝑧𝐹𝑎

∆𝑚𝑘
𝑠 ∙1000
𝑀s

𝑁𝐼𝑡

×100%

𝑘
𝑘
𝑘
0
0
0
∆𝑚𝑠𝑘 = 𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑔
∙ 𝜌𝑟𝑒𝑔
∙ 𝜉𝑟𝑒𝑔
− 𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑔
∙ 𝜌𝑟𝑒𝑔
∙ 𝜉𝑟𝑒𝑔

(4.5)
(4.6)

where z is the charge of ions, t is time, Fa is the Faraday constant, ∆𝑚𝑠𝑘 is the mass
transfer of salt from the spent solution to the regenerated solution at the kth time-step,
I is the supplied current, 𝑀s is the salt molar mass, N is the number of membrane
𝑘
0
pairs, 𝜌𝑟𝑒𝑔
is the density of the regenerated solution at the kth time-step, and 𝜌𝑟𝑒𝑔
is

the initial density of the regenerated solution.
The increase in temperature of the solution in the regenerated tank and voltage
decrease of the ED stack at the kth time-step are determined by Eqs. (4.7) and (4.8),
respectively.
𝑘
𝑘
0
∆𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔
= 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔
− 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔

(4.7)

∆𝑈 𝑘 = 𝑈 0 − 𝑈 𝑘

(4.8)

𝑘
where ∆𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔
and ∆𝑈 𝑘 are the increase in temperature of the solution in the

regenerated tank and voltage decrease of the ED stack at the kth time-step
𝑘
respectively, 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔
and 𝑈 𝑘 are the temperature of the solution in the regenerated tank
0
and voltage of the ED stack at the kth time-step respectively, and 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔
and 𝑈 0 are the

initial temperature of the solution in the regenerated tank and initial voltage of the
ED stack, respectively.
In all these experiments, the density and temperature of the solution were
measured directly. The concentration of the solution was calculated based on the
density and temperature measurements using Eq. (3.3) presented in Chapter 3. Based
on Eq. (3.2) and (3.3), the composite relative uncertainty in all experiments can be
determined. The result of the maximum relative uncertainty each experiment are
summarised in Table 4.3. It can be found that the maximum composite relative
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uncertainty for the concentration of liquid desiccant in all the experiments in Chapter
4 was 0.94%.
Table 4.3 Maximum relative uncertainty of concentration

4.3

Experiment

Maximum uncertainty of concentration (%)

SI-1
SI-2
SI-3
SI-4
SI-5
SI-6
SI-7
SI-8
SI-9
SI-10
SI-11
SI-12
SI-13
SI-14
SI-15
SI-16
SI-17
SII-1
SII-2
SII-3
SII-4
SII-5
SII-6
SII-7
SII-8
SII-9
SII-11
SII-12
SII-13

0.92
0.92
0.92
0.94
0.64
0.66
0.66
0.67
0.46
0.47
0.48
0.49
0.48
0.50
0.51
0.52
0.52
0.54
0.55
0.55
0.55
0.55
0.55
0.51
0.63
0.90
0.51
0.52
0.52

Experimental results for Scenario I
For all experiments in this scenario, the increase in concentration and volume of

the solution in the regenerated and spent tanks and the difference in concentration
between the solutions in the regenerated and spent tanks after the system operated for
60 minutes and 120 minutes are summarised in Table 4.4. After 60 minutes the
highest increase in concentration of the regenerated solution was 0.70% (wt/wt) in
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Experiment SI-4 while the lowest increase was -0.26% (wt/wt) in Experiment SI-13.
The lowest increase in volume of the regenerated solution was 0.06 L in Experiments
SI-9 and SI-10 and the highest increase in volume was 0.33 L in Experiment SI-17.
The highest and lowest differences in concentration after 60 minutes were 5.50% and
0.58% (wt/wt) in Experiments SI-13 and SI-5, respectively. At the end of 120
minutes the highest and lowest increases in concentration were 1.17% and -0.54%
(wt/wt) in Experiments SI-4 and SI-13, respectively. The largest increase in volume
was 0.68 L in Experiment SI-17 while the lowest was 0.12 L in Experiment SI-9.
The corresponding highest and lowest differences in concentration were 5.45% and
1.07% (wt/wt) in Experiments SI-14 and SI-5, respectively.
In terms of the solution in the spent tank, the largest decrease in the concentration
was found in Experiment SI-17 with 0.86% and 1.78% (wt/wt) after 60 and 120
minutes operation, respectively, while the lowest decrease was identified in
Experiment SI-13 with -0.15% and -0.26% (wt/wt) after 60 and 120 minutes
operation, respectively. The highest reduction in the volume of the spent solution
was -0.54 L in Experiment SI-17 while the lowest reduction was -0.03 L observed in
Experiment

SI-9

after

120

minutes

operation.
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Table 4.4 Experimental results of tests in Scenario I.
After 60 minutes
Concentration
increase1
Experiment
[% (wt/wt)]
Regenerated
Spent
solution
solution

SI-1
SI-2
SI-3
SI-4
SI-5
SI-6
SI-7
SI-8
SI-9
SI-10
SI-11
SI-12
SI-13
SI-14
SI-15
SI-16
SI-17

0.28
0.42
0.46
0.70
0.18
0.42
0.31
0.43
0.15
0.19
0.23
0.26
-0.26
-0.18
0.06
0.20
0.29

-0.56
-0.61
-0.61
-0.37
-0.36
-0.55
-0.55
-0.48
-0.54
-0.56
-0.54
-0.15
-0.33
-0.42
-0.57
-0.86
-0.56

After 120 minutes
Concentration
Volume increase1
Volume increase1
increase1
Concentration
(L)
(L)
[% (wt/wt)]
difference2
[% (wt/wt)] Regenerated Spent Regenerated Spent
Regenerated Spent
solution
solution
solution
solution
solution
solution

0.12
0.15
0.20
0.26
0.09
0.10
0.15
0.15
0.06
0.06
0.10
0.09
0.11
0.20
0.18
0.24
0.33

-0.13
-0.20
-0.21
-0.06
-0.07
-0.12
-0.13
-0.02
-0.05
-0.05
-0.08
-0.09
-0.13
-0.11
-0.18
-0.25
-0.13

0.94
1.32
1.54
1.35
0.58
0.76
0.88
1.02
0.63
0.75
0.84
0.89
5.50
5.23
3.88
3.90
4.12

0.52
0.71
0.80
1.17
0.30
0.62
0.53
0.72
0.23
0.30
0.38
0.47
-0.54
-0.30
0.01
0.25
0.35

-0.91
-1.21
-1.30
-0.74
-0.85
-1.10
-1.16
-0.95
-1.05
-1.13
-1.18
-0.26
-0.68
-0.90
-1.24
-1.78
-0.91

0.26
0.33
0.43
0.51
0.16
0.23
0.29
0.36
0.12
0.14
0.21
0.22
0.22
0.38
0.36
0.49
0.68

-0.21
-0.27
-0.40
-0.45
-0.11
-0.14
-0.23
-0.29
-0.03
-0.07
-0.08
-0.16
-0.15
-0.27
-0.25
-0.40
-0.54

Concentration
difference2
[% (wt/wt)]

1.57
1.96
2.48
2.50
1.07
1.46
1.64
1.92
1.18
1.37
1.56
1.73
5.32
5.45
4.32
4.61
5.10

1-The concentration and volume increases of the solution in the regenerated and spent tanks
2-The concentration difference between the solutions in the regenerated and spent tanks
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Fig. 4.4 shows the profiles of these increases in the concentration and volume of
the regenerated solution and the difference in concentration between the regenerated
and spent solutions with time under the operating conditions specified in
experimental Group B with low current densities. It can be seen that the
concentration and volume of the regenerated solution and the difference in
concentration between the regenerated and spent solutions increased continuously
with time in all the experiments. The difference in concentration increased linearly
with time in each test. The increases in concentration of the regenerated solution
were 0.30%, 0.53%, 0.62% and 0.72% (wt/wt) when the current densities were
14.29, 19.05, 23.81, and 28.57 mA/cm2, respectively. The volume of the regenerated
solution increased by 0.16, 0.23, 0.29, and 0.36 L at current densities of 14.29, 19.05,
23.81, and 28.57 mA/cm2, respectively. At the end of the experiments, the highest
and lowest difference in concentration between the regenerated and spent solutions
were 1.92% and 1.07% (wt/wt) at current densities of 28.57 and 14.29 mA/cm2,
respectively.
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Fig. 4.4 Results of tests in experiment Group B: (a) Increase in concentration the
regenerated solution, (b) increase in volume of the regenerated solution, and (c)
difference in concentration between the regenerated and spent solutions with current
densities of 14.29, 19.05, 23.81 and 28.57 mA/cm2 - initial concentrations of the
solutions in the regenerated and spent tanks of around 24.14% (wt/wt) and
circulation flow rate of 100 L/h.
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The increases in concentration and volume of the regenerated solution in
experiment Group D are shown in Fig. 4.5(a) and Fig. 4.5(b), respectively, and
variations in the differences in concentration between the regenerated and spent
solutions with time is shown in Fig. 4.5(c). The concentration of regenerated solution
slowly increased in Experiments SI-16 and SI-17, as specified in Table 4.1, remained
almost constant in Experiment SI-15, but decreased with time in Experiments SI-13
and SI-14. At the end of the tests, the highest increase in concentration was 0.35%
(wt/wt) when the current density was 57.14 mA/cm2 and the initial concentrations of
the regenerated and spent solution were 28.83% and 25.86% (wt/wt), respectively.
The lowest increase in concentration was 0.54% (wt/wt) with a current density of
14.29 mA/cm2, while the initial concentrations of the regenerated and spent solutions
were 30.77% and 25.16% (wt/wt), respectively. Therefore, a higher current density
or a lower difference in concentration between the regenerated and spent solutions
can improve the regenerative ability of an ED regenerator. Fig. 4.5(b) shows that the
volume of the regenerated solutions kept increasing with time in all experiments,
where the highest and lowest increase in volume was 0.68 and 0.22 L in Experiments
SI-17 and SI-13, respectively. This increase in the difference in concentration was
larger in Experiments SI-15, SI-16 and SI-17 than in Experiment SI-14, but this
difference in concentration between the regenerated and spent solutions decreased in
Experiment SI-13. In Experiment SI-17, the increase in the difference in
concentration was fast because it increased from 2.97% to 5.10% (wt/wt), although
the difference in concentration in Experiment SI-13 only decreased from 5.61% to
5.45% (wt/wt). It was found that in both Experiments SI-13 and SI-14, the volume of
the regenerated solution increased in spite of the decrease in the concentration. This
was because, during these two experiments, the mass of the transferred ions was
relatively small from the spent solution to the regenerated solution while that of
water was relatively high. It can be concluded from this group of tests that the
current density should be higher than 28.57 mA/cm2 when the initial difference in
concentration is higher than 5.07% (wt/wt) to ensure continuous increase in the
concentration of the regenerated solution. Furthermore, the concentration of the
regenerated solution can be increased quite easily when the difference in
concentration is around 3% (wt/wt) and the current density is up to 42.86 mA/cm2,
compared to the other experiments.
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As the observations from Experiments SI-13 and SI-14 were different from the
others, the profile of the concentration of the spent solution was presented in Fig. 4.5
(d). It was found that the concentration of the spent solution kept decreasing during
the experiment with a slight fluctuation from 25.16% to 24.90% (wt/wt) in
Experiment SI-13 and from 24.56% to 23.88% (wt/wt) in Experiment SI-14.
A preliminary conclusion from this experimental scenario is that the current
density must be higher than 28.57 mA/cm2 when the initial difference in
concentration between the regenerated and spent solutions is more than 3.4%
(wt/wt), to ensure that the ED stack performs well when regenerating LiCl liquid
desiccant.
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Fig. 4.5 Results of tests in experiment Group D: (a) Increase in concentration of the
regenerated solution, (b) increase in volume of the regenerated solution, (c)
difference in concentration between the regenerated and spent solutions, and (d) the
concentration of the spent solution with different current densities and initial
concentrations of the solutions - circulation flow rate of 100 L/h.
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4.4

Experimental results for Scenario II

4.4.1

Effect of circulation flow rate

Fig. 4.6 shows the increases in concentration and changes in the volume of the
regenerated solution and the difference in concentration between the regenerated and
spent solutions as a function of the operating time under different circulation flow
rates. The concentration of LiCl in the regenerated tank increased as the experiment
progressed, but for all three circulation flow rates investigated here, the increase in
concentration accelerated faster at the beginning of the experiment and then slowed
down with the operating time, mainly because the difference in concentration
between the regenerated and spent solutions increased continuously with the
operating time, as shown in Fig. 4.6(c). This increase in the difference in
concentration increased the diffusion of ions from the regenerated solution to the
spent solution and increased the penetration of water from the spent solution to the
regenerated solution via osmosis (Luo et al. 2002, Meng et al. 2013); this negatively
affected regeneration of the liquid desiccant solution. Some jumps of the points were
found in the figure, which might because of the influence of the outside environment
when the solution was under measuring as solution tanks were open to the
environment.
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Fig. 4.6 Results of experiments under different circulation flow rates: (a) Increase in
concentration of the regenerated solution, (b) difference in concentration between the
regenerated and spent solutions and (c) increase in volume of the regenerated
solution with circulation flow rates of 60, 100 and 140 L/h - initial concentration of
the solutions in the regenerated and spent tanks of around 27.70% (wt/wt) and
current density of 38.1 mA/cm2.
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Fig. 4.6(a) also shows that the increase in concentration under the higher
circulation flow rate was smaller than under the lower circulation flow rate because
the circulation flow rate directly affected the ion residence time in the ED stack. A
low circulation flow rate ensures that the ions have enough time to reach the
membrane and penetrate it (Roux-De Balmann 1998, Sadrzadeh et al. 2007, Aider et
al. 2009, Ben Sik Ali et al. 2010, Zuo et al. 2012). This conclusion was consistent
with the results obtained when ED is used in other fields (Nikbakht et al. 2007,
Wang et al. 2009, Ben Sik Ali et al. 2010, Ben Sik Ali et al. 2010). Of the three
different circulation flow rates, the largest increase in concentration after 2 hours of
testing was 0.88% (wt/wt) when the circulation flow rate was 60 L/h. This increase
in concentration after 2 hours of testing with circulation flow rates of 100 L/h and
140 L/h were 0.80% (wt/wt) and 0.76% (wt/wt), respectively. As shown in Fig.
4.6(c), the increase in the volume of the solution in the regenerated tank was almost
linear with the operating time, indicating that water in the spent solution stream was
transferred into the regenerated solution stream due to electro-osmosis and osmosis.
However, there was no significant difference in the increase in volume when
different circulation flow rates were applied.
The results from Fig. 4.6 indicated that the average concentration of the solution
transferred from the spent stream to the regenerated stream was higher than the
concentration in the regenerated tank, which means the concentration of the solution
in the regenerated tank increased. The results from this group of experimental tests
showed that the regenerative ability of ED decreased as the circulation flow rate
increased, but the difference between the three experiments with different circulation
flow rates was insignificant.
4.4.2

Effect of current density

Variations of the increases in concentration and changes in the volume of the
solution in the regenerated tank and the differences in concentration between the
regenerated and spent solutions under four different current densities, with the
operating time, are shown in Fig. 4.7. The increases in the concentration of the
solution in the regenerated tank after the experimental period of 120 minutes were
1.08, 1.02, 0.82 and 0.57% (wt/wt) when the current densities supplied to the ED
stack were 57.1, 47.6, 38.1 and 28.6 mA/cm2, respectively. ED regeneration ability
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increased as the current density increased, but this increase was smaller when the
current density was above 47.6 mA/cm2 compared to that with a low current density.
As with the test results with different circulation flow rates, there was a faster change
in the increase in concentration at the beginning of each test, but this rate of change
decreased over time due to a continuous increase in the difference in concentration
between the regenerated and spent solutions shown in Fig. 4.7(c).
Fig. 4.7(c) shows an almost linear increase in the volume of LiCl solution in the
regenerated tank over time. The volume of the regenerated solution changed faster
when a higher current density was applied. After 120 minutes, the maximum increase
in the volume of the solution in the regenerated tank was 0.57 L when the current
density supplied to the ED stack was 57.1 mA/cm2, while the minimum increase in
volume was 0.29 L when the current density was 28.6 mA/cm2. As expected, these
changes in the volume of the regenerated solution indicated that more water was
transferred from the spent solution to the regenerated solution when a higher current
density was supplied.
This increase in the current density also increased the transport of LiCl from the
spent solution to the regenerated solution, which resulted in a larger increase in the
concentration of the solution in the regenerated tank at a higher current density.
However, a higher current density means more energy consumption. Thus, the
current density is a key variable that should be optimised when ED is used to
regenerate the liquid desiccant.
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Fig. 4.7 Results of experiments under different current densities: (a) Increase in
concentration of the regenerated solution, (b) difference in concentration between the
regenerated and spent solutions and (c) increase in volume of the regenerated
solution with current densities of 28.6, 38.1, 47.6 and 57.1 mA/cm2 - initial
concentrations of the solutions in the regenerated and spent tanks of around 27.50%
(wt/wt) and circulation flow rate of 100 L/h.
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4.4.3 Effect of initial concentration of LiCl
Fig. 4.8(a) shows the increase in the concentration of the LiCl solution in the
regenerated tank when varying the initial concentration of the regenerated and spent
LiCl solutions. In all these experiments, the increase in concentration was faster at
the beginning of the test and then slowed down until the end of the experiment due to
a continuous increase in the difference in concentration between the regenerated and
spent solutions, as shown in Fig. 4.8(b).
Of the three experiments, the increase in the concentration of the regenerated
solution was similar when the initial concentrations were around 28.95% (wt/wt) and
24.92% (wt/wt). However, there was a higher increase in concentration in the
regenerated tank when the initial concentration was around 18.78% (wt/wt). After
120 minutes, the LiCl solutions were enriched by 2.03, 1.32 and 1.20% (wt/wt) when
the initial concentrations were around 18.78, 24.92 and 28.95% (wt/wt), respectively.
Since viscosity influences the coefficients of friction of ions in aqueous solutions
(Koneshan et al. 1998), this phenomenon could be attributed to different viscosities
of the LiCl solution associated with different concentrations, as shown in Fig. 4.9.
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Fig. 4.8 Results of experiments under different initial concentrations: (a) Increase in
concentration of the regenerated solution, (b) difference in concentration between the
regenerated and spent solutions and (c) increase in volume of the regenerated
solution with initial concentrations of around 28.95, 24.92 and 18.78% (wt/wt) current density of 57.1 mA/cm2 and circulation flow rate of 100 L/h.
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Fig. 4.9 Dynamic viscosity of LiCl liquid desiccant solution (Conde 2004).
Fig. 4.8(c) shows that the increase in volume in the regenerated solution was
faster at lower initial concentrations. The increases in volume over the 120-minute’s
test period were 1.00, 0.69 and 0.54 L when the initial concentrations were around
18.78, 24.92 and 28.95% (wt/wt), respectively. This shows that water can be readily
transferred from the spent solution to the regenerated solution by electro-osmosis and
osmosis at lower concentrations, than at higher concentrations. These results also
suggest that the regenerative ability of ED for LiCl solutions decreased when the
initial concentration increased, and therefore an appropriate concentration should be
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used when ED is used for regenerating liquid desiccant to enable ED and the
dehumidifier to perform well.
4.4.4

Effect of differences in concentration between spent and regenerated
solutions

Fig. 4.10(a) shows the variations of increase in the concentration of the
regenerated solution as a function of time under three different concentrations
between the regenerated and spent solutions. The LiCl solution was continuously
enriched during the entire experimental period if there was no difference in the initial
concentration between the regenerated and spent solutions. However, the regenerated
solution slowly increased in concentration during the first hour and remained almost
constant during the remaining test when the initial difference in concentration
between the spent and regenerated solutions was around 3.0% (wt/wt). At the end of
the experiment, the increase in the concentration of the regenerated solution was only
0.35% (wt/wt) whereas 1.20% (wt/wt) was obtained when there was no difference in
the initial concentrations between the regenerated and spent solutions. This means
when there is a large difference in concentration, osmosis and back diffusion
significantly affected the performance of ED, as previously reported by Luo et al.
(2002) and Meng et al. (2013).
When the initial difference in concentration between the regenerated and spent
solutions was around 5.0% (wt/wt), concentration in the regenerated tank increased
slightly and then peaked when the system had operated for around 40 minutes. From
this point on, it remained almost constant for around 30 minutes and then began to
decrease mainly because the difference in concentration between the regenerated and
spent solutions increased continually during the experimental test, as shown in Fig.
4.10(b). When the difference in concentration reached a certain value, it became
difficult to further increase concentration in the regenerated tank due to osmosis and
back diffusion. In this experiment, with a current density of 57.1 mA/cm2,
concentration in the regenerated tank decreased when the difference in concentration
between the regenerated and spent solutions was 5.86% (wt/wt). These results
indicated that the difference in concentration between the regenerated and spent
solutions should be controlled within a certain range to maintain a good regenerative
ability of the ED stack for liquid desiccants.
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Fig. 4.10 Results of experiments under different concentration differences between
the regenerated and spent solutions: (a) Increase in concentration, (b) difference in
concentration between the regenerated and spent solutions, and (c) increase in
volume of the regenerated solution with differences in concentration around 0, 3 and
5% (wt/wt) - initial concentration in the regenerated tank of around 29.00% (wt/wt),
current density of 57.1 mA/cm2 and circulation flow rate of 100 L/h.
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The increase in the volume of the regenerated solution is shown in Fig. 4.10(c).
Similar to results from previous experiments, the regenerated solution increased
almost linearly in volume with the operating time. A higher difference in
concentration resulted in a larger increase in volume in the regenerated tank. The
maximum increase in volume was 0.76 L when the initial difference in concentration
between the regenerated and spent solutions was around 5.0% (wt/wt), followed by
an initial difference in concentration of around 3.0% (wt/wt) (0.68 L) and around
0.0% (wt/wt) (0.54 L).
The results from these experiments with different initial differences in
concentration in the regenerated and spent tanks shows that the difference in
concentration negatively affected the regenerative ability of ED due to back diffusion
and osmosis. The ED stack was unable to work as a regenerator when the difference
in concentration between the regenerated and spent solutions was more than 5.86%
(wt/wt) under the test conditions specified in Experiment SII-13.
In all the experiments, the increase in concentration and volume in the
regenerated tank and the difference in concentration between the solutions in the
regenerated and spent tanks after the system operated for 60 minutes and 120
minutes, are summarised in Table 4.5. In all these experiments, Experiment SII-10
with initial concentrations of regenerated and spent solutions of 18.78% (wt/wt), a
circulation flow rate of 100 L/h, and a current density of 57.1 mA/cm2 obtained the
largest increase in concentration (i.e. 1.36 and 2.03% (wt/wt)) and volume (i.e. 0.49
and 1.00 L) after 60 and 120 minute’s tests, respectively. The smallest increases in
concentration after the 60 and 120 minute’s tests were 0.06 and -0.07% (wt/wt)
respectively, when the initial concentrations of regenerated and spent solutions were
28.77 and 23.96% (wt/wt), the circulation flow rate was 100 L/h, and the current
density was 57.1 mA/cm2 (i.e. Experiment SII-13). The smallest increases in volume
after the 60 and 120 minute’s tests were 0.15 and 0.29 L under the conditions
specified in Experiments SII-3 and SII-4, respectively. It can be concluded that a
lower initial concentration benefited ion migration, but it also increased the
migration of water from the spent solution to regenerated solution due to electroosmosis.
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Table 4.5 Experimental results for all experiments in Scenario II.
Experiment

SII-1
SII-2
SII-3
SII-4
SII-5
SII-6
SII-7
SII-8
SII-9
SII-10
SII-11
SII-12
SII-13

After 60 minutes

After 120 minutes

Concentration
increase
[% (wt/wt)]

Volume
increase
(L)

Concentration
difference
[% (wt/wt)]

Concentration
increase
[% (wt/wt)]

Volume
increase
(L)

Concentration
difference
[% (wt/wt)]

0.53
0.47
0.46
0.35
0.49
0.61
0.65
0.79
0.83
1.36
0.79
0.29
0.06

0.17
0.17
0.15
0.16
0.20
0.24
0.26
0.27
0.31
0.49
0.27
0.33
0.37

1.11
1.13
1.29
1.05
1.17
1.45
1.58
1.73
1.94
2.92
1.73
4.12
5.73

0.88
0.80
0.76
0.57
0.82
1.02
1.08
1.20
1.32
2.03
1.20
0.35
-0.07

0.37
0.36
0.35
0.29
0.39
0.50
0.57
0.54
0.69
1.00
0.54
0.68
0.76

2.05
2.06
2.30
2.00
2.11
2.62
2.87
3.16
3.58
5.29
3.16
5.10
6.41

4.4.5 Current efficiency of ED in regenerating the liquid desiccant
The current efficiency of ED in LiCl liquid desiccant regeneration in each
experiment in the 2-hour test is summarised in Table 4.6. In all the experiments, the
current efficiency of the ED stack varied between 55.17 and 73.54%. A higher
supplied current efficiency was obtained when a lower solution concentration was
used. Experiment SII-10 obtained the highest value of 73.54% while Experiment SII3 provided the lowest value of 55.17%.
However, at the end of the 2-hour test for Experiment SII-13, although the
concentration of the regenerated solution was lower than the initial concentration, the
current efficiency was 66.04%. This means the current efficiency of the ED stack
cannot be used alone to evaluate the ability of ED to regenerate liquid desiccant
because it does not consider water transfer from the spent solution to the regenerated
solution. Therefore, when designing and optimising ED for regenerating liquid
desiccant, the current efficiency and increase in the concentration of the regenerated
solution should be used together to estimate the performance of ED.
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Table 4.6 Current efficiency of the ED in each experiment.
Experiment No.
SII-1
SII-2
SII-3
SII-4
SII-5
SII-6
SII-7
SII-8
SII-9
SII-10
SII-11
SII-12
SII-13

4.4.6

Current efficiency (%)
57.94
56.77
55.17
60.19
60.52
60.90
58.29
60.11
64.95
73.54
60.11
63.43
66.04

Temperature variation of the solution in the regenerated tank

Fig. 4.11 shows variation in the temperature of the solutions and voltage supplied
to the ED stack that corresponds to the current supplied under test conditions in
Experiment SII-2, as presented in Table 4.2. The temperatures of the solutions in the
regenerated and spent tanks were almost the same during all experiments due to the
extensive heat exchange through the thin ion-exchange membranes in the ED stack.
During the whole test period, the temperature increased continuously from 25.6 to
28.5°C while the voltage supplied to the ED stack decreased from 12.1 to 11.1V.
This temperature increase probably stemmed from the heat absorbed from the
solution pumps and the heat generated due to the Joule effect (Valerdi-Pérez and
Ibáñez-Mengual 2001, Vera et al. 2007). Due to this increased temperature, the
electrical resistance of the solution decreased, which further decreased the electrical
potential as a constant current was supplied to the ED stack.
The increase in the temperature and decrease in the voltage of all the experiments
in Scenario II after 60 minutes and 120 minutes of running are summarised in Table
4.7. Here the temperature increased while the voltage of the ED stack decreased with
time in all the experiments. The highest increase in temperature and the highest
decrease in voltage after 60 minutes running in Experiment SII-1 were 5.1°C and 2.0
V, respectively. The lowest increase in temperature after 60 minutes running was
1.6°C in Experiment SII-10 while the lowest decrease in voltage was 0.5 V in
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Experiments SII-4 and SII-10. When the experiments ended, the highest and lowest
increases in temperature were 6.6 and 1.5°C in Experiments SII-1 and SII-4,
respectively. The highest decrease in voltage after 120 minutes running was 2.5 V in
Experiment SII-1 while the lowest was 0.6 V in Experiment SII-10.
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Fig. 4.11 Variations in the temperature of solutions and voltage of ED stack–initial
concentration of solutions in regenerated and spent tanks of 27.71% (wt/wt), current
density of 38.1 mA/cm2 and circulation flow rate of 100 L/h.
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Table 4.7 Experimental results of the increase in temperature and decrease in voltage
in Scenario II.
Experiment

SII-1
SII-2
SII-3
SII-4
SII-5
SII-6
SII-7
SII-8
SII-9
SII-10
SII-11
SII-12
SII-13

4.4.7

After 60 minutes
Temperature
Voltage
increase
decrease
(°C)
(V)

5.1
2.3
3.2
1.7
4.1
4.1
4.1
3.7
2.4
1.6
3.7
4.7
4.8

2.0
0.6
0.9
0.5
1.5
1.1
1.6
1.4
0.8
0.5
1.4
1.8
1.7

After 120 minutes
Temperature
Voltage
increase
decrease
(°C)
(V)

6.6
2.9
4.1
1.5
5.4
5.3
5.4
4.5
2.7
2.9
4.5
4.7
5.6

2.5
1.0
1.3
0.7
2.1
1.7
2.1
2.0
1.0
0.6
2.0
2.1
2.2

Variations in concentration and volume of the solution in the spent tank

The variations in concentration and volume of the solution in the spent solution
tank were determined by Eqs. (4.3) and (4.4), respectively. Fig. 4.12 shows the
decrease of concentration and volume of the liquid desiccant in the spent solution
tank in Experiment SII-1. Here, the volume and concentration of the solution in the
spent solution tank decreased with time, and the volume and concentration of the
solution in the spent solution tank also decreased with time. At the end of the
experiment, the concentration in the spent solution tank decreased by 1.17% (wt/wt)
while the volume was reduced by 0.26 L. This decrease in volume in the spent tank
also revealed that water had travelled from the spent solution to the regenerated
solution by osmosis and electro-osmosis.
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Fig. 4.12 Decrease in concentration and volume of the solution in the spent
solution tank – initial concentration of the solutions in the regenerated and spent
tanks of 27.71% (wt/wt), current density of 38.1 mA/cm2 and circulation flow rate of
60 L/h.

4.5

Summary
In this chapter, two experimental scenarios were designed and carried out to

investigate how four operating parameters affect the regenerative ability and current
efficiency of an ED stack. The four operating parameters investigated included the
circulation flow rate, current density, initial concentrations and differences in
concentration between the regenerated and spent solutions.
The results revealed that the ability of an ED stack to regenerate LiCl liquid
desiccant solution decreased as the circulation flow rate increased due to a reduced
residence time. ED can achieve a higher increase in concentration and volume of
solution in the regenerated tank when the initial concentration of solutions in the
regenerated and spent tanks is relatively low. As expected, increasing current density
obtained a higher increase in the concentration and the volume in the regenerated
tank. As the difference in concentration between the regenerated and spent solutions
had a significant impact on the performance of ED regeneration due to back diffusion
and osmosis, it should be controlled within a reasonable range to ensure that the ED
stack can continuously regenerate the solution in the regenerated tank to the required
value. At a current density of 57.1 mA/cm2, a circulation flow rate of 100 L/h, and
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the initial concentrations of spent and regenerated solutions of 23.96 and 28.77%
(wt/wt) respectively, ED could enrich the concentration of the LiCl liquid desiccant
when the difference in concentration between the regenerated and spent solutions
was below 5.86% (wt/wt). The maximum and minimum current efficiencies in all the
experiments were 73.54 and 55.17%, respectively. The overall results from this
chapter showed that ED can regenerate LiCl liquid desiccant if it is appropriately
designed and integrated into the liquid desiccant air conditioning (LDAC) systems,
and the operating conditions of ED have been properly selected.
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Chapter 5 Mass Transfer Investigation and Experimental
Optimisation of Electrodialysis for Regenerating LiCl Liquid
Desiccant
The experimental investigation carried out in Chapter 4 identified suitable
operating ranges of four key operating parameters of the electrodialysis process for
regenerating LiCl liquid desiccant. It also revealed that the regenerative ability of ED
was affected by the transfer of water from the spent solution to the regenerated
solution. Therefore, a better understanding of the mass transfer of salt and water
during an ED process for regenerating LiCl liquid desiccant under different operating
conditions was essential for the optimisation of ED regeneration. This chapter
describes the investigation of mass transfer and energy consumption of the ED stack
and the performance optimisation of ED for regenerating LiCl liquid desiccant, as
illustrated in Fig. 5.1.

Fig. 5.1 Mass transfer investigation and performance optimisation of ED
regeneration.
To obtain the maximum amount of information from the minimum number of
experiments, the experimental tests were designed using Taguchi method. The
experimental data was analysed by the signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio and the analysis of
variance (ANOVA) methods. The mass transfer of salt and water, the concentration
of solution transferred from the spent stream to the regenerated stream, and energy
consumed by the ED stack were used as the measures of quality. To obtain a
relatively high transferred concentration with low energy consumption of the ED
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stack, a multi-objective optimisation of the operating parameters was performed
using the mean of S/N ratios and grey relational analysis (GRA). The results from
this chapter can potentially be used to guide the design of LDAC systems with EDassisted regeneration.
This chapter is organised as follows. Section 5.1 presents the research
methodology; the experimental design using Taguchi method is described in Section
5.2; Section 5.3 introduces the data analysis methods used for the mass transfer
investigation and performance optimisation; the experimental results are given in
Section 5.4; and a brief summary of this chapter is provided in Section 5.5.
5.1

Research methodology
Fig. 5.2 summarises the overall approach used to investigate the mass transfer

and experimental optimisation of an ED stack for regenerating LiCl liquid desiccant.
The methods used include the Taguchi method, analysis of variance (ANOVA), grey
relational analysis (GRA), and the entropy method. The Taguchi method, which can
obtain the maximum amount of information from a limited number of experiments
(Comakli et al. 2009, Datta et al. 2009, Coşkun et al. 2012, Baloni et al. 2015), was
used to design the matrix of experiments of ED for regenerating LiCl liquid desiccant
under different operating conditions. The Taguchi method is a statistical tool where
orthogonal array tables are used to develop the matrix of experiments. A statistical
measure of performance, which is called signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio, is commonly
used in the Taguchi method. The S/N ratio estimates the performance by taking both
the mean value and variability into account. The calculation equation of S/N ratio
depends on the quality characteristics of product or process. The optimal setting of
factors is the combination of parameters which have the highest value of S/N ratio
(Datta et al. 2009). In this study the mean of S/N ratios was used to examine how the
operating parameters influence the mass transfer and energy consumption of the ED
stack while ANOVA was used to estimate the relative importance of each operating
parameter on the mass transfer and energy consumption of the ED stack.
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Fig. 5.2 Outline of the methods used for mass transfer investigation and the
optimisation of electrodialysis for regenerating liquid desiccants.
The Taguchi method is limited to single-objective optimisation (Tang et al. 2007,
Lin 2012), so for multi-objective optimisation, the Taguchi based GRA has been
used in a number of studies (Lin 2012, Yang et al. 2014, Sarıkaya and Güllü 2015).
GRA is a part of grey system theory that has been used to solve complicated
interrelationships between multiple factors and attributes (Kuo et al. 2008). GRA can
process different types of attributes and convert multiple types of response into a
single value, which is then used as a single performance characteristic in
optimisation problems (Heiner 2004). Numerous studies have shown that Taguchi
based GRA can identify the optimal combination of parameters when multiple
performance characteristics are considered (Ghaddar et al. 2003, Lin 2012, Pirasaci
and Goswami 2016). Based on the responses obtained from these experiments, GRA
is then used to convert various quality characteristics into a single performance
index.
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In the GRA method, the grey relational grade (GRG) can be used to evaluate the
overall performance of each experiment based on the weights assigned to each
attribute considered. One of the most well-known methods for generating objective
weights is the entropy method (Heiner 2004). If an attribute has similar responses
across all experiments, it means that this attribute does not help to differentiate
different experimental conditions. The entropy method therefore assigns a small
weight to this attribute according to the information theory (Zeng et al. 2015). Since
the entropy method can express the relative intensities of important attributes to
indicate average intrinsic information (Heiner 2004), the entropy method can
objectively determine the weights of the quality characteristics for performance
optimisation to calculate the GRG in GRA. The mean of S/N ratios for the GRG is
then used to determine the optimal combination of operating parameters of ED for
regenerating liquid desiccants. Finally, a confirmation test is carried out under the
optimal operating conditions already identified.
5.2

Experimental design using the Taguchi method
The experiments required for the mass transfer investigation and performance

optimisation were designed using the Taguchi method.
5.2.1

Determining the quality characteristics of ED for regenerating liquid
desiccant

Mass transfer in an example ED stack with ten pairs of cells is shown in Fig. 5.3.
When the solution (i.e. liquid desiccant) is fed into the cells of the ED stack, the
concentration of regenerated solution will increase while the concentration of the
spent solution will decrease due to the movement of ions through the ion-exchange
membranes. Water is also transferred from the spent solution to the regenerated
solution due to the osmosis and electro-osmosis as identified in Chapter 4. Therefore,
the mass transfer of salt and water, the concentration of solution transferred from the
spent solution to the regenerated solution, and the energy consumed by the ED stack
were chosen as quality characteristics in the Taguchi method.
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Fig. 5.3 Schematic diagram of mass transfer during an ED regeneration process.

5.2.2 Identification of the operating parameters and parameter levels
The results from Chapter 4 showed that the concentration and volume of the
regenerated solution during ED regeneration was affected by the initial concentration
of the regenerated solution, the difference in the initial concentration between the
regenerated and spent solutions, the current density, and the circulation flow rate.
These four operating parameters were therefore considered to be the control factors
in this chapter. The levels of initial concentration of the regenerated solution were
selected by considering the concentration needed by the dehumidifiers and the
regenerative capacity of the ED stack. The initial differences in the concentration
between the regenerated and spent solutions were chosen based on the finding from
Chapter 4 (i.e. increasing the difference in concentration between the regenerated and
spent solutions decreased the regenerative ability of the ED stack) and the fact that
an ED process can operate in three different modes including the batch mode, the
continuous mode, and the feed-and-bleed mode (Heiner 2004). In this thesis, the ED
stack was running in the continuous mode, which means that when the ED stack is
integrated into the liquid desiccant dehumidification system, the inlet regenerated
solution is the discharged liquid desiccant from the dehumidifier while the inlet spent
solution is the solution from the spent solution tank.
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As it was found in Chapter 4 that a higher current density meant the ED stack
would consume more energy, but it would also increase its regenerative ability, the
current densities at three levels were 38.1, 47.6 and 57.1 mA/cm2, which corresponds
to 8, 10 and 12 A supplied currents, respectively. The values of the flow rate at three
levels were 60, 100 and 140 L/h. Details of the selected operating parameters and
their operating value for three levels are summarised in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1 Control factors and their parameter levels.
Control factors

Code

Initial concentration of regenerated solution
[% (wt/wt)]
Initial difference in concentration between
regenerated and spent solutions [% (wt/wt)]
Current density (mA/cm2)
Circulation flow rate (L/h)

A

Parameter levels
1
2
3
29.0 27.5 26.0

B

0.0

1.5

3.0

C
D

38.1
60

47.6
100

57.1
140

5.2.3

Orthogonal array selection and design

The minimum number of experiments to be carried out was calculated using Eq.
(5.1) (Sivasakthivel et al. 2014).
𝑁𝑒𝑥𝑝 = 1 + 𝑁𝐹 (𝑁𝐿 − 1)

(5.1)

where 𝑁𝑒𝑥𝑝 is the minimum number of experiments, NL is the number of levels, and
NF is the number of factors. Therefore, nine experiments were needed in this study.
The Taguchi orthogonal array L9 shown in Table 5.2 was used to design the matrix
of these experiments, and the experimental design is shown in Table 5.3.
Table 5.2 Taguchi L9 standard orthogonal array.
Run
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Factor A
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
3

Factor B
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

Factor C
1
2
3
2
3
1
3
1
2

Factor D
1
2
3
3
1
2
2
3
1
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Table 5.3 Experimental design.

Experiment
number

Initial concentration
of regenerated
solution [% (wt/wt)]

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

29.0
29.0
29.0
27.5
27.5
27.5
26.0
26.0
26.0

5.3

Initial difference in
concentration between
regenerated and spent
solutions [% (wt/wt)]
0.0
1.5
3.0
0.0
1.5
3.0
0.0
1.5
3.0

Current
density
(mA/cm2)

Circulation
flow rate
(L/h)

38.1
47.6
57.1
47.6
57.1
38.1
57.1
38.1
47.6

60
100
140
140
60
100
100
140
60

Data analysis methods
The mass transfer of salt ∆𝑚𝑠 and the mass transfer of water ∆𝑚𝑤 within the test

duration of (t-t0) were calculated by Eqs. (5.2) and (5.3), respectively.
𝑡

𝑡

𝑡

0
0
0
𝑡
𝑡
𝑡
∆𝑚𝑠 = 𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑔
∙ 𝜌𝑟𝑒𝑔
∙ 𝜉𝑟𝑒𝑔
− 𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑔
∙ 𝜌𝑟𝑒𝑔
∙ 𝜉𝑟𝑒𝑔

𝑡

𝑡

0
0
𝑡
𝑡
𝑡
0
∆𝑚𝑤 = 𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑔
∙ 𝜌𝑟𝑒𝑔
∙ (1 − 𝜉𝑟𝑒𝑔
) − 𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑔
∙ 𝜌𝑟𝑒𝑔
∙ (1 − 𝜉𝑟𝑒𝑔
)

(5.2)
(5.3)

where t is the time, t0 is the start time of the experiment, V is the volume of solution
in the tank, ρ is the density of the solution, 𝜉 is the mass concentration of the
solution, and the subscript reg indicates the regenerated solution.
The energy consumption 𝑊 and the concentration of the transferred solution
𝜉𝑡𝑟 within the test duration of (t-t0) were calculated using Eqs. (5.4) and (5.5),
respectively.
𝑊=
𝜉𝑡𝑟 =

𝑡
0

∫𝑡 𝑈𝐼𝑑𝑡

(5.4)

1000
∆𝑚𝑠
∆𝑚𝑠 +∆𝑚𝑤

×100%

(5.5)

where I is the current supplied to the ED stack, and U is the electrical potential
corresponding to the current supplied.
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5.3.1

Mass transfer and energy consumption of the ED stack

The S/N ratio for ‘the-smaller-the-better’ was used for the energy consumed by
the ED stack, and was calculated by Eq. (5.6). The S/N ratio for ‘the-larger-thebetter’ was used for the concentration of transferred solution and was calculated by
Eq. (5.7) (Baloni et al. 2015). The mean of S/N ratios for each factor level was then
used to investigate how the operating parameters influenced the quality
characteristics.
1

S/N(dB) = −10 log10 (𝑛 ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑦𝑖 2 )
1

1

S/N(dB) = −10 log10 (𝑛 ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑦 2 )
𝑖

(5.6)
(5.7)

where n is the number of observations in a trial, and y is the corresponding response
of each quality characteristic.
5.3.2

Estimation of the influence of operating parameters on quality characteristics

ANOVA was used to estimate the percentage contribution of each operating
parameter (i.e. control factor) to the response of the quality characteristics. The main
outputs from ANOVA were the degree of freedom (DF), the sum of squares (SS), the
mean of squares (MS), and the percentage contribution (PC).
The total degree of freedom (𝐷𝐹𝑇 ) is the number of experiments minus as shown
in Eq. (5.8), and the degree of freedom for a control factor (𝐷𝐹𝐹 ) is the number of
levels of this factor minus one as expressed by Eq. (5.9) (Liu et al. 2015). The error
in the degree of freedom (𝐷𝐹𝐸 ) is the total degree of freedom minus the degree of
freedom for all factors as calculated by Eq. (5.10) (Liu et al. 2015). The correction
factor (CF) was calculated by Eq. (5.11) (Sarbu and Sebarchievici 2013).
𝐷𝐹𝑇 = 𝑁𝑒𝑥𝑝 − 1

(5.8)

𝐷𝐹𝐹 = 𝑁𝐿 − 1

(5.9)
𝑁

𝐹
𝐷𝐹𝐸 = 𝐷𝐹𝑇 − ∑𝑗=1
𝐷𝐹𝐹,𝑗
𝑁𝑒𝑥𝑝

𝐶𝐹 =

(∑𝑖=1

𝑦𝑖 )

𝑁𝑒𝑥𝑝

(5.10)

2

(5.11)
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The total sum of squares (SST), the sum of squares (SSF,j) of the jth factor and the
error of the sum of squares (SSE) were calculated by Eqs. (5.12) - (5.14) (Sarbu and
Sebarchievici 2013, Liu et al. 2015).
𝑁

𝑒𝑥𝑝 2
𝑆𝑆𝑇 = ∑𝑖=1
𝑦𝑖 − 𝐶𝐹
𝑁

𝑆𝑆𝐹,𝑗 =

𝑁

𝐿 (∑ 𝐼𝐿 𝑦
∑𝑖=1
)
𝑘=1 𝑖,𝑗,𝑘

𝑁𝐼𝐿

(5.12)
2

− 𝐶𝐹

𝑁

𝐹
𝑆𝑆𝐸 = 𝑆𝑆𝑇 − ∑𝑗=1
𝑆𝑆𝐹,𝑗

(5.13)
(5.14)

where NIL is the number of experiments at each individual level, and NL is the
number of levels of the jth factor.
The mean of squares MSF and the percentage contribution PC of the jth factor
were calculated as follows (Gunasekar et al. 2015).
𝑆𝑆

𝑀𝑆𝐹,𝑗 = 𝐷𝐹𝐹,𝑗

𝐹,𝑗

𝑃𝐶𝑗 =

𝑆𝑆𝐹,𝑗
𝑆𝑆𝑇

(5.15)
(5.16)

5.3.3 Identification of the optimal working conditions of ED to regenerate liquid
desiccants
Since two quality characteristics were used to optimise the operating parameters
of ED for regenerating liquid desiccants, GRA was used to convert them into one
performance index and the entropy method was used to assign the weights to each
quality characteristic. The major steps in GRA include grey relational generating,
reference sequence definition, grey relational coefficient (GRC) calculation, and grey
relational grade (GRG) calculation, as shown in Fig. 5.4.
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Fig. 5.4 Process of grey relational analysis (Kuo et al. 2008).
GRA starts with the design of the decision matrix where the responses of all
experiments for all attributes were listed. The decision matrix was designed using
Eq. (5.17) (Jagadish and Ray 2015, Wang et al. 2015).
𝑦11
𝑦21
𝐷𝑀 = [ ⋯
𝑦𝑁𝑒𝑥𝑝 1

𝑦12
𝑦22
⋯
𝑦𝑘2

⋯
⋯
⋯
⋯

𝑦1𝑖
𝑦2𝑖
⋯]
𝑦𝑘𝑖

(5.17)

where DM is the decision matrix and i is the number of the quality characteristics for
optimisation (i = 2 in this study).
The normalised value X * of the kth response of the ith quality characteristic was
obtained by Eqs. (5.18) and (5.19) for the-higher-the-better and the-lower-the-better,
respectively (Jagadish and Ray 2015, Wang et al. 2015). If the value X * (k) is close
to 1, the kth experiment can provide the best performance for the ith quality
characteristic, which is then called the reference value X0i for the response of the ith
quality characteristic (Jagadish and Ray 2015).
𝑦 (𝑘)−min(𝑦 (𝑘))

𝑖
𝑖
𝑋𝑖∗ (𝑘) = max(𝑦
(𝑘))−min(𝑦 (𝑘))
𝑖

𝑖

max(𝑦 (𝑘))−𝑦 (𝑘)

𝑖
𝑖
𝑋𝑖∗ (𝑘) = max(𝑦 (𝑘))−min(𝑦
(𝑘))
𝑖

𝑖

(5.18)
(5.19)
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The grey relational coefficient r (X0i, Xi*(k)) was then used to determine how
close Xi*(k) is to X0i (Jagadish and Ray 2015) and was then calculated by Eq. (5.20),
where Δik, Δmin and Δmax were determined by Eqs. (5.21) - (5.23), respectively.
𝑟(𝑋0𝑖 , 𝑋𝑖∗ (𝑘)) =

∆min +𝜁∆max

(5.20)

Δ𝑖𝑘 +𝜁∆max

Δ𝑖𝑘 = | 𝑋0𝑖 − 𝑋𝑖∗ (𝑘)|

(5.21)

∆min = min{𝛥𝑖𝑘 , 𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑁𝑞𝑐 ; 𝑘 = 1,2, … , 𝑁𝑒𝑥𝑝 }

(5.22)

∆max = max{𝛥𝑖𝑘 , 𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑁𝑞𝑐 ; 𝑘 = 1,2, … , 𝑁𝑒𝑥𝑝 }

(5.23)

where 𝜁 is the distinguishing coefficient in the range of 0 and 1, which is usually set
as 0.5 (Zheng et al. 2010, Wang et al. 2013).
The grey relational grade (GRG) was calculated by Eq. (5.24) based on the
results of GRC (Kuo et al. 2008, Jagadish and Ray 2015).
𝑁

𝑞𝑐
𝛤(𝑅0 , 𝑅𝑘 ) = ∑𝑖=1
𝛽𝑖 𝑟(𝑋0𝑖 , 𝑋𝑖∗ (𝑘)) for k = 1, 2, …, Nexp

(5.24)

where Γ(R0, Rk) is the GRG between the comparability sequence Rk and the reference
sequence R0, βi is the weight of the ith quality characteristic that depends on the
judgement of decision makers or the structure of the proposed problem (Kuo et al.
2008).
The weight (βi) used to generate the GRG was calculated using Eq. (5.25)
(Hammoud et al. 2014, Zeng et al. 2015). The entropy (E) for the ith quality
characteristic was determined from Eq. (5.26), where the normalised value of pik in
the entropy method was calculated using Eq. (5.27) (Hammoud et al. 2014, Zeng et
al. 2015).
𝑁

𝑞𝑐
𝛽𝑖 = (1 − 𝐸𝑖 )/ ∑𝑗=1
(1 − 𝐸𝑗 )

𝑁

𝑒𝑥𝑝
𝐸𝑖 = − (∑𝑘=1
𝑝𝑖𝑘 ln 𝑝𝑖𝑘 )⁄ln 𝑁𝑒𝑥𝑝

𝑝𝑖𝑘 =

𝑟(𝑋0𝑖 ,𝑋𝑖∗ (𝑘))
𝑁𝑒𝑥𝑝

∑𝑘=1 𝑟(𝑋0𝑖 ,𝑋𝑖∗ (𝑘))

for i = 1, …, Nqc

(5.25)

for i = 1, …, Nqc

(5.26)

for i = 1, …, Nqc; k = 1, …, Nexp

(5.27)

The experiment with the highest GRG value is then taken as the best choice
amongst all the experiments (Jagadish and Ray 2015). Based on the GRG values of
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each experiment, the S/N ratio for the GRG using the-larger-the-better can be
determined using Eq. (5.7). The mean of S/N ratios for each level of all operating
parameters can then be obtained and used to determine the optimal combination of
the operating parameters. A confirmation test is then performed under the optimal
conditions identified.
The energy consumption of the ED stack and the concentration of the transferred
solution in the confirmation test can also be obtained and analysed by GRA. The
performance of all the experiments can then be ranked based on the values of GRG,
where the one ranked in the first place achieves the best performance of the ED stack
for regenerating LiCl liquid desiccant.
5.4

Results and discussion

5.4.1

Results from the matrix of experiments

The variation and increase in the mass of salt in the regenerated tank for all
experiments designed by the Taguchi method are shown in Fig. 5.5, where the mass
of salt increased fastest in the regenerated tank in Experiment No. 3 while the most
slowly one was in Experiment No. 1 (see Fig. 5.5b). Experiments No. 2 and No. 4
had similar profiles of an increase in the mass of salt the regenerated tank.
The increase in the mass of water in the regenerated tank for all experiments is
shown in Fig. 5.6. During the entire experiment, Experiments No. 5 and No. 9 had
similar variations in the mass of water in the regenerated tank, while Experiment No.
9 had the fastest change and Experiment No. 1 had the slowest change in the mass of
water in the regenerated tank.
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Fig. 5.5 (a) Mass of salt and (b) mass increase of salt in the regenerated tank for all
Taguchi experiments.
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Fig. 5.6 (a) Mass of water and (b) mass increase of water in the regenerated tank for
all Taguchi experiments.
The results of the mass transfer of salt and water, the concentration of solution
transferred from the spent solution to the regenerated solution, and the energy
consumption of the ED stack in each one-hour experiment are summarised in Table
5.4.
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Table 5.4 Responses of quality characteristics in Taguchi experiments.
Mass transfer Mass transfer
of salt
of water
Experiment
No.
(g)
(g)

Concentration of
transferred solution
[% (wt/wt)]

Energy
consumption
(kJ)

1

72.55

119.42

37.79

384.48

2

97.79

185.69

34.50

515.10

3

121.39

255.25

32.23

633.42

4

98.58

178.76

35.54

469.80

5

118.92

248.10

32.40

595.80

6

83.54

197.33

29.74

312.00

7

109.43

201.62

35.18

603.90

8

81.23

175.41

31.65

332.16

9

103.87

255.68

28.89

437.70

Here the highest mass transfer of salt was 121.39 g in Experiment No. 3 while the
highest mass transfer of water was 255.68 g in Experiment No. 9. Both the lowest
transfer of salt and water occurred in Experiment No. 1. Among all the experiments,
the energy consumption of the ED stack varied significantly, with the highest and
lowest amount of energy consumption being 633.42 kJ (i.e. Experiment No. 3) and
312.00 kJ (i.e. Experiment No. 6), respectively. The concentration of the transferred
solution also varied in all experiments, with the highest and lowest concentrations of
the transferred solution in all the experiments being 37.79% (wt/wt) in Experiment
No. 1 and 28.89% (wt/wt) in Experiment No. 9, respectively. Although Experiment
No. 9 had a higher mass transfer of salt than Experiment No. 1, it also had a higher
mass transfer of water due to electro-osmosis and osmosis.
5.4.2 Results of mass transfer and energy consumption investigation
The S/N ratios for all the quality characteristics in experiments are presented in
Table 5.5. Based on the S/N ratios, the mean of the S/N ratios for the energy
consumption and concentration of transferred solution at each level for all control
factors can be obtained.
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Table 5.5 Signal-to-noise ratios for quality characteristics.
Experiment
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Mass transfer
of salt
37.21
39.81
41.68
39.88
41.50
38.44
40.78
38.19
40.33

Mass transfer
of water
-41.54
-45.38
-48.14
-45.05
-47.89
-45.90
-46.09
-44.88
-48.15

Concentration of
transferred solution
31.55
30.76
30.17
31.02
30.21
29.47
30.93
30.01
29.21

Energy
consumption
-51.70
-54.24
-56.03
-53.44
-55.50
-49.88
-55.62
-50.43
-52.82

5.1.1.1 Mass transfer of salt
The mean of S/N ratios of the mass transfer of salt at each level of operating
parameters is shown in Fig. 5.7 where the highest mass transfer reached Level 2
(27.5 % (wt/wt)) of the initial concentration of the regenerated solution. This was
probably because an increase in the initial concentration leads to a higher coefficient
of friction of ions due to the high viscosity (Koneshan et al. 1998). The mass transfer
of ions from the spent solution to the regenerated solution is a result of a positive
migration of ions by the supplied current and a negative migration of ions by back
diffusion. The friction of ions had a positive effect on the whole migration of salt
because the back diffusion of ions decreased due to friction. However, friction from
the mobility of ions had a negative impact on their migration when driven by the
supplied current, so when the initial concentration increased from Level 3 (i.e. 26.0
% (wt/wt)) to Level 2 (i.e. 27.5 % (wt/wt)), the mass transfer of salt increased
because friction on the back diffusion played a more important role. But when the
initial concentration varied from Level 2 (i.e. 27.5 % (wt/wt)) to Level 1 (i.e. 29 %
(wt/wt)), the mass transfer of salt decreased because the friction on the migration of
ions by the supplied current was more powerful than by back diffusion. Fig. 5.7
shows that the maximum mass transfer of salt happened at the highest initial
difference in concentration between the regenerated and spent solutions because
when the concentration of the regenerated solution was the same, a higher difference
in concentration meant a lower concentration of the spent solution. This means that, a
lower coefficient of friction occurred in the solutions, which was beneficial for the
migration of ions from the spent solution to the regenerated solution due to the
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electrical driving force. Moreover, the highest current density led to the highest mass
transfer of salt due to higher driving forces. The highest mass transfer of salt
occurred at the highest circulation flow rate while the lowest mass transfer occurred
at Level 2 of the circulation flow rate because an increase in circulation flow rate had
positive and negative effects on the mass transfer of salt. When the circulation flow
rate increased, the residence time of ions decreased so they did not have enough time
to reach the membrane and penetrate through them (Aider et al. 2009, Zuo et al.
2012). However, the concentration polarisation was suppressed by the higher
circulation flow rate, which led to a higher mass transfer of salt in the ED process
(Aider et al. 2009, Keramati et al. 2010). This means that when the circulation flow
rate was 60 L/h, the residence time for the mass transfer of salt was greater, but when
the circulation flow rate was 140 L/h, benefits obtained from suppressing
concentration polarisation surpassed the negative effect of reduced residence time
due to an increase in circulation flow rate.

Fig. 5.7 Mean of S/N ratios for the mass transfer of salt.
5.1.1.2 Mass transfer of water
The dynamic characteristic S/N ratio curves for the mass transfer of water of all
factors are shown in Fig. 5.8. Here the lowest mass transfer of water from the spent
solution to the regenerated solution occurred when the regeneration solution reached
its highest initial concentration. This could be explained by the finding from Section
5.4.2.1 where the lowest mass transfer of ions occurred when the regenerated
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solution reached its highest initial concentration and this consequently led to the
lowest mass transfer of water due to electro-osmosis. Moreover, a lower difference in
concentration between the regenerated solution and the spent solution or a lower
current density will result in water being transferred from the spent solution to the
regenerated solution because a lower difference in concentration led to less water
penetration due to osmosis, while lower current density caused less mass transfer of
salt which in turn resulted in a less water transfer due to electro-osmosis. Fig. 5.8
reveals that the circulation flow rate at Level 2 resulted in the least mass transfer of
water from the spent solution to the concentrated solution. This can be explained by
the fact that the lowest mass transfer of salt occurred at Level 2 of circulation flow
rate, as found in Section 5.4.2.1, which resulted in the lowest mass transfer of water
due to electro-osmosis. The mass transfer of water revealed that electro-osmosis was
a powerful factor in the transfer of water from the spent solution to the regenerated
solution.

Fig. 5.8 Mean of S/N ratios for the mass transfer of water.
5.1.1.3 Concentration of the transferred solution
Fig. 5.9 shows the curve of the mean of S/N ratios for the concentration of
solution transferred from the spent solution to the regenerated solution within a onehour test. Here the mean of S/N ratios increased with an increase in the initial
concentration of the regenerated solution, which means that a higher initial
concentration of the regenerated solution can result in a larger concentration of
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transferred solution. The maximum difference in the mean of S/N ratios between the
different initial concentrations of the regenerated solution was 0.77. The mean of S/N
ratios decreased with an increase in the initial difference in concentration between
the regenerated and spent solutions; this represented a reduction in the concentration
of transferred solution with an increase in the initial difference in concentration. The
maximum variance of the mean of S/N ratios between the different initial differences
in concentration was 1.55. The mean of S/N ratios first decreased slightly when the
current density varied from 38.1 to 47.6 mA/cm2 and then increased when the current
density changed from 47.6 to 58.1 mA/cm2. Moreover, the mean of the S/N ratios
increased with an increase in circulation flow rate, even though there was no obvious
difference among the mean of S/N ratios at different levels of the circulation flow
rates. The maximum differences in the mean of S/N ratios between different current
densities and different flow rates were 0.11 and 0.07, respectively.

Fig. 5.9 Mean of S/N ratios for the concentration of the transferred solution.
5.1.1.4 Energy consumption
The curve of the mean of S/N ratios for the energy consumption at each factor
level is presented Fig. 5.10. There was no significant difference between the mean of
S/N ratios when the initial concentrations of the regenerated solution were 26.0%
(wt/wt) and 27.5% (wt/wt), respectively. However, the mean of S/N ratios was
smaller when the initial concentration of the regenerated solution was 29.0% (wt/wt),
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indicating that more energy was consumed under this working condition. The
maximum difference in the mean of S/N ratios between different initial
concentrations of the regenerated solution was 1.05. The mean of S/N ratios
increased with an increase in the initial difference in concentration between the
regenerated and spent solutions, which means that less energy was consumed when
the initial difference in concentration increased. The maximum variance of the mean
of S/N ratios between different levels of initial differences in concentration was 0.67.
As expected, a smaller mean of S/N ratios occurred when a larger current density
was supplied. There was no obvious difference in the mean of S/N ratios when
different circulation flow rates were applied, but it was slightly higher than the others
at a circulation flow rate of 100 L/h. The maximum differences in the mean of S/N
ratios between different current densities and circulation flow rates were 5.05 and
0.09, respectively.

Fig. 5.10 Mean of S/N ratios for the energy consumption.

5.4.3

Contribution of operating parameters to the quality characteristics

The percentage contributions of each operating parameter to the responses of the
mass transfer of salt and water estimated by ANOVA are summarised in Table 5.6,
while the concentration of transferred solution and energy consumption are given in
Table 5.7.
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Table 5.6 Effects of operating parameters on the salt and water mass transfer using ANOVA.

Sourc
e
A
B
C
D
Total
Error

Degree
of
freedo
m
2
2
2
2
8
0

Mass transfer of salt
Sum of
squares
15.20
135.26
2116.36
18.25
2285.07
0

Mean of
squares
7.60
67.63
1058.18
9.13
---

Percentage contribution
(%)
0.67
5.92
92.62
0.80
100.00
--

Mass transfer of water
Sum of
squares

Mean of squares

1042.03
7247.76
7651.48
254.58
16195.84
0

521.01
3623.88
3825.74
127.29
---

Percentage contribution
(%)
6.43
44.75
47.24
1.57
100.00
--

Table 5.7 Effects of operating parameters on the transferred concentration and energy consumption using ANOVA.

Source
A
B
C
D
Total
Error

Degree
of
freedom
2
2
2
2
8
0

Sum of
squares
14.20
52.24
0.14
0.03
66.60
0

Concentration of transferred solution
Mean of
Percentage contribution
squares
(%)
7.10
21.32
26.12
78.43
0.07
0.21
0.01
0.04
-100.00
---

Energy consumption
Percentage contribution
Sum of squares Mean of squares
(%)
5502.36
2751.18
4.81
1050.60
525.30
0.92
107879.91
53939.96
94.23
54.61
27.30
0.05
114487.49
-100.00
0
---
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For the quality characteristic of the mass transfer of salt, Factor C was the highest at
92.62%, which means that among the percentage contributions of all parameters, Factor C
(i.e. current density) had the most influential impact on the mass transfer of salt; this means
that the migration of ions driven by an electrical force is the major reason for the transfer of
salt. The percentage contribution of Factor B (i.e. the initial difference in concentration
between the regenerated and spent solution) was 5.92%, which showed that under operating
conditions, although the difference in concentration between the regenerated and spent
solutions impacted on the mass transfer of salt, the effect was much less than the current
density. The percentage contribution of the remaining two Factors A (i.e. the initial
concentration of the regenerated solution) and D (i.e. circulation flow rate), was 0.67% and
0.80% respectively, which means that both factors had less impact on the mass transfer of salt
than the other two factors.
For the quality characteristic of the mass transfer of water, Factors B and C showed
similar levels of contribution at 44.75 % and 47.24 %, respectively. This means that Factor B
(i.e. the initial difference in concentration between the regenerated and spent solution) and
Factor C (i.e. the current density) had the largest effect on the mass transfer of water.
Moreover, since the percentage contribution of Factors B and C were similar in the ranges
studied, these two factors were equally important on the mass transfer of water. Based on an
analysis of the curve of the mean of the S/N ratios, the effects from electro-osmosis and
osmosis were almost the same. Factor A (i.e. the initial concentration of the regenerated
solution) had less influence because it only contributed 6.43 % to the mass transfer of water.
Factor D (i.e. the circulation flow rate) had the least effect on the mass transfer of water as its
percentage contribution was only 1.57 %.
For the quality characteristic of the concentration of the transferred solution, Factor A and
Factor B had a relatively higher sum of squares and are therefore the most influential
parameters, such that their percentage contributions to the concentration of transferred
solution were 21.32% and 78.43%, respectively. The percentage contributions made by
Factor C and Factor D were only 0.21% and 0.04%, respectively, which indicated that both
factors only made limited impacts on the concentration of transferred solution in the studied
operating ranges.
For the quality characteristic of energy consumption, the highest and lowest sum of
squares were from the current density (i.e. Factor C) and the circulation flow rate (i.e. Factor
D), respectively. This means that Factor C and Factor D made the highest and lowest
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contributions to the energy consumption of the ED stack, respectively. Based on the sum of
squares, the percentage contributions from the initial concentration of regeneration solution
(i.e. Factor A), the initial difference in concentration between the regenerated and spent
solutions (i.e. Factor B), and the current density and circulation flow rate were 4.81%, 0.92%,
94.23% and 0.05%, respectively. It is clear that Factor C was the most influential parameter
for the energy consumption of the ED stack, followed by Factor A, Factor B, and Factor D.
5.4.4 Identification of the optimal working conditions
Table 5.8 summarises the normalised values of X* from grey relational generation and
grey relational coefficients, where the highest normalised values for energy consumption and
the concentration of transferred solution were from Experiment No.6 and Experiment No.1,
respectively. To calculate the grey relational grade (GRG), the weights of each quality
characteristic were determined by the entropy method. The result of the normalised value pik
in the entropy method is also shown in Table 5.8. The calculated entropy values for the
energy consumption and the concentration of transferred solution were 0.9656 and 0.9729,
respectively, but since the entropy of energy consumption was slightly lower than the
concentration of transferred solution, the energy consumption of the ED stack therefore
played a slightly larger role in evaluating the performance of the ED stack than the
concentration of transferred solution. Based on the entropy values, the weights for energy
consumption and concentration of transferred solution were 0.5593 and 0.4407, respectively.
Using the calculated weights, the results of GRG and the S/N ratios of GRG for each
experiment can be obtained and are summarised in Table 5.9. Note that Experiment No. 1
with the highest GRG value of 0.8261 provided the best performance and Experiment No. 3
with the lowest GRG value of 0.3823 showed the worst performance, when the effects of the
operating parameters on the two quality characteristics were considered simultaneously.
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Table 5.8 Normalised value X* from grey relational generation, grey relational coefficient and normalised value pik in the entropy method.

Experiment
No.
1

Normalized value X*i (k)
Energy
Concentration of
consumption
transferred solution
0.7745
1.0000

Grey relational coefficient r (X0i, X*i (k))
Energy
Concentration of
consumption
transferred solution
0.6892
1.0000

Normalized value pik
Energy
Concentration of
consumption
transferred solution
0.1342
0.2051

2

0.3681

0.6298

0.4417

0.5746

0.0860

0.1178

3

0.0000

0.3753

0.3333

0.4445

0.0649

0.0912

4

0.5091

0.7476

0.5046

0.6646

0.0983

0.1363

5

0.1170

0.3945

0.3615

0.4523

0.0704

0.0928

6

1.0000

0.0959

1.0000

0.3561

0.1947

0.0730

7

0.0918

0.7068

0.3551

0.6304

0.0691

0.1293

8

0.9373

0.3104

0.8885

0.4203

0.1730

0.0862

9

0.6089

0.0000

0.5611

0.3333

0.1093

0.0684

Table 5.9 Grey relational grade (GRG) and the signal-to-noise ratios for GRG.
Experimental No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Grey relational
grade
0.8261 0.5003 0.3823 0.5751 0.4015 0.7163 0.4764 0.6822 0.4607
Signal-to-noise ratio -1.6589 -6.0156 -8.3510 -4.8056 -7.9255 -2.8985 -6.4407 -3.3217 -6.7308
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The mean of S/N ratios for GRG at each factor level was then obtained based on
the S/N ratios of GRG for each experiment, while the dynamic curves of the mean of
S/N ratios of GRG are shown in Fig. 5.11. By considering the energy consumption of
the ED stack and the concentration of transferred solution, the optimal combination
of the operating parameters of ED regeneration was then determined on the basis of
the highest mean of S/N ratios for each factor. The optimal combinations are as
follows: Factor A at Level 2 (i.e. the initial concentration of regenerated solution of
27.50% (wt/wt)), Factor B at Level 1 (i.e. the initial difference in concentration
between the regenerated and spent solutions of 0.00% (wt/wt)), Factor C at Level 1
(i.e. the current density of 38.1 mA/cm2), and Factor D at Level 2 (i.e. the circulation
flow rate of 100 L/h).

Fig. 5.11 Mean of S/N ratios for grey relational grade.

5.4.5 Confirmation test
The energy consumption of the ED stack and the concentration of solution
transferred under the optimal combination of operating parameters in one-hour
confirmation tests were 325.3 kJ and 36.2% (wt/wt), respectively. A comparison of
the responses from all the experiments, including those experiments specified in the
Taguchi orthogonal array and the confirmation test is shown in Fig. 5.12. Compared
to the results of the experiment with the highest concentration of transferred solution
(i.e. Experiment No.1), the energy consumption in the confirmation test was
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considerably less while the concentration of transferred solution was only slightly
less. Compared to the result of the experiment with the lowest energy consumption
(i.e. Experiment No.6), the concentration of transferred solution in the confirmation
test had increased considerably while the energy consumption of the ED stack had
increased slightly.

Fig. 5.12 Comparison of the responses in all experiments.
The performance of ED when regenerating LiCl liquid desiccant in the
confirmation test was also evaluated by GRA. The GRG values and ranking of the
performance of all experiments, including the confirmation test, in terms of GRG
values are summarised in Table 5.10. Note that the confirmation test using the
optimal combination of operating parameters obtained the highest GRG value of
0.8422, which was the best performance of ED for regenerating LiCl liquid desiccant
in all experiments. This result also shows that the performance investigation using
the combined the Taguchi method, grey relational analysis, and the entropy method,
help to identify the near optimal working conditions for ED to regenerate the liquid
desiccant.
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Table 5.10 Rank of grey relational grades.
Experimental No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Confirmation test

5.5

Grey relational grade
0.8261
0.5003
0.3823
0.5751
0.4015
0.7163
0.4764
0.6822
0.4607
0.8422

Rank
2
6
10
5
9
3
7
4
8
1

Summary
This chapter presented the results of the mass transfer investigation and

performance optimisation of ED for regenerating LiCl liquid desiccant. The
experiments were designed using Taguchi method, and the experimental data were
analysed using the S/N ratios and ANOVA. The multi-objective optimisation of ED
was carried out by the integrated Taguchi method and GRA.
The mean of S/N ratios revealed that increasing the initial concentration of the
regenerated solution and increasing the circulation flow rate had both positive and
negative effects on the mass transfer of salt from the spent solution to the regenerated
solution, respectively. Electro-osmosis played a critical role in the mass transfer of
water from the spent solution to the regenerated solution.
From the mean of S/N ratios for the energy consumption of the ED stack and the
concentration of the transferred solution from the spent solution to the regenerated
solution, it was found that increasing the initial concentration of the regenerated
solution can result in a higher concentration of the transferred solution, but this
requires a higher consumption of energy. The energy consumption of the ED stack
and concentration of the transferred solution decreased as the difference in
concentration between the regenerated and spent solutions increased. The energy
consumption of the ED stack was influenced considerably by the current density, but
current density had a limited impact on the concentration of the transferred solution.
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The circulation flow rate had no obvious impact on the energy consumed by the ED
stack and the concentration of the transferred solution.
The results from ANOVA indicated that the current density was the most
influential parameter for the mass transfer of salt, with a percentage contribution of
92.62%. The initial difference in concentration between the regenerated and spent
solutions and the current density had a large influence on the mass transfer of water.
The current density was the most influential factor for energy consumption and its
percentage contribution was 94.23% among the four operating parameters
considered. The difference in concentration between the regenerated and spent
solutions was the most influential factor for the concentration of the transferred
solution with a percentage contribution of 78.43%, followed by an initial
concentration of the regenerated solution of 21.32%.
The optimal combination of the operating parameters of ED for regenerating LiCl
liquid desiccant was as follows: the initial concentration of regenerated solution of
27.50% (wt/wt), the initial difference in concentration between the regenerated and
spent solutions of 0.00% (wt/wt), the current density of 38.1 mA/cm2 and the
circulation flow rate of 100 L/h. The resulting grey relational grade in the
confirmation test was 0.8422, which was higher than all the experiments specified in
the Taguchi orthogonal array.
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Chapter 6 Mathematical Modelling of Electrodialysis for
Regeneration of LiCl Liquid Desiccant
To investigate the performance of ED-assisted LDAC systems, it is essential that
the ED process is modelled appropriately. Since the characteristics of ED membrane
pairs used to regenerate liquid desiccants might differ from those used to treat
seawater (due to different solution components and the higher solution
concentrations of liquid desiccants), appropriate mathematical modelling of ED for
regenerating liquid desiccants is important. Despite this, there is no study in the
public domain that deals with the mathematical modelling of ED for regenerating
liquid desiccants.
This chapter presents the mathematical modelling of mass transfer and energy
consumption during ED regeneration of LiCl liquid desiccant. Based on the model
developed, the effects of design and operating parameters on the performance of the
ED regenerator were further investigated by varying two parameters simultaneously.
This chapter is organised as follows. Section 6.1 presents a brief summary of the
mathematical models developed for ED processes; The mathematical modelling of
mass transfer and energy consumed by ED when regenerating liquid desiccants is
presented in Section 6.2, while the experimental identification of the model
parameters is presented in Section 6.3. The results of identifying and validating the
model parameters are provided in Section 6.4; Section 6.5 provides the simulation
exercise results; and a brief summary of this chapter is presented in Section 6.6.
6.1

Introduction
Mass transport in ED has been modelled in most previous studies using

irreversible thermodynamics (IT) theory where the material and energy flow are
expressed by the Gibbs equation applied to reversible processes (Tanaka 2006). IT is
a mathematical tool that links the flux of a generic species through a membrane with
its interfacial concentrations and external driving forces (the electric current in the
case of ED)(Fidaleo and Moresi 2005, Lychnos and Davies 2012). This means that
IT theory can be used to describe electrokinetic phenomena through an ED process,
in which the electric current and the concentration difference are the main driving
forces of component fluxes (Koter and Hamann 1990, Tanaka 2006). Within the
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framework of the IT approach, numerous mathematical models have been used to
investigate mass transfer through ion-exchange membranes, including, but not
limited to: the Maxwell-Stefan (MS) equation, the Kedem-Katchalsky’s (KK)
equation, the Nernst-Plank (NP) equation, and the overall mass transfer (OMT)
equation (Tanaka 2006, Rohman and Azis 2008).
The MS equation describes mass transfer based on the assumption that at a
constant flux of a component, the driving forces working on it are equal to the sum of
the friction forces between this component and other components (Mier et al. 2008).
Kraaijeveld et al. (1995) used the MS equation to describe the mass transfer of ED in
two systems. The KK equation treats the membrane as a geometric transition region
between two homogeneous compartments (Rohman and Azis 2008) where the flow
rates are determined by the phenomenological equations based on the practical,
straight, and cross coefficient (Rohman and Azis 2008). Gong et al. (2005)
developed a model based on the KK equation to describe the fluxes of salt, neutral
solute and water through ion-exchange membranes during an ED process. However,
the MS and KK equations are very complicated due to the high number of transport
coefficients that depend on the solution concentrations (Rohman and Azis 2008).
The NP equation, which was considered as a reduced form of the MS equation,
was used extensively in the design and optimisation of an ED stack. Galama et al.
(2014) applied the NP equation to explain the influence of the applied current density
on the boundary layer in the ED stack for preferential removal of divalent ions from
seawater. Rohman et al. (2010) applied the relationship derived from the NP
equation to develop a mathematical model that contains ordinary differential
equations for recovering hydrochloric acid by the ED process. Fidaleo and Moresi
(2010) used an NP equation to model the recovery of disodium itaconate by ED
technology, where the mathematical parameters were determined through
experiments.
The OMT equation was developed by Tanaka (1999) to obtain a regulation of the
characteristics of the membrane used in an ED stack to concentrate seawater or
desalinate seawater and brackish water, the details of which are provided later in
Section 6.2.1. This OMT equation simulates the fundamental processes of ionic
transport in an ED system. Four overall membrane pair characteristics are included in
OMT equation; the overall transport number λ, the overall solute permeability θ, the
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overall electro-osmotic coefficient ϕ, and the overall hydraulic permeability τ
(Tanaka 2003). These overall membrane pair characteristics represent the sum of the
contribution of one cation and one anion ion-exchange membranes to the mass
transfer of ED (Tanaka 2003). The phenomena treated by the OMT equation in an
ED process is identical to that described by IT theory and the NP equation, whereas
the OMT equation is more practical than IT theory and the NP equation (Tanaka
2003, Tanaka 2006). For example, Tanaka (2009) used the OMT equation to model
the mass transport of ions and solutions from diluted cells to concentrating cells in
the ED process for a continuous desalination of saline water. Nevertheless, the OMT
equation does not consider how concentration affects the membrane pair
characteristics might because of the low solution concentration in the application
area of seawater treatment.
6.2

Mathematical modelling of the ED process
In this study, the mass transfer of ED was modelled using a modified version of

the OMT equation. The key assumptions used to develop the model were as follows
(Casas et al. 2011).
a. The interaction between ions was not considered;
b. Solution leakage and electric current leakage in a given ED component was
negligible;
c. Solution velocities were the same in all cells;
d. Current densities were assumed to be uniform along the length of the ED;
e. The influence of temperature on the performance of an ED component was
considered to be due only to the influence of the temperature on the physical
properties of the desiccant solution, and the influence of the temperature on
the mass transfer characteristic of ion-exchange membrane was not
considered in this study;
f. Solutions in the storage tanks were considered to be well mixed;
g. The ED electrode compartments were not modelled.
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6.2.1

Modified overall mass transport equation and overall membrane pair
characteristics

When a solution is fed into an ED stack and the ED component is supplied with
an electric current, the solute and the solvent in the spent solution cells will be
transported to the regenerated cells through cation and anion exchange membranes,
as shown in Fig. 6.1.

Fig. 6.1 Mass transfer inside the electrodialysis stack.
The ion flux js and solution flux jV in one membrane pair at current density i are
given by Eqs. (6.1) and (6.2), respectively (Tanaka 2006).
𝑗𝑠 = 𝜆𝑖 − 𝜃(𝜉𝑟𝑒𝑔 − 𝜉𝑠𝑝𝑡 ) = 𝜆𝑖 − 𝜃𝛥𝜉

(6.1)

𝑗𝑉 = 𝜙𝑖 + 𝜏(𝜉𝑟𝑒𝑔 − 𝜉𝑠𝑝𝑡 ) = 𝜙𝑖 + 𝜏𝛥𝜉

(6.2)

where λ, θ, ϕ and τ are the overall transport number, the overall solute permeability,
the overall electro-osmotic permeability, and the overall hydraulic permeability
respectively, ξ is the solution concentration, Δξ is the difference in concentration
between the regenerated and spent solutions in the ED stack, where reg indicates the
regenerated solution and spt indicates the spent solution. The terms λi and θΔξ in Eq.
(6.1) represent the migration fluxes driven by the electric current and the back
diffusion of ions, respectively. The terms ϕi and τΔξ in Eq. (6.2) represent electrical
osmosis and concentration osmosis, respectively. The overall solute permeability of
salt 𝜃 and overall hydraulic permeability of solution τ reveal how the difference in
concentration between the regenerated and spent solutions influences the mass and
volume fluxes, respectively. All membrane pair characteristics can in principle be
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obtained from a properly designed set of experiments, while λ and ϕ are the modified
parameters that depend on the concentration of the solution.
The total ion and solution fluxes through the ED stack can be calculated by Eqs.
(6.3) and (6.4), respectively (Fidaleo and Moresi 2006).
𝐽𝑠 = 𝑁 ∙ 𝐴 ∙ 𝑗𝑠 = 𝑁𝐴(𝜆𝑖 − 𝜃𝛥𝜉)

(6.3)

𝐽𝑉 = 𝑁 ∙ 𝐴 ∙ 𝑗𝑉 = 𝑁𝐴(𝜙𝑖 + 𝜏𝛥𝜉)

(6.4)

where Js and JV are the total ion flux and total volume flux in the ED stack
respectively, N is the number of membrane pairs, and A is the effective area of the
ion-exchange membrane. By integrating Eqs. (6.3) and (6.4), the two equations
below can be obtained.
𝑡

𝑡

𝑡

𝑡

∫0 𝐽𝑠 = 𝑁𝐴𝜆𝑖𝑡 − 𝑁𝐴𝜃 ∫0 𝛥𝜉
∫0 𝐽𝑉 = 𝑁𝐴𝜙𝑖𝑡 + 𝑁𝐴𝜏 ∫0 𝛥𝜉

(6. 5)
(6. 6)

6.2.2 Mass and volume balances
The solution in the membrane cells of the ED stack and the solution tanks were
assumed to be well mixed. The flow and concentration of different compartments are
shown in Fig. 6.2.

Fig. 6.2 Schematic of the concentration and flow of solutions in the ED system.
The mass and volume balances of the regenerated solution in the ED stack are
given by Eqs. (6.7) and (6.8), while those for the spent solution are given by Eqs.
(6.9) and (6.10) respectively.
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𝑖𝑛
𝑖𝑛
𝑖𝑛
𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑄𝑟𝑒𝑔
∙ 𝜌𝑟𝑒𝑔
∙ 𝜉𝑟𝑒𝑔
+ 𝐽𝑠 = 𝑄𝑟𝑒𝑔
∙ 𝜌𝑟𝑒𝑔
∙ 𝜉𝑟𝑒𝑔
𝑖𝑛
𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑄𝑟𝑒𝑔
+ 𝐽𝑉 = 𝑄𝑟𝑒𝑔

(6.7)
(6.8)

𝑖𝑛
𝑖𝑛
𝑖𝑛
𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑄𝑠𝑝𝑡
∙ 𝜌𝑠𝑝𝑡
∙ 𝜉𝑠𝑝𝑡
− 𝐽𝑠 = 𝑄𝑠𝑝𝑡
∙ 𝜌𝑠𝑝𝑡
∙ 𝜉𝑠𝑝𝑡
𝑖𝑛
𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑄𝑠𝑝𝑡
− 𝐽𝑉 = 𝑄𝑠𝑝𝑡

(6.9)
(6.10)

where Q is the volume flow rate of the solution, ρ is the density of the solution, in
indicates conditions at the inlet and out indicates at the outlet.
𝑖𝑛
𝑖𝑛
Since the solutions in all the compartments were well mixed, 𝜌𝑟𝑒𝑔
and 𝜉𝑟𝑒𝑔
are

equal to the density and mass concentration of the solution in the regenerated
𝑖𝑛
𝑖𝑛
solution tank and 𝜌𝑠𝑝𝑡
and 𝜉𝑠𝑝𝑡
are equal to the density and mass concentration of the

solution in the spent solution tank, respectively. The differential balances of mass
and volume in the regenerated and spent solution tanks can be expressed by Eqs.
(6.11) - (6.12) and Eqs. (6.13) - (6.14), respectively (Fidaleo and Moresi 2005,
Tanaka 2009).
𝑖𝑛
𝑖𝑛
𝑖𝑛
𝑄𝑟𝑒𝑔
∙ 𝜌𝑟𝑒𝑔
∙ 𝜉𝑟𝑒𝑔
+
𝑖𝑛
𝑄𝑟𝑒𝑔
+

𝑑𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑔
𝑑𝑡

𝑑𝑉𝑠𝑝𝑡
𝑑𝑡

𝑑𝑡

𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑜𝑢𝑡
= 𝑄𝑟𝑒𝑔
∙ 𝜌𝑟𝑒𝑔
∙ 𝜉𝑟𝑒𝑔

𝑜𝑢𝑡
= 𝑄𝑟𝑒𝑔

𝑖𝑛
𝑖𝑛
𝑖𝑛
𝑄𝑠𝑝𝑡
∙ 𝜌𝑠𝑝𝑡
∙ 𝜉𝑠𝑝𝑡
−
𝑖𝑛
𝑄𝑠𝑝𝑡
−

𝑖𝑛 𝜉 𝑖𝑛 )
𝑑(𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑔 𝜌𝑟𝑒𝑔
𝑟𝑒𝑔

(6.11)
(6.12)

𝑖𝑛 𝑖𝑛 )
𝑑(𝑉𝑠𝑝𝑡 𝜌𝑠𝑝𝑡
𝜉𝑠𝑝𝑡

𝑑𝑡

𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑜𝑢𝑡
= 𝑄𝑠𝑝𝑡
∙ 𝜌𝑠𝑝𝑡
∙ 𝜉𝑠𝑝𝑡

𝑜𝑢𝑡
= 𝑄𝑠𝑝𝑡

(6.13)
(6.14)

By combining Eq. (6.11) with Eq. (6.7), and Eq. (6.12) with Eq. (6.8), the
following equations can be derived.
𝑖𝑛 𝜉 𝑖𝑛 )
𝑑(𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑔 𝜌𝑟𝑒𝑔
𝑟𝑒𝑔

𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑔
𝑑𝑡

= 𝐽𝑠 = 𝑁 ∙ 𝐴 ∙ 𝑗𝑠

= 𝐽𝑉 = 𝑁 ∙ 𝐴 ∙ 𝑗𝑉

(6.15)
(6.16)

By integrating Eqs. (6.15) and (6.16), the following two equations can be
obtained.
𝑡

𝑡

1

𝑖𝑛 𝜉 𝑖𝑛 )
𝑡 𝑑(𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑔 𝜌𝑟𝑒𝑔
𝑟𝑒𝑔

∫0 𝑗𝑠 = ∫0 (𝜆𝑖 − 𝜃𝛥𝜉) = 𝑁𝐴 ∫0
𝑡

𝑡

1

𝑑𝑡

𝑡 𝑑𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑔

∫0 𝑗𝑉 = ∫0 (𝜙𝑖 + 𝜏𝛥𝜉) = 𝑁𝐴 ∫0

𝑑𝑡

(6.17)
(6.18)

𝑖𝑛 𝑖𝑛
where 𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑔 𝜌𝑟𝑒𝑔
𝜉𝑟𝑒𝑔 indicates the mass of salt in the regenerated solution tank.
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6.2.3 Energy consumption of the ED stack
The total voltage across the ED stack, U, can be calculated by Eq. (6.19).
𝑈=

𝑁𝐼𝑅𝑎𝑣

(6.19)

𝐴

where I is the current supplied to the ED stack, and Rav is the average electric
resistance of one unit area of one cell pair. Rav is related to the electric resistance of
the regenerated solution cell, the spent solution cell, and the membrane pair (Fidaleo
and Moresi 2010). The electric resistance of the regenerated and spent solution cells
depends on the electric conductivity of the solution, and the electric resistance of the
membrane is also related to the concentration of the solution (Demisch and Pusch
1979). Therefore, the average electric resistance of one unit area of one cell pair can
be determined from the specific electric conductivity of the solutions and the
concentration of the regenerated and spent solutions. The equation for calculating Rav
based on the specific electric conductivity and concentration of the solution can be
obtained by the regression from the experimental data.
The electrical energy consumption of the ED stack Eed is defined as Eq. (6.20).
𝐸𝑒𝑑 = 𝑈𝐼𝑡 =
6.3

𝑁𝐼 2 𝑅𝑎𝑣 𝑡
𝐴

(6.20)

Experimental design
A total of 18 experiments were designed and carried out to identify the overall

membrane pair characteristics in an OMT equation and the average resistance of one
unit area of one membrane pair. All the experiments were divided Groups A – D, as
shown in Table 6.1. All the trials ran for 1 hour by continuously recirculating the
regenerated and spent solutions to the ED stack under different operating conditions.
In all the experiments, the flow rate of the regenerated and spent solutions remained
constant to minimise the difference in hydrodynamic pressure between the
regenerated and spent solution cells. The concentrations and temperatures of the
solutions in the regenerated and spent solution tanks, and the voltage drop supplied
to the ED stack were measured every 5 minutes during each experiment.
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Table 6.1 Experiments designed to identify the membrane pair characteristics and average resistance of one membrane cell pair.
Experiment
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Identification
Parameter
μ, τ

Group

A

B

λ, ϕ, U
C

D

Initial concentration of
regenerated solution
[% (wt/wt)]
30.01
29.98
29.98
30.90
30.03
29.94
29.75
28.90
24.18
23.72
24.64
24.91
24.93
18.40
17.98
18.33
18.11
18.78

Initial concentration of
spent solution
[% (wt/wt)]
27.96
25.98
24.00
29.94
29.94
29.93
29.50
29.00
24.19
23.68
24.63
24.86
24.92
18.05
17.94
18.33
18.09
18.78

Circulation
flow rate
(L/h)
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

Supplied
current
(A)
0.0
0.0
0.0
4.0
6.0
8.0
10.0
12.0
4.0
6.0
8.0
10.0
12.0
4.0
6.0
8.0
10.0
12.0

Duration
(hr)
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
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The experiments in Group A were carried out without an electrical current
supplied to the ED stack. To identify the overall solute permeability 𝜃 and the overall
hydraulic permeability τ, the initial mass concentration of the solution in the
regenerated solution tank was maintained at around 30 % (wt/wt), while that in the
spent solution tank varied from around 24 % to 28% (wt/wt).
The experiments in Groups B, C, and D were designed to identify the overall
transport number λ and the overall electro-osmotic permeability ϕ, as well as to
obtain the regression equation relating the average electrical resistance of one unit
area of one cell pair in the ED stack to the mass concentration and thermal
conductivity of solutions. The experiments in each group were carried out with a
supplied current that varied from 4.0 to 12.0 A at an increment of 2.0 A. In each
group, the initial concentrations of the solution in the regenerated and spent solution
tanks were kept the same. The initial concentration of regenerated and diluted
solutions in Groups B, C, and D were around 29.90%, 24.33% and 18.38% (wt/wt),
respectively.
6.4

Model parameters identification results

6.4.1 Experimental results
The increase in concentration and volume of the regenerated solution calculated
by Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) in all the experiments are summarised in Table 6.2. In Group
A, the concentration of the regenerated solution decreased when all the experiments
ended because salt was transferred from the regenerated solution to the spent solution
due to ion diffusion. The concentration decreased by 0.18%, 0.29%, and 0.42%
(wt/wt) in Experiments No. 1, 2 and 3, respectively. Increases in the volume of
regenerated solution in all the experiments in Group A were almost the same, which
means that the water transferred from the spent solution to the regenerated solution
by osmosis made no significant difference in the studied differences in concentration
between the regenerated and spent solutions over the course of each experiment. The
same conclusion obtained in Chapter 4 can be drawn from the experiments in Groups
B, C, and D, i.e. that a higher current caused a higher rate of increase in the
concentration and volume of the solution in the regenerated tank, and this increase in
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concentration and volume varied with different initial concentrations of regenerated
and spent solutions.

Table 6.2 Increase in concentration and volume of the regenerated solution.
Experiment
No.

Group

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

6.4.2

A

B

C

D

Increase in concentration
of the regenerated
solution [% (wt/wt)]
-0.18
-0.29
-0.42
0.19
0.26
0.40
0.47
0.79
0.42
0.43
0.64
0.79
0.83
0.42
0.70
1.00
1.13
1.36

Increase in volume of the
regenerated solution (L)
0.02
0.03
0.02
0.06
0.09
0.14
0.19
0.27
0.10
0.15
0.23
0.27
0.31
0.15
0.26
0.33
0.40
0.49

Identification of membrane pair characteristics and electrical resistance

From the experimental data generated from the experiments in Group A, the
overall solute permeability and hydraulic permeability was obtained through the
following steps.
Setting i = 0 into Eqs. (6.17) and (6.18), the following equations can be obtained:
𝑡

𝑡

𝑖𝑛 𝜉 𝑖𝑛 )
𝑡 𝑑(𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑔 𝜌𝑟𝑒𝑔
𝑟𝑒𝑔

1

∫0 𝑗𝑠 = ∫0 −𝜃𝛥𝜉 = 𝑁𝐴 ∫0
𝑡

𝑡

1

𝑑𝑡

𝑡 𝑑𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑔

∫0 𝑗𝑉 = ∫0 𝜏𝛥𝜉 = 𝑁𝐴 ∫0

𝑑𝑡

(6.21)
(6.22)

The total volume of the solution and the mass of salt transferred were obtained
from the experiments, which means the overall solute permeability θ and overall
hydraulic permeability, τ, can be calculated by Eqs. (6.23) and (6.24), respectively.
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The average values of θ and τ deduced from the experiments in Group A are given in
Table 6.3.
𝑖𝑛 𝑖𝑛
𝐽𝑠 = 𝜃𝑁𝐴𝑡𝛥𝜉 = −∆(𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑔 𝜌𝑟𝑒𝑔
𝜉𝑟𝑒𝑔 )

(6.23)

𝐽𝑉 = 𝜏𝑁𝐴𝑡𝛥𝜉 = ∆𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑔

(6.24)

In the experiments in Groups B, C, and D, the same initial concentrations of
solutions in the regenerated and spent solution tanks were prepared to eliminate the
transport of ions and solution by the difference in concentration. Since the
concentration did not vary much (<1.5%) during each test and the mass and volume
of the solution in the regenerated tank changed linearly with time, then according to
Eqs. (6.5) and (6.6), the contribution made by the difference in concentration
between the mass and solution flux could be negligible during all the experiments
(Fidaleo and Moresi 2010).
By applying Eqs. (6.17) and (6.18) for Δξ=0, the overall transport number λ as a
function of the current density, time, and the mass of salt in the regenerated solution
tank can be obtained as shown in Eq. (6.25). The overall electro-osmotic
permeability ϕ as a function of current density, time, and the volume of the solution
in the regenerated solution tank can then be expressed by Eq. (6.26).
𝑡

𝑖𝑛 𝜉 𝑖𝑛 )
𝑡 𝑑(𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑔 𝜌𝑟𝑒𝑔
𝑟𝑒𝑔

1

∫0 𝜆𝑖 = 𝑁𝐴 ∫0
𝑡

1

𝑑𝑡
𝑡 𝑑𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑔

∫0 𝜙𝑖 = 𝑁𝐴 ∫0

𝑑𝑡

(6.25)
(6.26)

Based on Eqs. (6.25) and (6.26), the overall transport number λ and the overall
electro-osmotic permeability ϕ at different current densities in each experiment can
be calculated by Eqs. (6.27) and (6.28), respectively.
𝜆=
𝜙=

𝑖𝑛 𝜉 𝑖𝑛 )
∆(𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑔 𝜌𝑟𝑒𝑔
𝑟𝑒𝑔

𝑁𝐴𝑖𝑡
∆𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑔
𝑁𝐴𝑖𝑡

(6.27)
(6.28)

Consequently, the characteristics of λ and ϕ at different current densities and
different solution concentrations can be obtained. The coefficients in the equations
for calculating λ and ϕ can then be obtained by regression equations as shown as Eqs.
(6.29) and (6.30), respectively.
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𝑖𝑛
𝜆 = −5.8240×10−7 ×𝜉𝑟𝑒𝑔
+ 2.7389×10−8 ∙ 𝑖 + 3.1154×10−5

(𝑟 2 = 0.92)

(6.29)

𝑖𝑛
𝜙 = −3.3769×10−6 ∙ 𝜉𝑟𝑒𝑔
+ 1.3320×10−8 ∙ 𝑖 + 1.2623×10−4

(𝑟 2 = 0.98)

(6.30)

The average electrical resistance of one unit area of one cell pair in all
experiments in Group B, C and D can be derived from the experimental data of every
5 minutes’ measurements. The regression equation for the average electrical
resistance of one unit area, Rav, for the same concentration of regenerated and spent
solutions is shown in Eq. (6.31) with an r2 value of 0.85.
𝑅𝑎𝑣 = 2.2894×10−4 +

4.5049×10−3
𝜉

−

4.6003×10−3
𝜅

−

5.3687×10−4
𝜉2

+

5.9693×10−4
𝜅2

4.2141×10−5

+

(6.31)

𝜉∙𝜅

where κ is the specific electrical conductivity of the solution. Based on the regression
equation, the average electrical resistance Rav for different concentrations of
regenerated and spent solutions can be calculated by Eqs. (6.32) - (6.34).
𝑅𝑎𝑣 =
𝑅𝑎𝑣𝑟 = 2.2894×10−4 +

𝑅𝑎𝑣𝑟 +𝑅𝑎𝑣𝑠

(6.32)

2

4.5049×10−3
𝜉𝑟𝑒𝑔

−

4.6003×10−3
𝜅𝑟𝑒𝑔

−

5.3687×10−4
2
𝜉𝑟𝑒𝑔

+

5.9693×10−4
2
𝜅𝑟𝑒𝑔

4.2141×10−5

(6.33)

𝜉𝑟𝑒𝑔 ∙𝜅𝑟𝑒𝑔

𝑅𝑎𝑣𝑠 = 2.2894×10−4 +

4.5049×10−3
𝜉𝑠𝑝𝑡

−

4.6003×10−3
𝜅𝑠𝑝𝑡

−

5.3687×10−4
2
𝜉𝑠𝑝𝑡

+

5.9693×10−4

4.2141×10−5
𝜉𝑠𝑝𝑡 ∙𝜅𝑠𝑝𝑡

+

2
𝜅𝑠𝑝𝑡

+

(6.34)

where Ravr and Ravs are the average electrical resistance of one cell pair at the
concentration and specific conductivity of the regenerated solution and spent
solution, respectively.
The values and equations for calculating the membrane pair parameters from the
experiments are summarised in Table 6.3.
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Table 6.3 Values of parameters determined from experiments.
Parameter

Value/Equation

Overall solute permeability

5.8452×10-3

(kg/min·m2)
Overall hydraulic permeability

5.4491×10-2

2

(L/min·m )

𝑖𝑛
𝜆 = −5.8240×10−7 ×𝜉𝑟𝑒𝑔
+ 2.7389×10−8 ∙ 𝑖

Overall transport number

+ 3.1154×10−5

(kg/min·A)

Overall electro-osmotic

𝑖𝑛
𝜙 = −3.3769×10−6 ∙ 𝜉𝑟𝑒𝑔
+ 1.3320×10−8 ∙ 𝑖

+ 1.2623×10−4

permeability (L/min·A)

𝑅𝑎𝑣 = 2.2894×10−4 +

Average electrical resistance of
one unit area (Ω∙m2)

4.5049×10−3 4.6003×10−3
−
𝜉
𝜅

−

5.3687×10−4 5.9693×10−4
+
𝜉2
𝜅2

+

4.2141×10−5
𝜉∙𝜅

6.4.3 Model validation for electrodialysis regeneration
To determine the effectiveness of the model with parameters calculated by Eqs.
(6.29) – (6.34), another 16 experiments with the operating conditions summarised in
Table 6.4, were carried out.
All the experiments listed in Table 6.4 were run over 1 hour, during which the
density and temperature of the solutions in the regenerated and spent solution tanks
were measured every 5 minutes.
Fig. 6.3 shows the variations of the simulated values and the experimentally
measured concentration and volume of the solution in the regenerated tank with time
in Experiments V1, V2, and V3. Here the simulated value had an acceptable match
with measured data from experiments.
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Table 6.4 Experimental operating conditions for model validation.
Experiment
No.
V1
V2
V3
V4
V5
V6
V7
V8
V9
V10
V11
V12
V13
V14
V15
V16

Initial concentration of
regenerated solution
[% (wt/wt)]
29.03
29.04
28.86
27.56
27.51
27.50
26.00
26.02
26.00
28.83
28.77
27.57
27.51
27.40
27.71
27.77

Initial concentration of the
spent solution
[% (wt/wt)]
29.03
27.48
25.99
27.56
26.03
24.46
25.96
24.52
23.01
25.86
23.96
27.48
27.46
27.39
27.71
27.72

Current density
(A/m2)

Circulation flow rate
(L/h)

380.95
476.19
571.43
476.19
571.43
380.95
571.43
380.95
476.19
571.43
571.43
380.95
476.19
571.43
380.95
380.95

60
100
140
140
60
100
100
140
60
100
100
100
100
100
60
140
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Fig. 6.3 Validation of the mathematical model with experimental data.
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As Fig. 6.4 shows, the relative deviation between the simulated model and
experimentally measured concentration of the solution in the regenerated solution
tank was ± 0.2%, which indicated a good prediction by the mathematical model.

30.0

Model simulated [% (wt/wt)]

29.5

+0.2%
-0.2%

29.0
28.5
28.0
27.5
27.0
26.5
26.0
26.0

27.0

28.0

29.0

30.0

Experimentally measured [% (wt/wt)]

Fig. 6.4 Model validation for the concentration of the solution in the regenerated tank.
A comparison between the simulated model and the experimentally measured
volume of solution in the regenerated tank is shown in Fig. 6.5. There was a good
agreement between the two sets of the data, with a relative deviation of ± 4%.
The energy consumption of the ED stack predicted by the model was also
compared with a wide range of experimental data, as shown in Fig. 6.6. There was a
relatively good match between the simulated values and experimental results, where
the relative discrepancies for 83% of the datasets were within ±10%.
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3.0

+4%

2.9

Model simulated (L)

2.8

-4%

2.7
2.6
2.5
2.4
2.3
2.2
2.1
2.0
2.0

2.2

2.4

2.6

2.8

3.0

Experimentally measured (L)

Fig. 6.5 Model validation for the volume of regenerated solution in the tank.

70

+10%

Model simulated (kJ)

65
60

-10%

55
50
45
40
35
30
25
20
20

30

40

50

Experimentally measured (kJ)

60

70

Fig. 6.6 Comparison of results for the energy consumed by the electrodialysis stack
from experiments and the simulation model.
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6.5

Performance investigation through simulation exercises
In this section, two groups of simulation exercises were carried out to further

investigate how the design and operating parameters of the ED stack influence the
performance of ED regeneration by varying the two parameters simultaneously,
using the mathematical model developed. In this study, the effective area of each
membrane and the number of membrane pairs were considered as the two design
parameters which affect the mass transfer and energy consumption of the ED stack.
The inlet concentration of the regenerated solution and the difference in the inlet
concentrations between the spent and regenerated solutions were considered as the
operating parameters as both were identified as the most influential operating
parameters for concentration increase in the previous chapters.
In Simulation Exercise I, the two design parameters varied simultaneously while
keeping the operating parameters constant. The effective area of one membrane and
the number of membrane pairs varied from 0.02 to 0.50 m2 and from 10 to 20 with an
increment of 0.048 m2 and 1, respectively. The inlet concentrations of the
regenerated and spent solutions were set as 30% and 27% (wt/wt), respectively. The
current density and the flow rate were set as 280 A/m2 and 1.0 L/min (i.e. 60 L/h),
respectively.
In Simulation Exercise II, two operating parameters were varied simultaneously
while the design parameters were kept constant as the near optimal values identified
from Simulation Exercise I. In this simulation, the inlet concentration of the
regenerated solution and the difference in inlet concentrations between the spent and
regenerated solutions varied from 0% to 5% (wt/wt) and from 23% to 30% (wt/wt)
with an increment of 0.5% (wt/wt) and 1% (wt/wt), respectively. The current density
and the flow rate were set as 420 A/m2 and 1.0 L/min, respectively.
Three performance indicators were used in these two simulation exercises, which
are 1) the increase in the concentration of the regenerated solution, 2) the power
consumption of the ED stack, and 3) the concentration increase per unit power
consumption (i.e. the increase in the concentration of the regenerated solution
divided by the power consumption of the ED stack, which presented the regeneration
ability of the ED stack with every 1 kW power consumption). The influence of the
temperature variation of the liquid desiccant on the regeneration performance was
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not considered in the simulation exercises and the temperatures of the regenerated
and spent solutions were assumed as 35°C in all simulations.
6.5.1 Results of simulation Exercise I
The results of the increase in the concentration of the regenerated solution, the
power consumption of the ED stack and the concentration increase per unit power
consumption by varying the two design parameters are shown in Fig. 6.7. It was
found that the increase in the concentration of the regenerated solution and the power
consumption of the ED stack had the same variation trend with the change in the
effective area of each membrane and the number of the membrane pairs. Both the
increase in the concentration of the regenerated solution and the power consumption
of the ED stack increased with the increase in the effective area and the number of
membrane pairs as expected. The increase in the concentration of the regenerated
solution and the power consumption varied from 0.01% to 0.26% (wt/wt) and from
0.03 to 1.52 kW, respectively. Fig 6.7 (c) shows that the concentration increase per
unit power consumption decreased with the increase in the effective area and the
number of membrane pairs. To ensure that the increase in the concentration of the
regenerated solution is no less than 0.1% (wt/wt), the minimum power consumption
of the ED stack of 0.56 kW was required when the effective area of one membrane
was 0.308 m2 and the number of the membrane pairs was 12. Therefore, these values
were used as the near optimal values of the ED stack in Simulation Exercise II.
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Power consumption (kW)

0.00-0.25

0.25-0.50

0.50-0.75

0.75-1.00

1.00-1.25

1.25

1.00
0.75
20
18
16
14
12

0.50
0.25
0.00
0.02

0.12

0.21

10
0.40

0.31

(b)

Concentration increase per unit power
consumption [% (wt/wt) / kW]

0.165-0.169

0.169-0.173

0.173-0.177

0.177-0.181

0.185
0.181
0.177
0.173
0.169
0.165

0.181-0.185

20
18
16

0.02
14
0.212

12
0.404

10
(c)

Fig. 6.7 Effects of the effective area of one membrane and the number of
membrane pairs on (a) the increase in concentration of the regenerated solution, (b)
the power consumption of the ED stack, and (c) the concentration increase per unit
power consumption – current density: 280 A/m2; inlet concentration of the
regenerated solution: 30% (wt/wt); inlet concentration of the spent solution:
27% (wt/wt).
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6.5.2 Results of simulation Exercise II
The results of the increase in the concentration of the regenerated solution, the
power consumption of the ED stack and the concentration increase per unit power
consumption by varying the two operating parameters are shown in Fig. 6.8. It is
shown that the increase in the concentration of the regenerated solution decreased
with the increase in the inlet concentration of the regenerated solution when the inlet
concentration of the regenerated solution was lower than 28% (wt/wt) (see Fig.
6.8(a)). After that, it increased with the increase in the inlet concentration of the
regenerated solution. Fig. 6.8(b) shows that the power consumption of the ED stack
increased with the increase in the inlet concentration of the regenerated solution and
decreased with the increase in the inlet concentration difference between the spent
and regenerated solutions. The minimum power consumption of the ED stack was
found as 0.95 kW when the inlet concentration of the regenerated solution was
23% (wt/wt) and the difference in inlet concentrations between the spent and
regenerated solutions was 5% (wt/wt). The maximum power consumption of the ED
stack was found as 1.34 kW at the inlet concentration of the regenerated solution of
30% (wt/wt) and the difference in inlet concentrations between the spent and
regenerated solutions of 0% (wt/wt). Fig. 6.8(c) shows that the concentration
increase per unit power consumption decreased with the increase in the inlet
concentration difference between the spent and regenerated solutions. It increased
with the increase in the inlet concentration of the regenerated solution when the inlet
concentration was lower than 28% (wt/wt) and then decreased with the increase in
the inlet concentration of the regenerated solution when the inlet concentration was
not less than 28% (wt/wt).
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Fig. 6.8 Effects of the inlet concentration of the regenerated solution and the
difference in inlet concentrations between the spent and regenerated solutions on (a)
the increase in the concentration of the regenerated solution, (b) the power
consumption of ED stack, and (c) the concentration increase per unit power
consumption – current density 420 A/m2.
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6.6

Summary
In this chapter, a modified mathematical model for the mass transfer and energy

consumption of ED when regenerating liquid desiccants was developed by taking
into account the influence of solution concentrations. This mass transfer during an
ED process was modelled based on the overall mass transfer equation by considering
how initial concentration and applied current affect the characteristics of the
membrane pairs. A set of experiments were designed and carried out to identify the
characteristics of membrane pairs and the average electric resistance of one unit area
of a membrane pair. This modified mathematical model was validated against the
experimental data generated under operating conditions that differed from the
operating conditions used to identify the model parameters. Two simulation exercises
were further carried out to investigate how the design and operating parameters of
the ED stack influence the performance of ED regeneration when two parameters
varied simultaneously using the mathematical model developed.
It was found that the concentration of the solution in the regenerated tank
simulated by the model matched the experimental data very well, and for 94% of the
data, the deviation was within ± 0.2%. The volume of solution in the regenerated
tank estimated by the model also agreed well with the experimental data, with an
error of ± 4%. The results of the simulated energy consumption of the ED stack also
agreed with the experimental data, so this model will be used in Chapter 7 to provide
a feasibility study and investigate the performance of an ED-assisted liquid desiccant
dehumidification system.
The simulation exercises showed that (a) the concentration increase per unit
power consumption decreased with the increase in the effective area of one
membrane pair and the number of membrane pairs; (b) the increase in the
concentration of the regenerated solution decreased first and then increased with the
increase in the inlet concentration of the regenerated solution with the transit point at
28% (wt/wt) and; (c) the power consumption of the ED stack increased with the
increase in the inlet concentration of the regenerated solution and decreased with the
increase in the inlet concentration difference between the spent and regenerated
solutions.
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Chapter 7 An ED-assisted Liquid Desiccant Regeneration System:
System Integration and Feasibility Study
In

principle,

electrodialysis

can

be

integrated

into

liquid

desiccant

dehumidification systems for liquid desiccant regeneration in several different ways.
The appropriate design and sizing of the ED unit and other components are among
the important issues in the development of cost-effective ED-assisted LDAC
systems. This chapter presents a strategy to integrate an ED stack into liquid
desiccant dehumidification systems for liquid desiccant regeneration and provides a
feasibility study of using ED to assist in concentrating the LiCl liquid desiccant. The
proposed ED-assisted regeneration system is designed to allow the liquid desiccant to
be regenerated at a relatively low temperature in the ED stack and in a lowtemperature thermal regenerator. The feasibility of this proposed regeneration system
was evaluated through simulations under the weather conditions of Darwin,
Australia.
This chapter is organised as follows. Section 7.1 introduces a strategy to integrate
ED into liquid desiccant dehumidification systems for liquid desiccant regeneration;
Section 7.2 presents the methods used for evaluating the feasibility of using ED for
liquid desiccant regeneration; the mathematical modelling and sizing of components
in the ED-assisted liquid desiccant dehumidification system are provided in Section
7.3; the results and discussion on the component sizing and feasibility study are
presented in Section 7.4 and; a brief summary of this chapter is provided in Section
7.5.
7.1

Integration of ED into liquid desiccant dehumidification systems
A schematic of a generic LDAC system with thermal regeneration is presented in

Fig. 7.1, where the system consists of a dehumidifier, a thermal regenerator, a heat
exchanger, a cooling tower, a heater and a cooler. In this system, the warm and moist
ambient air is first processed by the dehumidifier and then mixed with the return air
and further cooled by an evaporative cooler or the cooling coil from a vapour
compression refrigeration system. In order to achieve air dehumidification in the
dehumidifier, liquid desiccant is supplied to absorb the water vapour in the fresh air.
Through the dehumidification process, the concentration of the liquid desiccant is
therefore decreased. In order to maintain continuous air dehumidification, the liquid
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desiccant must be regenerated using appropriate methods. Thermal regeneration is an
approach commonly considered to regenerate the liquid desiccant. In this method,
liquid desiccant is first heated to a relatively high temperature (e.g. 65°C or higher)
and then supplied to a thermal regenerator, in which the water in the liquid desiccant
will evaporate and be removed by a scavenging air stream. A cooling tower is
generally used to cool the liquid desiccant before supplying the liquid desiccant to
the dehumidifier to ensure effective dehumidifier performance. A heat exchanger
between the liquid desiccant outlets from the dehumidifier and the thermal
regenerator is also commonly used to increase the overall performance of the LDAC
system.

Fig. 7.1 Schematic of a generic LDAC system.

As regeneration of the liquid desiccant is one of the key processes in LDAC
systems, the following study focussed on integrating ED into LDAC systems for
liquid desiccant regeneration and evaluating the technical feasibility of using ED to
regenerate LiCl liquid desiccant at relatively low temperatures.
An ED process can generally operate in three different modes: batch mode;
continuous mode; and feed-and-bleed mode (Heiner 2004). Therefore, an ED stack
can be integrated into LDAC systems for liquid desiccant regeneration in different
ways.
In this study, integration of ED regeneration into a liquid desiccant
dehumidification system is evaluated using the ED continuous mode (see Fig. 7.2).
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This ED-assisted dehumidification system consists of a heater, a low-temperature
thermal regenerator, an ED regenerator, a cooler, a dehumidifier, and two solution
tanks. There are two main flow streams of the desiccant solutions in this system: one
is the liquid desiccant flow used for air dehumidification, which circulates through
the ED stack, the regenerated solution tank, the cooler, and the dehumidifier,
henceforth called the ‘regenerated solution’. The other is the liquid desiccant
circulating through the heater, the low-temperature thermal regenerator, the spent
solution tank, and the ED stack to assist in concentrating the regenerated solution.
This solution stream has a relatively low concentration and is named the ‘spent
solution’.

Fig. 7.2 Schematic of an integration of ED regeneration into a liquid desiccant
dehumidification system, in which the ED stack operates in the continuous mode.
The performance of a thermal regenerator increases with decreasing liquid
desiccant concentration (Gandhidasan and Al-Farayedhi 1994). In other words, for
the same regeneration temperature, a higher water removal rate can be achieved with
a lower concentration of liquid desiccant. As the spent solution has a relatively low
concentration than that commonly used in conventional thermal regeneration
systems, it is therefore expected that a lower regeneration temperature will be
required in the thermal regenerator of the proposed system. Consequently, the
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regenerated solution can be concentrated at a low-temperature condition, and thus
can result in a lower cooling energy demand for cooling the liquid desiccant before
entering the dehumidifier compared to conventional thermal regeneration systems. In
addition, as a relatively low temperature is required in this regeneration system,
many low-grade heat sources can be used to drive the spent solution regeneration
process in the low-temperature regenerator. Moreover, ED-assisted regeneration can
operate in a more stable condition compared to the conventional thermal regeneration
because external weather conditions have no direct impacts on the ED regeneration,
unlike thermal regeneration which is dependent on the temperature and humidity of
the scavenging air.
Considering the dehumidification performance and the likely acceptable range of
desiccant concentration on the ion-exchange membranes, the inlet concentration of
the LiCl liquid desiccant for the dehumidifier was chosen to be 30.0% (wt/wt). The
results from Chapter 4 indicated that the maximum acceptable difference between the
concentrations of the regenerated and spent solutions is approximately 5.8% (wt/wt)
for the concentration range studied. In this feasibility study, the difference in the
concentration between the regenerated and spent solutions supplied to the ED stack
is therefore preliminarily set as 3.0% (wt/wt) as the initial design condition. Due to
water and salt transfer from the spent solution to the regenerated solution during the
ED regeneration process, the volume of the spent solution stream will decrease
through the ED stack over time, while that of the regenerated solution stream will
increase. Therefore, a bypass was included at the outlet of the ED stack to maintain a
relatively constant mass of salt in each solution flow, which was controlled in
principle through a simple open-loop controller, and is discussed in more detail in
Section 7.3.1.
7.2

Methods for the feasibility study
Since little previous research has been carried out on the use of ED for liquid

desiccant regeneration, a feasibility study is essential to examine whether it is
technically feasible to use ED for regenerating LiCl liquid desiccant solution at
relatively low temperatures and to understand the performance of ED in liquid
desiccant regeneration.
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The research method used for the feasibility study is shown in Fig. 7.3. The
feasibility study started with the specification of the design condition and the
required liquid desiccant flow rate at the design condition. The dehumidifier, the ED
regenerator, and the low-temperature thermal regenerator were then designed and
sized in turn based on the design conditions. The dehumidifier was sized through a
parametric study based on the flow rate of the fresh air, the flow rate of the
regenerated solution, and the design conditions of the solution and fresh air. The
outlet conditions of the regenerated solution and the concentration drop in the
dehumidifier were then used for sizing the ED regenerator. The ED regenerator was
sized from the flow rates of the liquid desiccant streams (assumed to be equal), the
inlet conditions of the solutions, the required increase in the concentration of the
regenerated solution through the ED stack, and the energy consumption of the ED
stack. The outlet concentration and flow rate of the spent solution (downstream of
the bypass of the ED stack) were then used for sizing the low-temperature thermal
regenerator. Similar to the dehumidifier, the low-temperature thermal regenerator
was sized via a parametric study using the flow rate of the scavenging air, the design
condition of the ambient air, and the inlet solution conditions. The details of the
sizing method and results of component sizing are presented in Sections 7.3.2 and
7.4, respectively.
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Fig. 7.3 Overview of the research method employed for the feasibility study.
Once the sizing of the dehumidifier, the ED stack and the low-temperature
thermal regenerators was completed, the three selected working conditions (i.e. the
design condition, the highest temperature and the highest relative humidity) and a
typical week of Darwin weather condition in summer were used as the test conditions
to examine the technical feasibility of the proposed ED-assisted regeneration process.
In the simulations, it was assumed that the cooler was able to maintain the inlet
temperature of the regenerated solution to the dehumidifier at 30°C and the heater
was able to maintain the inlet temperature of the spent solution to the lowtemperature thermal regenerator at 45°C. The aim of the technical feasibility study
was to investigate whether the liquid desiccant can be regenerated at a relatively lowtemperature condition with an acceptable regeneration performance. As there were
two streams of liquid desiccants in the ED-assisted regeneration system, two
performance indicators were used, i.e. the Spent Solution Recovery Ratio (SSRR)
and the Regenerated Solution Recovery Ratio (RSRR).
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The SSRR is defined as the ratio of the increase in the concentration of the spent
solution in the low-temperature thermal regenerator to the decrease in the
concentration of the spent solution in the ED regenerator and is shown in Eq. (7.1).
This parameter was used to investigate the regenerative performance in the spent
solution stream. If the SSRR ≥ 1.0, the increase in the concentration of the spent
solution in the low-temperature thermal regenerator is equal to or higher than the
decrease in the concentration of the spent solution in the ED regenerator. In other
words, the low-temperature thermal regenerator is able to increase the concentration
of the spent solution to recover the concentration decrease in the spent solution
through the ED regenerator.
𝜉 𝑜𝑢𝑡

−𝜉 𝑖𝑛

𝑆𝑆𝑅𝑅 = 𝜉𝑖𝑛𝑇ℎ𝑅𝑒𝑔 −𝜉𝑇ℎ𝑅𝑒𝑔
𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑠𝑝𝑡,𝑐𝑜𝑚

𝑠𝑝𝑡,𝑐𝑜𝑚

(7.1)

𝑖𝑛
𝑜𝑢𝑡
where 𝜉𝑇ℎ𝑅𝑒𝑔
and 𝜉𝑇ℎ𝑅𝑒𝑔
are the inlet and outlet concentrations of the liquid
𝑖𝑛
desiccant in the low-temperature thermal regenerator, respectively, and 𝜉𝑠𝑝𝑡,𝑐𝑜𝑚
and
𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝜉𝑠𝑝𝑡,𝑐𝑜𝑚
are the inlet and outlet concentrations of the spent solution in the ED

regenerator, respectively.
Similarly, the Regenerated Solution Recovery Ratio (RSRR) is defined as the
ratio of the increase in the concentration of the regenerated solution through the ED
regenerator to the decrease in the concentration of the regenerated solution in the
dehumidifier and is expressed in Eq. (7.2). This parameter is used to characterise the
regenerative performance of the ED stack with respect to the regenerated solution
stream. If RSRR ≥ 1.0, then the increase in concentration of the regenerated solution
in the ED regenerator is equal to or higher than the decrease in the concentration of
the regenerated solution in the dehumidifier. In other words, the ED regenerator is
able to increase concentration of the desiccant solution to that required at the inlet to
the dehumidifier.
𝑅𝑆𝑅𝑅 =

𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑖𝑛
𝜉𝑟𝑒𝑔,𝑐𝑜𝑚
−𝜉𝑟𝑒𝑔,𝑐𝑜𝑚
𝑖𝑛 −𝜉 𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝜉𝑑𝑒
𝑑𝑒

(7.2)

𝑖𝑛
𝑜𝑢𝑡
where 𝜉𝑑𝑒
and 𝜉𝑑𝑒
are the inlet and outlet concentrations of the liquid desiccant in
𝑖𝑛
𝑜𝑢𝑡
the dehumidifier, respectively, and 𝜉𝑟𝑒𝑔,𝑐𝑜𝑚
and 𝜉𝑟𝑒𝑔,𝑐𝑜𝑚
are the inlet and outlet

concentrations of the regenerated solution in the ED regenerator, respectively.
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In this thesis, the required flow rate of fresh air to be processed by the
dehumidifier was determined based on the Team UOW Solar Decathlon (SD) house
(see Fig. 7.4) under the design condition of Darwin, Australia. The Team UOW Solar
Decathlon (SD) house was a demonstration of how to retrofit a typical Australian
timber house designed for two occupants, which included a bedroom, a study room,
and an open living and kitchen space (see Fig. 7.4b). The floor area of the SD house
was 80.4 m2 and the conditioned space was 71.7 m2.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 7.4 (a) View and (b) floor plan of the Solar Decathlon house.
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The outdoor dry-bulb temperature and wet-bulb temperature at the design
condition in Darwin were taken to be 34.3°C and 27.2°C, respectively (Liley 2013).
The volume flow rate of the fresh air was determined according to the number of
occupants and the conditioned area as outlined in ASHRAE 62-2001 (2003). The
flow rate of fresh air for two occupants in the SD house at the design condition was
then obtained as 26.5 L/s (i.e. 0.030 kg/s).
Knowing the volume flow rate of the fresh air to be processed by the
dehumidifier, the mass flow rate of the liquid desiccant at the design condition was
set as 0.060 kg/s, which was determined according to the mass flow rate of the fresh
air and the ratio of the mass flow rate of the liquid desiccant solution to that of the air
of 2.0, as commonly specified in LDAC systems (Factor and Grossman 1980,
Elsarrag et al. 2005, Othman et al. 2016).
In summary, the operating conditions and major assumptions used to facilitate
the component sizing were as follows:
•

Inlet temperature of the regenerated solution to the dehumidifier was
assumed to be 30°C;

•

Inlet concentration of the regenerated solution to the dehumidifier was
30.0%;

•

Inlet mass flow rate of the fresh air to the dehumidifier was 0.030 kg/s;

•

The mass flow rate of the regenerated solution through the dehumidifier
was 0.060 kg/s;

•

The inlet concentration difference between the regenerated and spent
solutions to the ED regenerator was 3.0%;

•

The inlet temperature of the spent solution to the low-temperature thermal
regenerator was assumed as 45°C; and

•

The decrease in the temperature of the liquid desiccant through the lowtemperature thermal regenerator was assumed to be 5.0°C (Fumo and
Goswami 2002).
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7.3

Mathematical modelling and component sizing

7.3.1 Mathematical models
The feasibility study was carried out through simulations based on mathematical
modelling of the dehumidifier, the ED regenerator, and the low-temperature thermal
regenerator. As mentioned before, LiCl solution was selected as the liquid desiccant
in this study for the feasibility study. The detailed calculations of the properties of
LiCl liquid desiccant are provided in Appendix A.
7.3.1.1 Mathematical model of dehumidifier and thermal regenerator
The dehumidifier and thermal regenerator were considered as packed bed towers,
and the finite difference model developed by Fumo and Goswami (2002) was used to
simulate the relevant heat and mass transfer processes. The key assumptions used in
this model were as follows (Fumo and Goswami 2002):
•

The dehumidification or regeneration process was assumed to be
adiabatic;

•

The concentration and temperature of the solution inside the packed tower
only changed in the solution flow direction;

•

Water was the only substance transferred between the air and liquid
desiccant solution;

•

Heat transfer and mass transfer have the same interfacial surface area and
are the same as the specific surface area of the bed packing of the tower;
and

•

The resistance to heat transfer on the liquid side was neglected.

In this model, the packed bed was divided vertically into a number of small
segments as shown in Fig. 7.5(a). From the bottom to the top of the packed bed, the
energy and mass balances were solved for each segment, and the outlet conditions
were iteratively determined from matching the inlet conditions.
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Fig. 7.5 (a) Overview and (b) differential segments of the dehumidifier and
thermal regenerator (Fumo and Goswami 2002).
The mass transfer coefficients of the LiCl liquid desiccant (kL) and air (kG) were
calculated using Eqs. (7.3) and (7.4), respectively. The wetted surface area of the
packing (aw) was calculated by Eq. (7.5).
𝜇 ∙g 1⁄3

(𝑎

𝑤 ∙𝜇𝐿

𝐿

𝑘𝐺 = 5.23
𝑎𝑤
𝑎𝑡

𝑎𝑡 ∙𝐷𝐺

(

2⁄3

𝑀̇𝑆𝐿

𝑘𝐿 = 0.0051 ( 𝜌𝐿 )

𝑀̇𝑆𝐺

𝑅𝑔 ∙𝑇𝐺 𝑎𝑡 ∙𝜇𝐺
𝛾

0.7

)

0.75

= 1 − 𝑒𝑥𝑝 [−1.45 (𝛾𝑐 )
𝐿

(

)

(

1⁄
3

𝜇𝐺
𝜌𝐺 ∙𝐷𝐺

)

0.1

𝑀̇

𝑆𝐿
(𝑎 ∙𝜇
)
𝑡

𝜌𝐿 ∙𝐷𝐿 1⁄2

𝐿

𝜇𝐿

)

(𝑎𝑡 ∙ 𝑃𝐷)0.4

(7.3)

(𝑎𝑡 ∙ 𝑃𝐷)−2
(

2
𝑀̇𝑆𝐿 ∙𝑎𝑡

𝜌𝐿2 ∙g

(7.4)

−0.05

)

(𝜌

0.2

2
𝑀̇𝑆𝐿
𝐿 ∙𝛾𝐿

)
∙𝑎
𝑡

]

(7.5)

where μ is the viscosity, g is the acceleration of gravity, 𝑀̇𝑆 is the superficial mass
flow rate, ρ is the density, D is the diffusivity, PD is the nominal size of packing, at
is the specific surface area of packing, γ is the surface tension, c indicates the critical
value, Rg is the gas constant, T is the temperature, and the subscripts L and G indicate
liquid desiccant and air, respectively.
The variation of the air humidity across one differential segment was calculated
by Eq. (7.6).
𝑑𝑌
𝑑𝑍

=−

1−𝑦𝑖𝑡𝑓
𝑚𝑤 ∙𝐹𝐺∙ 𝑎𝑤
ln
(
)
̇
𝑀𝑆𝐺
1−𝑦

(7.6)

where Y is the air humidity ratio, Z is the height of the tower, y is the water molar
fraction, mw is the molar mass of water, FG is the F-type coefficient of air calculated
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by Eq. (7.7) and yitf is the water molar fraction at the interface between the liquid
desiccant and air which was calculated by Eq. (7.8)
F𝐺 = 𝑘𝐺 ∙ 𝑃𝐺

(7.7)
𝑥

𝑦𝑖𝑡𝑓 = 1 − (1 − 𝑦) ∙ (𝑥 )

𝐹𝐿 ⁄𝐹𝐺

(7.8)

𝑖𝑡𝑓

where x is the desiccant molar fraction, PG is the air logarithmic mean pressure
difference, xitf is the desiccant molar fraction at the interface between the liquid
desiccant and air, FL is the F-type coefficient of air which was calculated by Eq. (7.9),
and xSM is the logarithmic mean value of the desiccant molar fraction between the
bulk solution and interface value and was calculated by Eq. (7.10).
𝜌

F𝐿 = 𝑘𝐿 ∙ 𝑥𝑆𝑀 ∙ 𝑚𝐿

(7.9)

𝐿

𝑥−𝑥

𝑥𝑆𝑀 = 𝑙𝑛(𝑥⁄𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑓

(7.10)

𝑖𝑡𝑓 )

The change in air temperature through one differential segment can be described
by Eqs. (7.11) - (7.13).
𝑑𝑇𝐺
𝑑𝑍

′
ℎ𝐺
∙𝑎𝑡 ∙(𝑇𝐿 −𝑇𝐺 )

= 𝑀̇

(7.11)

𝑆𝐺 ∙(𝐶𝑝,𝑎 +𝑌∙𝐶𝑝,𝑣 )

ℎ𝐺′ 𝑎𝑡 =

𝑑𝑌
−𝑀̇𝑆𝐺 ∙𝐶𝑝,𝑣 ∙

𝑑𝑍
𝑑𝑌
𝑀̇𝑆𝐺 ∙𝐶𝑝,𝑣 ∙
𝑑𝑍)
1−𝑒𝑥𝑝(
ℎ𝐺 ∙𝑎𝑡

(7.12)

𝑆𝑐 2⁄3

ℎ𝐺 = 𝐹𝐺 ∙ 𝑚𝑎 ∙ (𝐶𝑝,𝑎 + 𝑌 ∙ 𝐶𝑝,𝑣 ) ∙ 𝑃𝑟 2⁄3

(7.13)

where ℎ𝐺′ 𝑎𝑡 is the corrected heat transfer coefficient, hG is the heat transfer
coefficient at the gas phase, Cp,a and Cp,v are the specific heat capacities of dry air
and water vapour, respectively, Sc is Schmidt number, and Pr is Prandtl number.
Variations of the solution flow rate, concentration, and temperature of the liquid
desiccant through one differential segment are determined by Eqs. (7.14) - (7.16).
𝑑𝑀̇𝑆𝐿
𝑑𝑍
𝑑𝜉
𝑑𝑍
𝑑𝑇𝐿
𝑑𝑍

=

𝑀̇𝑆𝐺
𝐶𝑝,𝐿 ∙𝑀̇𝑆𝐿

𝑑𝑌

= 𝑀̇𝑆𝐺 ∙ 𝑑𝑍
𝑀̇

(7.14)
𝑑𝑌

= − 𝑀̇𝑆𝐺 ∙ 𝜉 ∙ 𝑑𝑍

{(𝐶𝑝,𝑎 + 𝑌 ∙ 𝐶𝑝,𝑣 )

(7.15)

𝑆𝐿

𝑑𝑇𝑎
𝑑𝑍

+ [𝐶𝑝,𝑣 ∙ (𝑇𝑎 − 𝑇0 ) − 𝐶𝑝,𝐿 (𝑇𝐿 − 𝑇0 ) + 𝑞0 ]

𝑑𝑌
𝑑𝑍

}

(7.16)
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where ξ is the mass concentration of the liquid desiccant, Cp,L is the specific heat
capacity of the liquid desiccant, q is the latent heat of water condensation, and 0
indicates the reference state.
7.3.1.2 Mathematical model of the ED regenerator
The ED regenerator simulated in this study was comprised of the ED stack and
the bypass after the ED stack as shown in Fig. 7.6. The ED stack was simulated using
the mathematical modelling of the mass transfer and energy consumption in the ED
stack as described in Chapter 6.
The mass balances of salt involved in the regenerated and spent solution streams
are described in Eqs. (7.17) and (7.18), respectively.
𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑄𝑟𝑒𝑔
𝜌𝑟𝑒𝑔 𝜉𝑟𝑒𝑔 = 𝑄𝑟𝑒𝑔,𝑐𝑜𝑚
𝜌𝑟𝑒𝑔,𝑐𝑜𝑚
𝜉𝑟𝑒𝑔,𝑐𝑜𝑚
+ 𝑄𝑏𝑦𝑝 𝜌𝑏𝑦𝑝 𝜉𝑏𝑦𝑝

(7.17)

𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑄𝑠𝑝𝑡
𝜌𝑠𝑝𝑡 𝜉𝑠𝑝𝑡 = 𝑄𝑠𝑝𝑡,𝑐𝑜𝑚
𝜌𝑠𝑝𝑡,𝑐𝑜𝑚
𝜉𝑠𝑝𝑡,𝑐𝑜𝑚
− 𝑄𝑏𝑦𝑝 𝜌𝑏𝑦𝑝 𝜉𝑏𝑦𝑝

(7.18)

where Q, ρ and ξ are the solution flow rate, density, and concentration, respectively,
the subscripts reg, spt, byp, com indicate regenerated, spent, bypass, and the main
pipe after the bypass line, respectively.
The energy balance of the spent solution stream through the bypass can be
described by Eq. (7.19).
𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑄𝑠𝑝𝑡,𝑐𝑜𝑚
𝜌𝑠𝑝𝑡,𝑐𝑜𝑚
𝐶𝑝,𝑠𝑝𝑡,𝑐𝑜𝑚
𝑇𝑝,𝑠𝑝𝑡,𝑐𝑜𝑚
= 𝑄𝑠𝑝𝑡
𝜌𝑠𝑝𝑡 𝐶𝑝,𝑠𝑝𝑡 𝑇𝑝,𝑠𝑝𝑡
+ 𝑄𝑏𝑦𝑝 𝜌𝑏𝑦𝑝 𝐶𝑝,𝑏𝑦𝑝 𝑇𝑝,𝑏𝑦𝑝 (7.19)

The temperature of the spent solution was assumed to be the same as the
regenerated solution at the outlet of ED stack.
As mentioned earlier, the bypass at the outlet of the ED stack was designed to
maintain a constant mass of salt in the regenerated and spent solution streams by
adjusting the flow rate of the solution in the bypass line.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 7.6 Diagrams of (a) the mathematical modelling and (b) the control strategy for
the bypass flow around ED regenerator used to ensure that the mass balance of salt
across the ED unit is maintained over time.
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In a practical ED-assisted system it will be important to maintain a stable salt
mass in the spent and regenerated solution streams over time. To achieve this
outcome the bypass flow rate (Qbyp) can in principle be controlled by a PID controller
as shown in Fig. 7.6 (b). The flow rate, density and concentration of the regenerated
𝑖𝑛
𝑖𝑛
𝑖𝑛
solution at the inlet of the ED stack (i.e. 𝑄𝑟𝑒𝑔
, 𝜌𝑟𝑒𝑔
and 𝜉𝑟𝑒𝑔
), as well as the density
𝑜𝑢𝑡
and concentration of the regenerated solution at the outlet of the ED stack (i.e. 𝜌𝑟𝑒𝑔
𝑜𝑢𝑡
and 𝜉𝑟𝑒𝑔
) are measured to calculate the necessary flow rate of the regenerated
𝑜𝑢𝑡
solution at the outlet of ED regenerator 𝑄𝑠𝑒𝑡,𝑟𝑒𝑔,𝑐𝑜𝑚
by using Eq. (7.20). The

calculated set-point can be then compared with the measured value of the flow rate
𝑜𝑢𝑡
of the regenerated solution at the outlet of ED regenerator 𝑄𝑟𝑒𝑔,𝑐𝑜𝑚
. Therefore, the

flow rate of the liquid desiccant through the bypass line could be controlled in
practice through such a PID controller. However, in the present study the controller
was simply assumed to transfer exactly the quantity of regenerated solution to the
spent solution stream required to maintain the overall salt balance.
𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑄𝑠𝑒𝑡,𝑟𝑒𝑔,𝑐𝑜𝑚
=

𝑖𝑛 𝜌𝑖𝑛 𝜉 𝑖𝑛
𝑄𝑟𝑒𝑔
𝑟𝑒𝑔 𝑟𝑒𝑔
𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝜉 𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝜌𝑟𝑒𝑔
𝑟𝑒𝑔

(7.20)

where set indicates set-point.
7.3.1.3 Mathematical model of the solution tank
The component of the solution tank was created by undertaking a modification of
TRNSYS component Type 39 by taking the concentration variation of the liquid
desiccant in the solution tank into account. The solution tank component included
one inlet and one outlet as shown in Fig. 7.7.

Fig. 7.7 Schematic of the solution tank simulation component.
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The liquid desiccant solution in the tank was assumed to be well mixed and the
tank well insulated. Therefore, the concentration, temperature and the specific heat
capacity of the outlet solution were assumed the same as those in the tank. The
differential equations describing the mass balance of the solution, salt, and internal
energy in the solution tank are shown in Eqs. (7.21) – (7.23), respectively.
𝑠
𝑑𝑀𝑡,𝑇𝑎𝑛𝑘

𝑑𝑡
𝐿𝑖𝐶𝑙
𝑑𝑀𝑡,𝑇𝑎𝑛𝑘

𝑑𝑡
𝑠
𝑑(𝑀𝑡,𝑇𝑎𝑛𝑘
𝑇𝑡,𝑇𝑎𝑛𝑘 𝐶𝑝,𝑠,𝑡,𝑇𝑎𝑛𝑘 )

𝑑𝑡

𝑠
𝑠
= 𝑀̇𝑡,𝑖𝑛
− 𝑀̇𝑡,𝑜𝑢𝑡

(7.21)

𝐿𝑖𝐶𝑙
𝐿𝑖𝐶𝑙
= 𝑀̇𝑡,𝑖𝑛
− 𝑀̇𝑡,𝑜𝑢𝑡

(7.22)

𝑠
𝑠
= 𝑀̇𝑡,𝑖𝑛
𝑇𝑡,𝑖𝑛 𝐶𝑝,𝑠,𝑡,𝑖𝑛 − 𝑀̇𝑡,𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑇𝑡,𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝐶𝑝,𝑠,𝑡,𝑜𝑢𝑡

(7.23)

𝑠
𝐿𝑖𝐶𝑙
where t is time, 𝑀𝑡,𝑇𝑎𝑛𝑘
and 𝑀𝑡,𝑇𝑎𝑛𝑘
are the masses of the solution and salt in the
𝑠
𝐿𝑖𝐶𝑙
solution tank, respectively, 𝑀̇𝑡,𝑖𝑛
and 𝑀̇𝑡,𝑖𝑛
are the mass flow rates of the solution
𝑠
𝐿𝑖𝐶𝑙
and salt flowing into the solution tank, respectively, 𝑀̇𝑡,𝑜𝑢𝑡
and 𝑀̇𝑡,𝑜𝑢𝑡
are the mass

flow rates of the solution and salt flowing out of the solution tank, respectively,
𝐶𝑝,𝑠,𝑡,𝑖𝑛 and 𝐶𝑝,𝑠,𝑡,𝑜𝑢𝑡 are the specific heat capacities of the inlet and outlet solutions,
respectively, and 𝑇𝑡,𝑇𝑎𝑛𝑘 and 𝑇𝑡,𝑖𝑛 are the temperatures of the solution in the tank and
the solution flowing into the solution tank, respectively.
The mass of the solution and the mass of salt in the solution at time step t+Δt
were calculated using Eqs. (7.24) and (7.25), respectively, while the temperature of
the solution was calculated using Eq. (7.26).
𝑠
𝑠
𝑠
𝑠
𝑀𝑡+𝛥𝑡,𝑇𝑎𝑛𝑘
= 𝑀𝑡,𝑇𝑎𝑛𝑘
+ (𝑀̇𝑡,𝑖𝑛
− 𝑀̇𝑡,𝑜𝑢𝑡
)𝛥𝑡

(7.24)

𝐿𝑖𝐶𝑙
𝐿𝑖𝐶𝑙
𝐿𝑖𝐶𝑙
𝐿𝑖𝐶𝑙
𝑀𝑡+𝛥𝑡,𝑇𝑎𝑛𝑘
= 𝑀𝑡,𝑇𝑎𝑛𝑘
+ (𝑀̇𝑡,𝑖𝑛
− 𝑀̇𝑡,𝑜𝑢𝑡
)𝛥𝑡

(7.25)

𝑇𝑡+𝛥𝑡,𝑇𝑎𝑛𝑘 =

𝑠
𝑠
𝑠 )𝛥𝑡𝑇
𝑇𝑡,𝑖𝑛 𝑀̇𝑡,𝑖𝑛
𝛥𝑡𝐶𝑝,𝑠,𝑡,𝑖𝑛 +(𝑀𝑇𝑎𝑛𝑘
−𝑀̇𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑡,𝑇𝑎𝑛𝑘 𝐶𝑝,𝑠,𝑡,𝑇𝑎𝑛𝑘
𝑠
𝑀𝑡,𝑇𝑎𝑛𝑘
𝐶𝑝,𝑠,𝑡,𝑇𝑎𝑛𝑘

(7.26)

𝑠
𝐿𝑖𝐶𝑙
where 𝑀𝑡+𝛥𝑡,𝑇𝑎𝑛𝑘
and 𝑀𝑡+𝛥𝑡,𝑇𝑎𝑛𝑘
are the masses of the solution and salt in the

solution tank after a given time step Δt respectively, and Tt+Δt,Tank and Cp,s,t+Δt,Tank are
the temperature and specific heat capacity of the solution in the tank after a given
time step Δt, respectively.
From Eqs. (7.24) and (7.25), the concentration of the solution in the tank at time
t+Δt, ξt+Δt,Tank can be calculated using Eq. (7.27).
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𝑀𝐿𝑖𝐶𝑙

𝜉𝑡+𝛥𝑡,𝑇𝑎𝑛𝑘 = 𝑀𝑡,𝑇𝑎𝑛𝑘
𝑠

(7.27)

𝑡,𝑇𝑎𝑛𝑘

7.3.2

Component sizing

7.3.2.1 Sizing of dehumidifier and low-temperature thermal regenerator
The mass flow rate ratio of the regenerated solution to the fresh air in the
dehumidifier was set as 2.0, which was the same as the ratio of the spent solution to
the scavenging air in the low-temperature thermal regenerator.
The dehumidifier and low-temperature thermal regenerator were sized using the
geometrical and physical parameters of the packed bed presented in Table 7.1, which
were the same as those presented by Fumo and Goswami (2002).

Table 7.1 Structural and physical parameters of the thermal regenerator
Specific surface area
of packing (m2/m3)
210

Nominal size of
packing (m)
0.0254

Critical surface
tension (N/m)
0.0305

Based on the operating conditions and assumptions mentioned in Section 7.2, the
design conditions of the dehumidifier were as follows:
•

The inlet concentration of the regenerated solution: 30.0% (wt/wt);

•

Inlet temperature of the regenerated solution: 30.0°C;

•

Mass flow rate of the spent solution: 0.060 kg/s;

•

Inlet air dry-bulb temperature: 34.3°C;

•

Inlet air wet-bulb temperature: 27.2°C;

•

Mass flow rate of air: 0.030 kg/s.

According to the design conditions mentioned in Section 7.2 and the outlet
condition of the spent solution from the ED regenerator, the design conditions of the
low-temperature thermal regenerator were as follows:
•

The inlet concentration of the spent solution: 26.79% (wt/wt);

•

Inlet temperature of the spent solution: 45.0°C;

•

Mass flow rate of the spent solution: 0.059 kg/s (45°C);

•

Inlet air dry-bulb temperature: 34.3°C;
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•

Inlet air wet-bulb temperature: 27.2 °C;

•

Mass flow rate of air: 0.030 kg/s.

The diameter of the packed towers in the dehumidifier and the low-temperature
thermal regenerator DPT can be calculated by Eqs. (7.28) and (7.29) (Joseph and
Beachler 2012).
4𝐴𝑃𝑇 0.5

𝐷𝑃𝑇 = (

𝜋

𝐴𝑃𝑇 = 𝑀̇

)

(7.28)

𝑀̇𝐺

(7.29)

𝑆𝐺,𝑜𝑝𝑡

where APT is the cross-sectional area of the thermal regenerator, 𝑀̇𝑆𝐺,𝑜𝑝𝑡 is the
operation superficial flow rate, which can be calculated by Eq. (7.30) (Joseph and
Beachler 2012).
𝑀̇𝑆𝐺,𝑜𝑝𝑡 = 𝐹𝑓 𝑀̇𝑆𝐺,𝑓

(7.30)

where Ff is the flooding factor, which was set as 0.75 in this study (Joseph and
Beachler 2012), 𝑀̇𝑆𝐺,𝑓 is the superficial flow rate at flooding, which can be
calculated by Eq. (7.31) (Joseph and Beachler 2012).
𝜀𝜌 𝜌 𝑔
𝑀̇𝑆𝐺,𝑓 = (𝑎 𝑔𝐺𝜇 𝐿0.2 )

0.5

(7.31)

𝑡 𝑠 𝐿

where gs is the specific gravity of the liquid desiccant solution, ε is the correlation
between Sherwood flooding and pressure drop, determined by proceeding up the
point of the abscissa in Fig. 7.8 to the flooding line (Joseph and Beachler 2012). The
value of abscissa was calculated by Eq.(7.32) (Joseph and Beachler 2012).
𝑀̇

𝜌

𝑎𝑏𝑠𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑎 = 𝑀̇ 𝐿 ( 𝜌𝐺)
𝐺

𝐿

0.5

(7.32)

When the diameter of the dehumidifier and the thermal regenerator was obtained,
parametric studies of the dehumidifier and the thermal regenerator with the designed
diameter were then carried out to determine the height of the packed tower inside,
see the details of parametric studies of these two components in Sections 7.4.1 and
7.4.3, respectively.
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Fig. 7.8 Sherwood flooding and pressure drop correlation (Joseph and Beachler
2012).

7.3.2.2 Sizing of ED stack
When the dehumidifier design was completed, the ED stack was sized using the
following design conditions and the design condition mentioned in Section 7.2 and
the outlet condition of the regenerated solution from the dehumidifier, i.e.
•

Inlet concentration of the regenerated solution to the ED stack: 29.9%
(wt/wt);

•

Inlet temperature of the regenerated solution to the ED stack: 34°C;

•

Inlet concentration of the spent solution to the ED stack: 26.9% (wt/wt);

•

Inlet temperature of the spent solution to the ED stack: 40°C; and

•

The flow rates of the regenerated and spent solutions were 3.08 L/min.

The sizing of the ED stack could then be approached as an optimisation issue as
follows:
Minimise: 𝐸𝑒𝑑 = 𝐴𝑁𝑖 2 𝑅𝑎𝑣 𝑡
𝑖𝑛
𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑖𝑛
subject to 𝜉𝑟𝑒𝑔
− 𝜉𝑟𝑒𝑔
≥ 𝜉𝑑𝑒
− 𝜉𝑑𝑒

190.48 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 571.43
0.021 ≤ 𝐴 ≤ 1.785
10 ≤ 𝑁 ≤ 200
where 𝜉 is the solution concentration, i is the current density, A is the effective area
of an ion-exchange membrane, N is the number of membrane pairs, reg indicates the
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regenerated solution, de indicates the dehumidifier, and in and out indicate inlet and
outlet, respectively.
The constraint of the current density was set as the same range as that used in the
experiments designed to identify the parameters of the ED mathematical model in
Chapter 6. The maximum constraint of the effective area of the ion-exchange
membrane was determined based on manufacturer’s data, while the maximum
number of cell pairs, N, was set based on an industrial scale ED unit (Kodým et al.
2012). Using the mathematical model of the ED stack described in Chapter 6, this
optimisation issue was solved using the extensive search method by examining all
possible matches in the permissible ranges of parameters with increments in the
current density, the effective area, and the number of membrane pairs of 0.01 A/m2,
0.0001 m2 and 1, respectively.
7.4

Results and discussion

7.4.1 Results of dehumidifier sizing
Using the design condition mentioned in Section 7.2 and the design method
introduced in Section 7.3.2.1, the diameter of the dehumidifier was obtained as
0.14 m. A parametric study of the dehumidifier with the determined diameter was
then carried out to investigate how the height of the dehumidifier affected the water
absorption rate in the dehumidifier. The result of the parametric study is illustrated in
Fig. 7.9.
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Fig. 7.9 Dehumidifier water absorption rate as a function of total height.
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It can be seen that the water absorption rate of the dehumidifier increased with
the increase of the height of the dehumidifier for a given diameter. However, the rate
of increase in the water absorption rate decreased with increasing height. The water
absorption rate was almost stable when the height of the tower increased to 3.0 m,
and the corresponding water absorption rate was 0.254 g/s. The height of the
dehumidifier was then specified at nominally 90% of this water absorption rate at
3.0 m, and the resultant height was 1.6 m.
Once the dehumidifier was sized, it was then used for simulation and calculation
of the outlet conditions of the regenerated solution at the design condition. The outlet
concentration, temperature, and flow rate of the regenerated solution from the
dehumidifier were obtained as 29.90%, 34°C, and 0.0604 kg/s (3.08 L/min),
respectively.
7.4.2

ED stack sizing results

The results of sizing the ED stack are summarised in Table 7.2. It is seen that the
final ED stack contained 33 pairs of membrane cells with an effective area of
0.211 m2 each. In order to reach the required concentration increase in the
regenerated solution, the current density required was 345.98 A/m2. With the
structure of ED stack and the current density, the power consumption of the ED stack
was determined as 1.65 kW at the design condition.
Table 7.2 Result of the ED stack design.
Current density
(A/m2)
345.98

Number of
membrane
pairs
33

Effective area of each
membrane (m2)

Power consumption
(kW)

0.211

1.65

The temperatures of the spent and regenerated solutions were obtained as 37°C at
the outlet of the ED stack. The concentrations of the regenerated and spent solutions
at the outlet of the ED stack and the ED regenerator (i.e. after the bypass) are shown
in Table 7.3. The concentration of the spent solution at the outlet of the ED stack was
26.70% (wt/wt) while that after the ED bypass was 26.79% (wt/wt). When the ED
design was completed, the outlet concentration of the spent solution after the ED
bypass was used for sizing the low-temperature thermal regenerator.
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Table 7.3 Results of outlet temperature and concentration of solutions from the ED
regenerator.
Concentration [% (wt/wt)]
Spent solution
Regenerated solution
Outlet of the ED
stack
After the ED
bypass

26.70

30.00

26.79

30.00

A parametric study was carried out when ED stack sizing was completed to
investigate the impact of the difference in inlet concentration between the
regenerated and spent solutions on the required current density assuming the required
concentration increase in the regenerated solution between the ED outlet and inlet
was 0.1% (wt/wt). In this parametric study, the inlet concentration of the regenerated
solution was set as 29.9% (wt/wt) and the concentration difference between the
regenerated and spent solutions at the ED inlet varied from 0.0% to 4.5% (wt/wt).
The results from the parametric study are shown in Fig. 7.10, and revealed that the
required current density increased almost linearly with increasing concentration
difference.
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Fig. 7.10 Impact of the concentration difference required between the regenerated
and spent solutions at the ED inlet on the required current density of ED stack.
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An empirical relationship between the current density needed and the difference
in inlet concentrations was regressed as in Eq. (7.33). In this study, a safety factor
was used to ensure the ED regenerator can always provide acceptable regenerative
performance in simulations and the current density required at any given condition
can, therefore, be determined by Eq. (7.34).

2

𝑖𝑛
𝑖𝑛
𝑖𝑛
𝑖𝑛
𝑖 = 4.3697(𝜉𝑟𝑒𝑔
− 𝜉𝑠𝑝𝑡
) + 60.855(𝜉𝑟𝑒𝑔
− 𝜉𝑠𝑝𝑡
) + 124.63

(7.33)

2

𝑖𝑛
𝑖𝑛
𝑖𝑛
𝑖𝑛
𝑖 = [4.3697(𝜉𝑟𝑒𝑔
− 𝜉𝑠𝑝𝑡
) + 60.855(𝜉𝑟𝑒𝑔
− 𝜉𝑠𝑝𝑡
) + 124.63] 𝑘𝑠

(7.34)

𝑖𝑛
𝑖𝑛
where i is the current density, 𝜉𝑟𝑒𝑔
and 𝜉𝑠𝑝𝑡
are the concentration of the regenerated

and spent solutions supplied to the ED stack, respectively, and ks is a safety factor.
The value of the safety factor was set as 1.2 when the inlet concentration of the
regenerated solution was lower than 29.9% (wt/wt) and was 1.15 otherwise.
7.4.3

Low-temperature thermal regenerator sizing results

Using the method introduced in Section 7.3.2.1 and the outlet condition of the
spent solution from the ED regenerator presented in Section 7.4.2, the diameter of
the thermal regenerator was determined to be 0.13 m. A parametric study of the
thermal regenerator with this diameter was then carried out to investigate the impact
of the height of the thermal regenerator on the water removal rate from the spent
solution at the design conditions. The result of the parametric study is illustrated in
Fig. 7.11.
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Fig. 7.11 Water removal rate in the thermal regenerator as a function of total height.
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It can be seen that the water removal rate of the low-temperature thermal
regenerator increased with increasing overall height of the thermal regenerator for a
given diameter. However, the increase in the water removal rate became smaller
when the height was increased to 1.5 m. The water removal rate became almost
stable when the height of the tower increased to 1.5 m with a water removal rate of
0.3879 g/s, which was higher than the maximum water absorption rate in the
parametric study of height in the dehumidifier. This is because the water removal
rate in the thermal regenerator is generally higher than the water absorption rate in
the dehumidifier (Yinglin et al. 2016). The height of the low-temperature thermal
regenerator was then determined assuming a nominal value of water removal rate as
1.1 times as the nominal value of water absorption rate in the dehumidifier.
7.4.4 Feasibility study results
A feasibility study was carried out based on the sizes of the dehumidifier, ED
stack and low-temperature thermal regenerator calculated above. In this feasibility
study, three specific steady-state operating scenarios (i.e. at the design condition, the
worst outside temperature condition and the worst relative humidity condition) and
one week of the representative Darwin summer weather conditions, were used as
case studies.
Fig. 7.12 shows the ambient air temperature, relative humidity, and the humidity
ratio during the summer season (i.e. from 1st December to 28th February) in Darwin
from the International Weather for Energy Calculations (IWEC). This weather data
shows that the most challenging air temperature in summer was 38.5°C when the
relative humidity was 45%. It was also found that the worst working condition for a
relative humidity of 100% was reached on a number of summer days, at which time
the highest dry-bulb temperature was 26.5°C. Therefore, these two conditions were
identified as the worst temperature and worst relative humidity conditions. The
details of these three working conditions are summarised in Table 7.4.
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Fig. 7.12 (a) Temperature, relative humidity, and (b) humidity ratio of air in summer
under Darwin weather conditions.
Table 7.4 Three specific weather test conditions.
Working condition
1
2
3

Temperature (°C)
34.3
38.5
26.5

Relative humidity (%)
58.1
45.0
100.0
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A

simulation
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for

the

proposed

ED-assisted

liquid

desiccant

dehumidification system was developed based on the platform of TRNSYS and this
is shown in Fig. 7.13.

Fig. 7.13 Simulation system for the ED-assisted liquid desiccant
dehumidification system.

The proposed ED-assisted liquid desiccant dehumidification system was then
simulated under the three selected weather conditions. The initial inlet concentration
of the spent solution to the ED regenerator was set as 26.9% (wt/wt) in all three
cases. The results of simulations are summarised in Table 7.5. The SSRR values at
Conditions 1 and 2 were all higher than 1.0, which means that the low-temperature
thermal regenerator was able to recover the decrease in the concentration of the spent
solution delivered from the ED stack in these two conditions. The results showed that
the proposed system can easily meet the regeneration requirement under the lower relative
humidity. The SSRR value in Condition 3 was 0.99, which indicated that the

regenerative ability of the thermal regenerator cannot fully satisfy the required water
removal rate when the relative humidity of ambient air was 100%. The value of the
RSRR was 1.00 for all three working conditions, which indicated that concentrating
the regenerated solution using the ED regenerator was not directly influenced by
ambient air conditions. Therefore, the one-week humid weather in Darwin was selected for
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the performance investigation in the following study based on the assumption that if the
system can work well under the very humid area, it can also work well under the less
extreme climate conditions.

Table 7.5 Performance of the ED-assisted regeneration system at the three selected
working conditions.
Working condition
1
2
3

Spent Solution
Recovery Ratio
1.40
1.43
0.99

Regenerated Solution
Recovery Ratio
1.00
1.00
1.00

The proposed ED regeneration system was also simulated over the course of one
week of summer weather conditions in Darwin. Fig. 7.14 shows the temperature,
relative humidity and the humidity ratio of the ambient air during the selected seven
summer days. The temperature, relative humidity, and the humidity ratio of the
ambient air varied in the ranges of 21.7-33.0°C, 66.5-100.0%, and 0.01640.0242 kg/kgdry air, respectively.
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Fig. 7.14 (a) Temperature, relative humidity, and (b) humidity ratio of ambient air in
Darwin during the selected test week.
Based

on

the

data

from

Australian

Bureau

of

Statistics

(2008)

(Australian Bureau of Statistics), in this study, it was assumed that there were two
occupants living in the case study house. One of the occupants had a part-time job
from 9:00-12:00 in working days and the other had a full-time job from 9:00-16:00
in working days. On weekends, it was assumed that all occupants had outdoor
activities from 9:00 to 14:00. It was assumed that the on/off of air conditioning
depended on three variables: the number of occupants, the temperature of ambient air
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and the relative humidity of ambient air. The liquid desiccant dehumidification
system was switched on when there was at least one occupant in the house, and the
ambient temperature was not lower than 25°C or the relative humidity was higher
than 60%. The profile of the number of occupants and the operational schedule of the
system from Monday to Sunday are illustrated in Fig. 7.15.
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Fig. 7.15 Number of occupants and the operational status of the liquid desiccant
dehumidification system.
The mass flow rate of fresh air was determined according to the occupancy and
the house area when the system was switched on. The mass flow rate of regenerated
solution varied with the variation of the flow rate of the fresh air processed in the
dehumidifier. The spent solution and the scavenging air in the low-temperature
thermal regenerator consequently also varied with the variation of the flow rates of
fresh air and regenerated solution as the volume flow rate of the spent solution were
the same as that of the regenerated solution at the inlet of the ED regenerator. The
variations in mass flow rates of the spent solution, the regenerated solution, the
scavenging air and the fresh air are shown in Fig. 7.16. It can be seen that the mass
flow rates of the regenerated and spent solutions varied in the ranges of 0.05470.0628 kg/s and 0.0541-0.0619 kg/s, respectively.
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Fig. 7.16 Mass flow rate of air and desiccant solutions during the one-week
simulation.
Fig. 7.17(a) shows the inlet and outlet concentrations of the spent and
regenerated solutions in the ED regenerator. The results show that the concentration
of the regenerated and spent solutions at the outlet of the ED regenerator (after the
bypass valve) varied in the ranges of 29.93% to 30.17% (wt/wt) and 26.80% to
26.95% (wt/wt), respectively. Fig. 7.17 (b) shows the profile of the power
consumption and the current density of the ED stack during the one-week simulation,
which varied in the ranges of 1.95 to 2.52 kW and 394.9 to 422.5 A/m2, respectively.
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Fig. 7.17 Simulation results of ED regenerator: (a) Concentrations of the regenerated
and spent solutions at the inlet and outlet of ED regenerator; and (b) power
consumption and the current density.
The outlet air humidity ratio from the dehumidifier during the seven-day
simulation is shown in Fig. 7.18 (a). It can be seen that the outlet air humidity ratio
varied in a range of 0.119-0.128 kg/kg dry air, which is similar to the experimental
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results of a liquid desiccant dehumidifier (Chen et al. 2016). Fig. 7.18(b) shows the
water transfer rate from the spent solution to the regenerated solution through the ED
membranes, the water transfer rate from the regenerated solution to the spent solution
through the bypass line, and the net water transfer rate to the regenerated solution
tank. It is shown that the water transfer rates through the ED stack and the bypass
line varied within the ranges of 1.20-1.31 g/s and 1.54-1.65 g/s, respectively. The
variation of the net water transfer rate to the regenerated solution tank was -1.000.74 g/s. The variations in the water removal rate in the low-temperature thermal
regenerator and the water absorption rate in the dehumidifier during the seven-day
simulation are presented in Fig. 7.18 (c). The water removal rate and the water
absorption rate varied in the ranges of 0.138-0.322 g/s and 0.22-0.33g/s, respectively.
The accumulated total amount of the water removed in the low-temperature thermal
regenerator and the total amount of the water absorption in the dehumidifier during
the one-week simulation were 128.6 and 126.6 kg, respectively, which indicated that
the low-temperature thermal regenerator was able to remove the water absorbed in
the dehumidifier in the ED-assisted liquid desiccant dehumidification system. It is
worthwhile to mention that a somewhat better control strategy on the ED regenerator,
the dehumidifier and the low-temperature regenerator would likely achieve an even
better water balance in the system over long simulation durations.
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Fig. 7.18 Simulation results of dehumidifier and water transfer rates: (a) Outlet air
humidity ratio from the dehumidifier, (b)water transfer rates through the ED stack
and the regenerated solution tank, and (c) water transfer rates in the dehumidifier and
low-temperature regenerator.
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Fig. 7.19 shows the salt mass transfer rate from the spent solution to the
regenerated solution through the ED stack. The salt mass transfer rate varied in the
range of 0.66 – 0.71 g/s during the seven-day simulation.
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Fig. 7.19 Salt mass transfer rates through the ED regenerator and the bypass line.
The variations of the two performance indicators, SSRR and RSRR, during the
seven-day simulation, are shown in Fig. 7.20. The variation ranges of SSRR and
RSRR were 0.79-1.26 and 0.82-1.38 with the average values of 1.01 and 1.02,
respectively. This indicated that the low-temperature thermal regenerator and the ED
regenerator are generally able to recover the concentration decrease of the spent and
regenerated solutions, respectively. The variation ranges of both values could be
decreased and both values could be controlled more closely to 1 if a better control
strategy is applied, which can real-time optimise the regeneration temperature at the
low-temperature thermal regenerator and optimise the current density supplied to the
ED stack; however, this was outside the scope of the present study.
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Fig. 7.20 Variations of the two performance indicators during one-week simulation.
The performance of the proposed ED-assisted liquid desiccant dehumidification
system was also evaluated in terms of the dehumidification coefficient of
performance (DCOP), which was defined as the instantaneous enthalpy difference
between the inlet and outlet air in the dehumidifier to the instantaneous power
required to regenerate the liquid desiccant, as defined in Eq. (7.36). The heat required
for regenerating the spent solution in the low-temperature thermal regenerator may
be supplied from solar collectors or any low-grade waste heat source. In this study,
for performance investigation purposes, it was assumed that this heat was provided
by a heat pump unit with an average heating COP of 4.0 during summer working
conditions. The power consumption of the circulation pumps and the fans was not
considered in this study as this would generally be small compared to the power
consumption of the ED stack and the heat pump unit.
𝐷𝐶𝑂𝑃 =

𝑖𝑛
𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑀̇𝑎 (ℎ𝑎,𝑑𝑒
−ℎ𝑎,𝑑𝑒
)

𝑃𝐸𝐷 +𝑃𝐻𝑃

(7.36)

where 𝑀̇𝑎 is the mass flow rate of air in the dehumidifier, PED is the power
consumption of the ED stack, PHP is the power consumption of the heat pump unit
required to heat the liquid desiccant prior to entering the low-temperature thermal
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𝑖𝑛
𝑜𝑢𝑡
regenerator, and ℎ𝑎,𝑑𝑒
and ℎ𝑎,𝑑𝑒
are the air enthalpies at the inlet and outlet of the

dehumidifier, respectively.
Fig. 7.21 shows the variation of the DCOP during the one-week simulation, the
instantaneous enthalpy difference between the inlet and outlet air in the dehumidifier,
and the instantaneous power consumption required to regenerate the liquid desiccant.
The DCOP of the system varied with the change of the working conditions and the
average value over the simulated seven days was around 0.5. As the ED stack is the
main source of energy consumption, the DCOP could be improved by using the ionexchange membranes with a high electrical efficiency.
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Fig. 7.21 Instantaneous enthalpy difference between the inlet and outlet air in
dehumidifier, the power consumption for desiccant regeneration, and DCOP of the
ED-assisted liquid desiccant dehumidification system.

From the results above, it can be seen that the low-temperature thermal
regenerator is able to recover the decrease in the concentration of the spent solution
through the ED regenerator at relatively lower-temperatures (i.e. 45°C) and the ED
stack is able to recover the decrease in the concentration of the regenerated solution
through the dehumidifier. This means that ED-assisted liquid desiccant regeneration
is technically feasible as a means to regenerate the liquid desiccant at a lowtemperature condition. However, the ion-exchange membranes (CMV and AMV)
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used in this study have relatively lower electrical efficiency and high nominal
resistance of one unit area, which resulted in ED stack high energy consumption. The
relatively low DCOP of the ED-assisted liquid desiccant dehumidification system
consequently brings a relatively high operating cost of such systems. As the DCOP is
dependent on the membranes used and the system integration, the investigation of the
performance of different types of ion-exchange membranes and the development of
the ion-exchange membranes with low electrical resistance while maintaining
regeneration capacity, as well as new system integration strategies could be the
potential solutions to improve the DCOP and reduce the operating cost of the EDassisted liquid desiccant dehumidification.
It is generally difficult to compare the initial cost of an ED-assisted LDAC
system with a conventional vapour compression system due to the lack of cost data.
In comparison to the conventional vapour compression system, the initial cost of the
ED-assisted liquid desiccant dehumidification system is mainly dependent on the
equipment cost of the ED stack and other components used in the liquid desiccant
dehumidification system. A previous study showed that the equipment cost of the
liquid desiccant dehumidification system was $1000 less than a vapour compression
system under the same total cooling capacity (Al-Jaafari 2003). As the price of ionexchange

membranes

ranged

from

$111

to

$208

per

square

meter

(Membranes International Inc.), the initial cost of membranes used in the ED-assisted
system could vary from $772 to $1447 based on a total area of 6.96 m2 of the
membranes designed for the proposed system.
7.5

Summary
An integration of ED stack into liquid desiccant dehumidification systems was

proposed to regenerate liquid desiccant at relatively low-temperature conditions. In
the proposed integration, the regeneration process consisted of an ED regenerator
and a low-temperature thermal regenerator.
The results from one-week simulation under Darwin weather conditions showed
that the inlet concentration of the regenerated solution in the dehumidifier was able
to be maintained in the range of 29.93%-30.17% (wt/wt) while the inlet
concentration of the spent solution in the low-temperature thermal regenerator was
able to be kept in the range of 26.80%-26.95% (wt/wt) by the ED regenerator.
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The accumulated water removal in the low-temperature thermal regenerator and
the accumulated water absorption in the dehumidifier during the seven-day
simulation were 128.6 and 126.6 kg, respectively.
Two performance indicators were used to evaluate the performance of the EDassisted regeneration system, i.e. Spent Solution Recovery Ratio (SSRR) and
Regenerated Solution Recovery Ratio (RSRR). The average values of SSRR and
RSRR were 1.01 and 1.02, respectively; and the values of SSRR and RSRR varied
within the ranges of 0.79-1.26, and 0.82-1.38, respectively.
The performance of the proposed regeneration system was also evaluated in
terms of the dehumidification coefficient of performance (DCOP). It was shown that
the average value of the DCOP in the simulated seven days was around 0.50. This
low DCOP was mainly due to the high power consumption of the ED stack which
was modelled using the same ion-exchange membranes with a relatively high
resistance as used in the experimental work in this project. Therefore, how to greatly
decrease the energy consumption of the ED stack while maintaining the required
concentration increase of the desiccant solution would be one of the key issues of
using ED for liquid desiccant regeneration.
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Chapter 8 Conclusions and Recommendations
This thesis describes an experimental and numerical investigation of the use of
electrodialysis (ED) for regenerating liquid desiccants commonly used in liquid
desiccant air conditioning systems (LDACs) and the examination of the feasibility of
integrating ED into LDAC systems. A range of experiments was first carried out
using a lab-scale test rig to examine how four operating parameters of the ED stack
affected its regenerative ability in regenerating liquid desiccants. The four parameters
investigated included the electrical current density, the concentration of regenerated
and spent solutions, the difference in concentration between the regenerated and
spent solutions and the solution flow rate. As the solution concentration used in
LDAC systems is significantly higher than that in the desalination or other industrial
fields, the experimental study also aimed to identify appropriate operational ranges
for the ED stack with an acceptable regeneration performance. Based on the
operating ranges identified, further experiments were designed using Taguchi
method to investigate the mass transfer and energy consumption of the ED stack in
regenerating liquid desiccants, and to determine its optimal operating conditions in
terms of the concentration of the transferred solution from the spent channels to the
regenerated channels and the energy consumption of the ED stack.
Since the behaviour of ED membrane pairs for liquid desiccant regeneration is
somewhat different from that used for seawater treatment, a mathematical model of
the ED regeneration was developed by modifying the existing overall mass transfer
(OMT) equation. A series of experiments were designed and carried out to identify
the characteristics of the membrane pairs required in the modified OMT equation and
the electrical resistance of the membrane pair.
A strategy to integrate the ED stack with liquid desiccant dehumidification
systems for desiccant regeneration was then proposed, whereby a hybrid ED and
thermal regeneration approach was applied to allow the liquid desiccant to be
regenerated under relatively low-temperature conditions so that low-grade thermal
energy could be used in the regeneration process. The feasibility of this proposed
ED-assisted regeneration system was evaluated using a developed TRNSYS
simulation platform under dynamic weather conditions applying in Darwin,
Australia. The major findings from this study are summarised as follows.
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8.1

Effect of key operating parameters on the regenerative performance of
electrodialysis for liquid desiccants
The appropriate operating ranges of ED for liquid desiccant regeneration were

first investigated in conjunction with the investigation of the effects of the
aforementioned four key operating parameters on the regenerative ability and
electrical efficiency of ED for processing Lithium Chloride (LiCl) liquid desiccant
solutions. The main findings from the experimental investigation were as follows.
• In the range of the solution flow rates studied (i.e. 60-140 L/h), an increase in
the solution flow rate decreased the regenerative ability of the ED stack due to
the reduced residence time of the solution inside the ED stack;
• The increase in the concentration of the regenerated solution varied from
0.57 % to 1.08% (wt/wt) with the increase of the current density from 28.6 to
57.1 mA/cm2 when the initial concentration of the spent and regenerated
solutions was 27.5 % (wt/wt) and the circulation flow rate was 100 L/h;
• The ED stack was able to achieve higher rates of increase in concentration of
the regenerated solution when lower initial concentrations of the solutions in
the regenerated and spent tanks were applied;
• The difference in the concentration between the regenerated and spent
solutions had a significant impact on the regenerative ability of the ED stack
due to the back diffusion and osmosis, which should be controlled within a
reasonable range to ensure an acceptable regeneration performance; and
• A limitation of the concentration difference between the regenerated and spent
solutions for regenerating the regenerated solution was found as 5.86% (wt/wt)
in the experiment with the initial concentrations of spent and regenerated
solutions of 23.96% and 28.77% (wt/wt) respectively, the current density of
57.1 mA/cm2 and the circulation flow rate of 100 L/h.
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8.2

Mass

transfer

investigation

and

experimental

optimisation

of

electrodialysis for regenerating LiCl liquid desiccant
As the performance of the ED stack was influenced by the above mentioned four
operating parameters, a number of additional experiments designed using Taguchi
method were conducted to obtain a better understanding of the salt mass transfer and
water mass transfer within the ED stack for regenerating LiCl liquid desiccant and to
optimise the ED regeneration performance based on the operating ranges identified.
Salt mass transfer, water mass transfer, the concentration of the solution transferred
from the spent solution to the regenerated solution, and the energy consumption of
the ED stack were used as quality characteristics. The experimental data was
analysed using the signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio and analysis of variance (ANOVA). A
multi-objective optimisation of the operating factors was performed using the mean
of S/N ratios and grey relational analysis (GRA). The main findings obtained from
the experiments are as follows:
• The most influential parameter for the salt mass transfer was the current
density with a percentage contribution of 92.62%;
• The most influential parameter for the water mass transfer was the current
density with a percentage contribution of 47.24%;
• The most influential parameter for the concentration of the transferred solution
was the initial difference in the concentration between the regenerated and
spent solutions with a percentage contribution of 78.43%;
• The most influential parameter for the energy consumption of the ED stack was
the current density with a percentage contribution of 94.23 %; and
• Among the levels of the operating parameters studied, a relatively low energy
consumption, a relatively low water mass transfer from the spent solution to
the regenerated solution, and a relatively high salt mass transfer from the spent
solution to the regenerated solution were achieved when the initial
concentration of the regenerated solution was 27.50% (wt/wt), the initial
difference in concentration between the regenerated and spent solutions was
0% (wt/wt), the supplied current density was 38.1 mA/cm2 and the circulation
flow rate was 100 L/h.
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8.3

Mathematical modelling of electrodialysis for regeneration of LiCl liquid
desiccant
The major findings from the mathematical modelling of ED regeneration and

simulation exercises were as follows:
• The model predicted values generally agreed well with the experimental
results;
• The deviation between the model predicted concentration of the solution in the
regenerated tank and that of the experiments was ± 0.2% for 94% of the data
tested;
• The deviation between the volume of the solution predicted in the regenerated
solution tank and that observed in the experiments was ± 4%; and
• A minimum power consumption of the ED stack of 0.56 kW was required to
increase the concentration of the regenerated solution no less than 0.1% (wt/wt)
with the effective area of one membrane of 0.308 m2 and the number of the
membrane pairs of 12.
8.4

Feasibility study of integrating an ED stack into liquid desiccant
regeneration systems
The main conclusions from the feasibility study of an ED-assisted liquid

desiccant dehumidification system are summarised as follows.
•

The inlet concentration of the regenerated solution in the dehumidifier was
able to be maintained in the range of 29.93-30.17% (wt/wt) while the inlet
concentration of the spent solution in the low-temperature thermal regenerator
was able to be kept in the range of 26.80-26.95% (wt/wt) during the one-week
simulation.

•

The values of SSRR and RSRR fluctuated in the ranges of 0.79-1.26, and
0.82-1.38 with an average value of 1.01 and 1.02, respectively;

•

The ED-assisted regeneration system was technically able to regenerate the
liquid desiccant at a low-temperature condition (i.e. 45°C); and

•

The dehumidification coefficient of performance (DCOP) in the simulated
seven days was around 0.50. This low DCOP was mainly due to the high
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power consumption of the ED stack. How to greatly decrease the energy
consumption of the ED stack while maintaining the required concentration
increase of the desiccant solution would be one of the key issues of using ED
for liquid desiccant regeneration.
8.5

Recommendations for future work
This study presented an initial step towards the practical testing of the feasibility

of using ED for liquid desiccant regeneration. Significant efforts are still needed to
further examine this technology for practical applications.
Firstly, the experimental studies in this thesis were carried out based on one type
of ion-exchange membrane pair. It would be worthwhile to perform further
experiments with different types of membrane pairs to determine the best membranes
suitable for liquid desiccant regeneration.
Secondly, a more detailed modelling of the salt mass transfer and water mass
transfer through the ion-exchange membranes might be helpful to more reliably
predict the performance of ED for liquid desiccant regeneration.
Thirdly, this study was primarily focused on the experimental investigation of
ED regeneration performance and the feasibility of integrating ED into LDAC
systems. The use of different ion-exchange membranes and other innovative methods
to integrate ED into LDAC systems could be the potential solutions to improve the
DCOP of ED-assisted LDAC systems. Optimum design and appropriate control of
the ED-assisted LDAC systems are essential to determine the economic viability of
using ED for liquid desiccant regeneration.
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Appendix A – Calculation of LiCl liquid
desiccant properties
Equilibrium vapour pressure of LiCl solution psol is calculated by Eqs. (A.1)(A.6) (Conde 2004).
𝑝𝑠𝑜𝑙 = 𝜋25 𝑓(𝜉, 𝛼)𝑝𝐻2 𝑂

(A.1)

𝑓(𝜉, 𝛼) = 𝐴 + 𝐵𝛼

(A.2)
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(A.5)
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where 𝑝𝐻2 𝑂 is the water equilibrium vapour pressure which can be calculated by Eqs.
(A.7) and (A.8) (Conde 2004), TK is the solution temperature in Kelvin, 𝑇𝐾,𝑐,𝐻2 𝑂 is
the water temperature at the critical point in Kelvin, and π0 - π8 are the coefficients
and their values are summarised in Table A.1.
𝑝𝐻2 𝑂

ln (𝑝

𝑐,𝐻2 𝑂

)=

𝛽 =1−𝑇

𝑏0 𝛽+𝑏1 𝛽 1.5 +𝑏2 𝛽3 +𝑏3 𝛽3.5 +𝑏4 𝛽 4 +𝑏5 𝛽 7.5

(A.7)

1−𝛽

𝑇𝐾

(A.8)

𝐾,𝑐,𝐻2 𝑂

where 𝑝𝑐,𝐻2 𝑂 is the water equilibrium vapour pressure at the critical point, and b0 - b5
are the coefficients and their values used are summarised in Table A.1.

Table A.1 Parameters for the vapour pressure calculation of LiCl solution and water
(Conde 2004)
π0
π1
π2
0.28
4.30
0.60
b0
b1
-7.858230
1.839910

π3
π4
π5
0.21
5.10
0.49
b2
b3
-11.781100
22.670500

π6
π7
π8
0.362 -4.75 -0.40
b4
b5
-15.939300 1.775160

The surface tension of LiCl solution γL can be calculated by Eqs. (A.9) and
(A.10) (Conde 2004).
𝛾𝐿 = 𝛾𝐻2 𝑂 (1 + 𝑐1 𝜉 + 𝑐2 𝜉𝛼 + 𝑐3 𝜉𝛼 2 + 𝑐4 𝜉 2 + 𝑐5 𝜉 3 )
𝛾𝐻2 𝑂 = 𝑐0 [1 + 0.625(1 − 𝛼)](1 − 𝛼)1.256

(A.9)
(A.10)

where 𝛾𝐻2 𝑂 is the water surface tension, and c0 - c5 are the coefficients and the values
used are summarised in Table A.2.

Table A.2 Parameters for the surface tension calculation of LiCl solution(Conde
2004)
c0
235.8

c1
2.757115

c2
-12.011299

c3
14.751818

c4
2.443204

c5
-3.147739

The dynamic viscosity of LiCl solution μL can be calculated by Eqs (A.11) (A.15) (Conde 2004).
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𝜇𝐿 = 𝜇𝐻2 𝑂 𝑒 𝑑1 𝜁

3.6 +𝑑 𝜁+𝑑 𝜁 +𝑑 𝜁 2
2
3𝛼
4

(A.11)

𝜉
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(A.12)

𝜇𝐻2 𝑂 = 𝜇0 𝜇1 ∙ 55.071×10−6
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(A.15)

where 𝜇𝐻2 𝑂 is the water dynamic viscosity, 𝜌𝐻2 𝑂 is the density of water, d1 - d4 and
gi,j (i=0,1,2…5, j=0,1,2,…6) are the coefficients. The values of coefficients for the
calculation of the dynamic viscosity are given in Tables A.3 and 7.4.

Table A.3 Parameters for the dynamic viscosity calculation of LiCl solution(Conde
2004)
d1
0.090481

d2
1.390262

d3
0.675875

d4
-0.583517

Table A.4 Parameters for the dynamic viscosity calculation of water(Conde 2004)
i/j
0
1
2
3
4
5

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

0.5132047
0.3205656
0.0
0.0
-0.7782567
0.1885447

0.2151778
0.7317883
1.241044
1.476783
0.0
0.0

-0.2818107
-1.070786
-1.263184
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.1778064
0.4605040
0.2340379
-0.4924179
0.0
0.0

-0.0417661
0.0
0.0
0.1600435
0.0
0.0

0.0
-0.01578386
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
-0.003629481
0.0
0.0

The thermal conductivity of liquid desiccant solution ks can be calculated by Eqs.
(A.16)-(A.18) (Conde 2004).
𝑘𝑠 = 𝑘𝐻2 𝑂 − 𝛼𝑅 𝜁𝑒𝑞
𝜁𝑒𝑞 =

𝜉×𝜌𝑠
42.4

𝛼𝑅 = 10.8958×10−3 − 11.788210−3 𝜉

(A.16)
(A.17)
(A.18)

where 𝛼R is the equivalent thermal conductivity depression, ζeq is the equivalent ionic
concentration, 𝑘𝐻2 𝑂 is the thermal conductivity of water at the same temperature of
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liquid desiccant solution, which can be calculated by Eqs. (A.19)-(A.24) (Conde
2004).
𝑘𝐻2 𝑂 = 𝑘0 𝑘1 𝑘2
𝑇

𝑘
𝑘0 = (647.26
)

0.5

(A.19)
𝑖

𝑇

𝑘
[∑3𝑖=0 𝐿0,𝑖 (647.26
)]

𝜌𝐻2 𝑂

𝑘1 = 𝐿1,0 + 𝐿1,1 317.7 + 𝐿1,2 𝑒

(A.20)

2
𝜌𝐻 𝑂
2 +𝐿 ) ]
1,4
317.7

[𝐿1,3 (

(A.21)

𝜌𝐻2 𝑂 9⁄5
𝜌𝐻2 𝑂 14⁄5
𝐿2,0
𝑘2 = [
+
𝐿
]
(
)
𝑒𝑥𝑝
{𝐿
[1
−
(
)
]}
2,1
3,0
10
317.7
317.7
𝑇𝑘
(647.26)
𝜌𝐻2 𝑂 𝛬1
𝜌𝐻 𝑂 1+𝛬1
𝛬1
) 𝑒𝑥𝑝 {(
) [1 − ( 2 )
]}
317.7
1 + 𝛬1
317.7

+𝐿2,2 𝛬0 (

3⁄2

𝑇

𝑘
+𝐿2,3 𝑒𝑥𝑝 [𝐿3,1 (647.26
)

𝛬0 =

+

𝐿3,2
𝜌𝐻 𝑂 5
( 2 )
317.7

]

(A.22)

𝐿3,5
3⁄5
𝑇𝑘
(|
−1|+𝐿3,3 )
647.26

𝛬1 = 2 +

(A.23)

𝐿3,4

(A.24)

3⁄5
𝑇
(| 𝑘 −1|+𝐿3,3 )
647.26

where Li,j (i = 0, … 3; j = 0, … 5) are coefficients, the value of which are given in
Table A.5.

Table A.5 Parameters for the thermal conductivity calculation of water
Li,j
j=0
j=1
j=2
j=3
j=4
j=5

i=0
0.0102811
0.0299621
0.0156146
-0.00422464
0.0
0.0

i=1
-0.397070
0.400302
1.060000
-0.171587
2.392190
0.0

i=2
0.0701309
0.0118520
0.00169937
-1.0200
0.0
0.0

i=3
0.642857
-4.11717
-6.17937
0.00308976
0.0822994
10.0932

The specific thermal capacity can be calculated by Eqs. (A.25) – (A.27) (Conde
2004).
𝐶𝑝,𝑠 = 𝐶𝑝,𝐻2 𝑂 ×(1 − 𝑓1 (𝜉)×𝑓2 (𝑇))

(A.25)
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𝐶𝑝,𝐻2 𝑂 = 𝑔0 + 𝑔1 𝜀 0.02 + 𝑔2 𝜀 0.04 + 𝑔3 𝜀 0.06 + 𝑔4 𝜀 1.8 + 𝑔5 𝜀 8
𝑇

𝑘
𝜀 = 228
−1

(A.26)
(A.27)

where g0 – g5 are coefficients, the value of which are given in Table A.6, function
f1(ξ) and f2(T) are presented in Eqs. (A.28) and (A.29) (Conde 2004).

Table A.6 Parameters for the specific heat capacity calculation of water
g0
88.7891

g1
-120.1958

g2
-16.9264

g3
52.4654

g4
0.10826

g5
0.46988

ℎ 𝜉 + ℎ1 𝜉 2 + ℎ21 𝜉 3 𝜉 ≤ 0.31
𝑓1 (𝜉) = { 0
ℎ3 + ℎ4 𝜉
𝜉 > 0.31

(A.28)

𝑓2 (𝑇) = ℎ5 𝜀 0.02 + ℎ6 𝜀 0.04 + ℎ7 𝜀 0.06

(A.29)

where h0 – h7 are coefficients, the value of which are given in Table A.7.

Table A.7 Parameters for the specific heat capacity calculation of liquid desiccant
solution
h0
1.63799

h1
-1.69002

h2
1.05124

h3
0.0

h4
0.0

h5
58.5225

h6
-105.6343

h7
47.7948
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